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Summary
At present, awareness - and use - of climate services (CS) by the legal sector is negligible. This is partly due to lack of
understanding of climate change and the ways it differentially implicated different practice areas of law. This disposition is
steadily changing. Whereas to-date climate change has been narrowly conceived of as the remit of international or
environmental law(yers), the profession increasingly recognises the cross-cutting implications that climate change has for
almost all practice areas. Legal services influence demand for climate services in two main ways. First, they can be a direct
source of demand through, for example, procuring expert consultancy, reports, and evidence in casework. Second, more
significantly, in their more expansive remit advising clients on a broader spectrum of risk and compliance, they can influence
clients to procure climate services themselves. This is harder to quantify, but may, for example, include climate risk audits of
assets and supply chains. The scope of lawyers' work is largely client-driven and the duties that the law places on them. As
clients across sectors respond to changing legislation and investor (and others') demand to manage climate risk, lawyers will
be called-upon to provide trusted advice. Legal services demand climate information that is: practice-specific, accredited,
transparent, and (ideally) discursive in form. Information should be at the highest possible resolution as required by given
client-groups (i.e. asset-level for investors) whilst meeting legal standards of probability. Information should be presented
transparently, accounting for any uncertainties and assumptions, and in rendered in clear narrative. Legal services that require
external consultancy typically develop close relationships with a select trusted partners. At the same time, in many jurisdictions,
certain kinds of legal advice are increasingly provided by accredited professionals outside non-traditional law firms (e.g.
environmental consultancies). This is part of a shift towards multi-disciplinary consultancy that uses a mix of professional
expertise. Climate services may play an increasingly prominent role in providing legal advice directly as they add legal services
to their service portfolio. Moreover, legal services are making increasing use of artificial intelligence and other technologies
(e.g. in research).
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1 Executive Summary
“For us as lawyers, who deal on a daily basis with uncertainty, there is no excuse for
inaction [on climate change] because of uncertainty. Like nature, the law has little
forgiveness for the unprepared” Mark Baker-Jones1
Law, and therefore legal services, will be indispensable to achieving a just transition to a low-carbon
economy, as well as to ensuring that societies are resilient in the face of future climate-related risk.
This renders the legal profession an essential actor, be it through crafting clear and robust legal
frameworks, ensuring compliance, or upholding constitutional rights. At present, awareness – and
use – of climate services (CS) in the legal sector is negligible. This is partly due to lack of
understanding of climate change and the ways it implicates different practice areas of law. Whereas
to-date climate change has been traditionally – and narrowly - conceived as being within the remit
of international or environmental law(yers), the profession increasingly recognises the differential,
but transversal, implications that climate change has across areas of legal practice.
Legal services influence demand for climate services in two main ways. First, they can be a direct
source of demand through, for example, procuring expert consultancy, reports, and evidence when
constructing cases. Second, and more significantly, in their more expansive remit advising clients
on a broader spectrum of risk and compliance, they can spur their clients or employers to make
use of climate services. This type of use is complex to estimate, and may include, for example,
climate risk audits of assets and supply chains. The scope of lawyers’ work is largely client-driven,
coupled with the duties that the law places on them. As clients across sectors respond to changing
legislation and investor (and others’) demand to manage climate risk, lawyers will be called-upon to
provide trusted advice.
Demand for legal services follows client demand, therefore, among other factors, demand for legal
services can reflect the nature of societal activities and a legal sector’s degree of
internationalisation. Because climate change affects sectors – and areas of legal practice - in
disparate ways, the pattern and nature of legal work with a climate change aspect will also be
uneven. As the impacts and implications of climate change increase and become more widely
understood, legal services’ demand for specific climate knowledge and evidence is likely increase.
Legal services providers that can help clients understand what their legal duties are vis-à-vis
climate change in respect of existing (and forthcoming) laws and established legal doctrines to
protect clients from climate-related litigation will become increasingly demanded.
Legal services desire climate-related information that is practice-specific, accredited, transparent,
and (ideally) discursive. Information should be at the highest possible spatial resolution as required
by given client-groups (i.e. planning) and be addressed to legal standards of proof. Climate
information should be presented transparently, accounting for uncertainties and assumptions, and
be rendered in clear narrative.
With industry shifts toward multi-disciplinary consultancy - that mobilises a mix of professional
expertise to service the totality of client needs - climate services providers could play an increasing
role in providing legal advice directly through bundling certain types of legal advice with existing
consultancy. At the same time, the legal services value chain is evolving, with firms making
increasing use of artificial intelligence (AI) and other technologies (e.g. in research). This
transforms the research process, enabling firms to more easily query large volumes of complex
information when assembling evidence or undertaking due diligence. This creates opportunities for
climate service innovators.
1

https://www.nccarf.edu.au/business/publications/interview-mark-baker-jones-dla-piper [Accessed on: 29.03.2018]
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The following actions could contribute to increasing up-take of climate services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raise awareness across the legal services sector of how climate change modifies legal
(and other) risks;
Enhance visibility of climate services providers, such as by means of a ‘provider store’;
Demonstration of how climate services can be used in practice;
Continued development (and synthesis) of peer-reviewed climate science;
Improved socio-economic projections;
Mainstreaming of climate change in university law syllabi and tailored CPD;
Improvement of climate attribution and impact science;
Greater attention by climate services to the evidential requirements of the legal sector;
Stronger legal frameworks focused on adaptation and resilience that place clear,
differentiated duties on decision makers to manage climate-related risk

Large law firms, multi-disciplinary consultancies, and in-house counsel are expected to constitute
the principal sources of future demand for commercial climate services. As they adjust to
increasing demands – from clients and law alike – to manage climate-related risk, legal services
will increasingly require the means to support due diligence, ensure that clients continue to comply
with regulation, and are shielded from litigation.

2 Background
This study forms part of MArket Research for a Climate services Observatory (MARCO), a
research project funded through the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Environment and
Resources programme. With growing appreciation of the risks (and ‘opportunities’) that climate
change presents, climate services are helping organisations to mitigate, adapt, and become futureresilient. However, relatively little is known about the climate services market, with unaddressed
gaps existing between supply and demand. MARCO endeavours to understand these gaps by
providing a 360° view of Europe’s climate services market, endowing suppliers and users alike with
the insight to predict the sector’s future direction and growth. The present study, focused on legal
services, is one of nine case studies that takes an in-depth view of the market potential for climate
services with respect to different sectors and regions of Europe.
This study draws on a combination of economic and (legal/CS) market statistics, published
grey / academic literature, and 11 semi-structured interviews with recognised authorities on climate
change law. Interview participants span the cross-section of the legal sector, including commercial
lawyers, academics, ‘activist’ lawyers, professional bodies, and consultants. In addition, study
authors attended two key sector events focused on environmental law to gain deeper insight into
current thinking on climate change and establish contact with stakeholders. As the research team,
the gender of interviewees is evenly balanced (see Appendix 1). The geographical focus of this
study is global, however, due to its economic importance and global reach relative to its EU peers,
the study pays particular attention to the UK legal sector in its current status as part of the EU 28.
Any future replication of this study should, however, focus on individual jurisdictions. This will
enable a stronger grasp of specific economic structures and vulnerabilities, legal sector structures,
regulatory conditions, and differences of jurisprudence that influence demand for legal services.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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“Development of the common law, as a response to changed conditions, does not come
like a bolt out of a clear sky. Invariably the clouds gather first, often from different quarters,
indicating with increasing obviousness what is coming.”
Lord Justice Nicholls (Minter Ellison, 2016b).
“Climate change is no longer simply an ethical question: it has acquired a hard
material edge.”
G. Lobo, 07.07.2017
Since June 2015, the following events have occurred:
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

June 2015: A District Court in The Hague finds that the Dutch government is in breach of
its duty of care to Dutch society. In failing to meet what the court found to be a minimum
requirement of 25% reduction by 2020 to meet its obligations, the court upheld the plaintiffs’
complaint on grounds of hazardous state negligence;
September 2015: The Governor of the Bank of England warns that climate change is a
material financial risk that poses a systemic threat to financial stability;
November 2015: The Paris Agreement commits the world to no more than 1.5C warming;
February 2017: Geoff Summerhayes (Australia Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA))
gives a speech to the Insurance Council of Australia, warning that insurers that APRA and
other regulators will require financial institutions to prove they are adequately managing
climate-related risks. As Summerhayes notes, “Some climate risks are distinctly ‘financial’
in nature. Many of these risks are material, foreseeable, and actionable now. Climate risks
also have potential system-wide implications that APRA and other regulators here and
abroad are paying much closer attention to;” 2
May 2017: 390 institutional investors, managing USD$22 trillion, petition the G20 and G7 to
implement the Paris Agreement, develop frameworks for low-carbon growth, and implement
the recommendations of the Taskforce on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD);3
August 2017: Two shareholders bring litigation against the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia (CommBank) for failing to manage and disclose climate risk - alleging that this
exposed investors to possible loss of income - and for refusing to rule-out financing the
Carmichael coalmine. In September 2017, shareholders drop the lawsuit after CommBank
recognises climate change as a material risk in its Annual Report and implements scenario
modelling.

Taken together, the (far from exhaustive list of) events noted above testify to an intensification of
legal attention and action on climate change at multiple levels, by public and private actors, driven
by both legislation and litigation. They speak to an increasing recognition that climate change is
no longer purely an ethical question, but presents material risks – physical, transitional,
and liability – that have the potential to harm individuals, orgnanisations, and ultimately the
resilience of economies and societies. At the same time, this change creates material
opportunities for those that have the foresight to perceive them.
The Paris Agreement in particular is transformative in setting-out a clear trajectory as to how
national laws and global economic activity will evolve. This will in turn instigate considerable
adjustments in the allocation of capital away from carbon-intensive industries and assets and
operations vulnerable to climate risk, and towards low-carbon intensity sectors and climate-resilient
entities. The physical and transition risks will be universally felt to a greater or lesser extent, but will
2http://www.apra.gov.au/Speeches/Documents/ICA%20Speech%20Geoff%20Summerhayes%2017%20February%2020

17.pdf [0706.2017]
3http://investorsonclimatechange.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/v2-Final-Letter-to-G20.pdf [Accessed on: 07.062017]
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be highly differentiated according to sector, time horizon, and geography. Organising and enforcing
this transition in the long-term will involve both the application of existing laws in new ways and for
new laws and voluntary codes in the medium-term. The legal sector’s inimical relationship with
justice distinguishes it from other sectors. The uneven distribution of innumerable harms
associated with climate change – with the poorest typically the most vulnerable – means legal
services have a unique role in ensuring that legal responses to climate-related risks are adequate
to the science and ‘just’ according to laws and constitutions.
Managing this economic and societal transition will require decision makers at all levels to revisit
assumptions and solicit advice on how they may best manage climate related risk to comply with
legislation and fiduciary responsibilities, limit their liabilities, exploit opportunities, and inform them
of their duties considering evolving legislation and precedents. Just as climate change modifies
existing risks that societies face, so it modifies existing risk management regimes and the legal
advice that clients will demand. This means that professionals’ whose remit it is to provide such
advice – including legal services - will increasingly be called upon to advise their clients on climaterelated issues. The necessarily sector-specific nature of this advice means that lawyers working in
existing practice areas will be required to build understanding of the evolving climate-related risks
and opportunities associated with their respective practice area. This new area will imply the
procurement of new knowledge. As stated by one interviewee: “A principal goal of a lawyers is to
determine obligations and duties, so they are interested in analytics that helps them in this task.
Depending on the client, these may be the duties of the private citizen, corporation, or the
government” (L. Patton, 28.07.2017).
As a transversal issue that manifests in a multitude of ways - for citizens, law makers,
organisations, regulators, and businesses - mitigating and adapting to climate change requires
strong, clear, and enforceable law. Law is an indispensable tool for the realisation of climaterelated goals and climate justice through clearly establishing duties and responsibilities in respect
of climate change. In turn, the legal sector is indispensable to help to mainstream climate
adaptation, but has, to date, been less prominent in climate debates and neglected by climate
services (CS) providers. Legal services will be required to help draft clear and effective climate
adaptation laws and policies, advise clients on emerging climate-related common law and statute,
and to advance climate justice. To respond to this growing demand, legal services will be required
to develop competence in climate change and make appropriate use of CS.
Climate change means that past climate trends cannot be considered a guide to future climatic
conditions. What applies scientifically can also apply legally. In view of consensus climate
science, which courts uphold across jurisdictions, laws and protocols that assume a static climatic
setting can no longer be considered valid or fit-for-purpose. The use of outdated climate
information where new information is available or omitting consideration of climate change has
direct effects for an array of issues that concern lawyers, such as environmental integrity, human
and animal health, consumer protection, building performance, spatial planning, investor returns,
and even systemic financial stability. Failing to consider climate change across areas of legal
practice that touch on these - and many other - areas will lend individuals, societies, and
economies to be exposed to increasingly foreseeable climate-related risks.
Climate risks will create ‘winners and losers’ that vary according to sector and geography, resulting
in potential legal disputes (‘progressive’ or ‘regressive’ litigation). Between 1980-2015, over
€433bn economic damage was caused by weather- and climate-related events in Europe (EEA,
2017), with most damage (70%) caused by a small number of high-impact events. But with
extreme heatwaves - such as the 2003 European heatwave - projected to occur every two-years
by the second-half of the 21st century, loss and damage resulting from weather- and climaterelated events is expected to greatly increase without considerable adaptation and mitigation. In a
context where climate change (and extreme events attributed to it) that is ‘reasonably foreseeable’,
April 2018
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such losses heighten both the likelihood and scale of climate-related litigation as victims seek
redress.
Unless and until such a time that ‘hard’ (e.g. legislation) and ‘soft’ law (e.g. voluntary disclosure
regimes, professional, design, planning, and other such rules) remove ambiguity over duties, and
compliance regimes are introduced, there is likely to be an increase in ‘contentious’ cases in the
short-medium term that seek to clarify the law. Pragmatically, the physical, transitional, and
reputational risks associated with climate change will lead actors across sectors to solicit advice
on: whether and how to mainstream climate risk into organisational planning and strategic decision
making; how to comply with climate-related laws; how to integrate climate change into due
diligence; and how to scope prospective future climate-related liabilities (including supply chains).

2.1 Definition
Legal work is distinguished according to presence (or not) of a dispute and by practice area. Both
factors determine the particular climate services that a given legal work may require: work that
lawyers undertake can be divided into two categories: ‘contentious’ and ‘non-contentious’. The
former involves dispute between at least two parties, often resolved through an adversarial
process. Non-contentious work (also termed ‘transactional’) does not involve a dispute, but relates
to compliance, contracts, transactions, and other services of an advisory nature (e.g. mergers and
acquisitions). This translates into legal services work that involves (a.) advising on client
obligations and (b.) advocacy. In practice, almost all lawyers are trained in both contentious and
non-contentious law, though they may specialise. As regards the provision of legal advice, “[The]
starting point is to align with client needs: to advise them on duties. This is baseline, obligatory
work, and so demand for climate services will depend on the scope of obligations regarding climate
change” (L. Patton, 28.07.2017). As such, lawyers typically rely on clients to set the terms of
reference of their work: clients that do not inquire about climate change are unlikely to receive
advice related to it. A second classification of legal work is according to area of legal practice
(‘practice area’), e.g. ‘corporate law’ or ‘environmental law’. Lawyers may develop competence
across several areas.
Several factors shape demand for legal services; differences in social and economic structure,
jurisprudence, legislation, litigation culture, and sector internationalisation mean that the demand
profile for legal services is difficult to generalise across jurisdictions. In so far as climate change –
and responses to it – disrupts prevailing economic and social activities, current trends of clients’
solicitation of climate advice and legal services’ use of climate services are likewise unlikely to be a
sound basis for projecting future demand. CS demand by the legal sector will reflect the presence
(and clarity) of climate-related legislation, the type and magnitude of climate risks and impacts, and
the abruptness of change. As the Chief Executive of the US Association of Climate Change
Officers noted: “Everything we are used to appears predicable. Not anymore. Our systems
need to be adapted to unpredictability; to rapid, massive, and pervasive system failures. In
that context, lawyers will be liable for poor advice” (ABA, 2017).
Non-Contentious Law
Two interventions are starting to catalyse business action on climate change: the Paris Agreement
and the Governor of the Bank of England’s statements that climate change poses a systemic risk
to financial stability and an opportunity. The former will have a profound effect on legislation and
statutory regulation as well as decisions over capital allocation over the years to come, and all
sectors are likely to have to review their protocols and duties considering these changes. Lawyers
typically specialise in particular areas of law, however different (or sub-sectors) have varying
attitudes toward addressing climate risk. Therefore, there is likely to be a sectoral bias with
respect to lawyers liable to be asked for climate advice and, by extension, their potential demand
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for climate services. Until now lawyers demanding climate services have largely tracked those
sectors that are most vulnerable to physical climate change and operate on longer time horizons,
such as insurance and infrastructure.4 The emergence of broadly applicable climate-related
legislation and common law precedents – such as in respect of directors’ duties - are likely to
increase demand for lawyers specialised in practice areas typically marked by shorter time
horizons. For example, the growing green bond market will create opportunities for corporate and
finance lawyers, in turn spurring demand for climate-related evidence and metrics that support
compliance and project evaluation.
Contentious Law
Courts around the world are being increasingly asked to resolve disputes related to climate
change. These cases are highly differentiated in respect of both legal practice as well as the kind
of claim brought. Supporting the notion that climate change affects the cross-section of societal
and economic activities, it has been noted that “there is no typical ‘climate change case’ and no
natural jurisdiction for climate change claims. This level of legal differentiation raises questions
about the type of expertise that is required in order to bring litigation to climate change” (KCL,
2017: 3). Given that such areas will inevitably be impacted by social and economic shifts brought
about by climate change, litigation pursued through public trust, competition, public procurement
law, and other laws can be a powerful means of advancing action on climate change. In the
absence of any ‘International Court of the Environment’ and limits placed on the jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice, international adjudication involving private contracts and trade are
likely to represent a growing space for climate related dispute. This will create associated demand
for expert witness services.

“The insurance sector was identified as a sector that is directly engaged in raising awareness around climate change
risks” (KCL, 2016)
4
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2.1 Legal Services - Sector Profile
2.1.1 Legal services – sector size
“Legal services are unique because of the fundamental role they play in society, democracy
and the economy through the delivery of the rule of law” The Law Society, 2016: 11

Sources of Demand for UK Legal Services

Sources of Business Demand for Legal
Services (%)

Inventory Investment
Provision
10%
0.7%

Other
Advertising and market…
Management consulting, head…
Rental and leasing services
Oil & gas
Architectural and engineering
Wholesale trade
IT services
Construction
Legal services
Financial services, insurance,…
0

Households
0.3%

Exports
13%
Public
sector
13%

10

20

30

40

Figure 2- Sources of demand for legal services by
industrial sector. Source: The Law Society, 2016

Business
demand
63%

50

Figure 1 - Source of demand for UK Legal Services.
Source: The Law Society, 2016

The legal sector accounts for law firms, the public sector, not-for-profit providers, in-house counsel,
and (in recent times) Alternative Business Structures (ABSs) that draw on technical expertise such
as accountancy firms and environmental consultancies. The Law Society data above focus on law
firms only. Whilst legal services data are collected by most EU countries, countries do not collect
granular sector data that would enable meaningful comparison: “International comparisons
between legal sectors...were not possible because most countries likely to be relevant for the
purposes of comparison do not collect economic data specifically at the level of the legal sector”
(The Law Society, 2016: 6).
As shown by the charts above, the largest source of demand for UK legal services is the business
sector (63%, which also includes much household demand), followed by the public sector (13%),
exports (13%) and investment (10%). Reflecting the prominence of the UK’s financial services
sector, this sector is the largest single source of business demand (17%), followed by (other) legal
services firms (8%), and construction (5%). Public sector expenditure on legal services comprises
two main areas: legal aid (£2.1bn) and clinical negligence (estimated £600m on legal fees). 5
Activities under the strong influence of public decision making are liable to legal challenge (by
those that can afford it) when harm is perceived to have resulted from a particular course of (in)action. As legislation is introduced, common law precedents are set and climate impacts are felt,
planning authorities will be increasingly obliged to evaluate and mitigate climate-related risks
across their domain (e.g. disclosing accurate information concerning physical climate risks).
‘Legal services’ encompass a broader spectrum of market activity, including the growing trend for
the provision of advice in non-contentious areas by non-legal professionals such as consultants
5

This is connected to the fact that healthcare is a public service in the UK.
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and other accredited professionals (e.g. accountants). Legal services (LS) are defined by The Law
Society (UK) as: “services provided to clients, such as legal advice or representation in court” (Law
Society, 2017). In Eurostat statistical classifications, legal activities (NACE rev. 2: M69.1) are a
sub-set of ‘business services’, defined as: “activities performed by an enterprise for another
enterprise and/or the public administration” (Eurostat, 2017). Legal services are those activities,
commercial and non-commercial, connected with “the system of rules which a particular country or
community recognises as regulating the actions of its members.”6 They can be provided by law
firms, sole traders, civil society organisations, in-house legal teams, consultancies (e.g. large
accountancy firms), or by public sector bodies (e.g. government lawyers). The market definition of
legal services typically excludes the adjudication and law enforcement, even whilst these are
critical influences on the scope, character, and volume of work that lawyers undertake.
In 2014 / 2015, the global legal services sector was worth an estimated $620bn (€527bn). Over
50% of the global market was accounted for by the United States (US), with the United Kingdom
(UK) in second place with a 10% market share. This ranks the UK first in the EU, accounting for
one-fifth of EU legal services value. The substantial size of the US legal services sector “is mostly
a reflection of the size of its economy, added to the fact that it is the most litigious country in the
world” (The City UK, 2016: 28). According to Office of National Statistics (UK) estimates, the EU
legal services market generated total revenues of €157bn 2014, recording average annual growth
of 3.2% during the period 2009-2013. Eurostat (NACE Rev 2. 6910) estimates total EU legal
services turnover in 2014 at €56.1bn (see Figure 3 below), representing an increase of 38% since
2010. On aggregate, the vast majority of turnover is generated through transactions within the
jurisdiction in which the legal service provider is based: approximately 80% of legal sector turnover
is generated domestically versus 10% through non-domestic EU clients (Eurostat, 2017). This
trend holds true for the most ‘international’ jurisdiction – the UK – where 77% of turnover is
generated via domestic purchases. It should be added, however, that whilst UK records the
highest intra-EU turnover (€2.1bn) of any EU legal sector, turnover with non-EU jurisdictions is
almost double (€4.3bn). As shown by Figure 4 (below), the UK is the single largest legal services
sector by turnover in the EU, generating almost three-times as much output as the next leading
markets, Germany and France (Eurostat, 2014).

Legal activities - EU gross turnover, 2014 (bn €)
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000

20000
10000
0
2008

2010
EU resident clients

2012
Non-EU resident clients

2014
Domestic clients

Figure 3 Legal activities (NACE rev. 2: M69.1) - EU gross turnover, 2014.
Source: Eurostat

6

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/law [Accessed on: 05.06.2018]
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Top 10 EU countries by legal services
turnover (bn €)
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Figure 4 Top 10 EU countries by legal services turnover.
Source: Eurostat

Practice Certificates
In the UK context, research conducted by The Law Society shows the most commonly practiced
areas of law. ‘Practice Certificates’ record the areas of law in which lawyers are specialised. In
2015, there were 129,922 practice certificate holders. The most commonly recorded categories
are: business affairs (21.6%), commercial property (17.4%), litigation (general) (20.4%), litigation
(commercial) (16.3%), and residential conveyancing (13.6%). More than 15,000 solicitors are
registered as practicing in these areas. Practice areas relevant to climate change adaptation
record the following number of registered solicitors: corporate finance (10.6%), administrative and
public law (5.1%), insurance (4.6%), construction and civil engineering (3.3%), common law
(2.6%), international law (2.2%), and environmental law (2%) (Law Society, 2015). Chambers &
Partners lists what it judges to be the top 9 firms and top 21 lawyers specialised in climate change
globally.7 Compared with other practice areas, such representation is low.
Employment
In 2013, 314,000 people were employed by legal businesses, with 63% employed by solicitor firms.
This figure excludes an estimated 370,000 legal professionals working for other businesses, and in
the public and not-for-profit sectors. The latter has accounted for an important source of growth in
England and Wales in recent years, owing to the emergence of ‘Alternative Business Structures’, a
trend by corporates to bring legal advice ‘in-house’ for cost-saving purposes, and reductions of
legal aid driving people to seek free sources of advice.
The UK has experienced continual growth in employment in legal services during the past decade.
Growth is expected to continue to increase (by 25,000 by 2025), despite increasing deployment of
technology in the sector expected to automate 114,000 legal roles during the next 20 years. 8 This
is expected to have a particularly pronounced effect at the lower sector of the legal services
employment hierarchy, substituting for work currently undertaken by paralegals and clerks such as
document reading and reviewing.
Deloitte has observed a generation shift in the values of practicing lawyers too, where “millennials
seek a greater purpose in their work other than money – with alignment to social values seen as
important.9” This could present an opportunity for law firms seeking to build expertise and
reputation in work connected with climate change. Such values can lead to abstaining from
7

https://www.chambersandpartners.com/ [Accessed on: 13.11.2017]
https://www.ft.com/content/c8ef3f62-ea9c-11e5-888e-2eadd5fbc4a4 [Accessed on: 03.01.2018]
9 ibid.
8
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litigation that countervails against the scientific consensus on climate change, and that could
frustrate action to mitigate and adapt to future change.
Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO) providers – in part a precursor to automation in the European
legal sector – have replaced activities undertaken by paralegals and other junior staff, especially in
larger firms. This sub-segment, worth $2.4bn (€2.0bn) in 2012, has recording annual growth of
28%, with firms such as CPA Global attracting blue-chip clients such as Rio Tinto, as well as major
global law firms. The rationale for contracting such firms, that typically spend far more on
technology, is largely to reduce fixed cost overheads in the provision of routine legal services.
The value of the legal sector does not directly translate into the number of registered legal
professionals in EU member states. In 2015, according to Council of Bars and Law Societies of
Europe (CCBE) statistics, there were a total of 941,932 legal professionals registered with national
Bars. Precisely estimating how economic shifts catalysed by climate change impact employee
headcount and skills demands is more problematic. Using an adapted Extended Input-Output
Model (EXIOMOD) model, one EU study estimates the effects of climate change and climate
adaptation on employment. It finds that by to 2020 there will be a net-loss of 240,000 jobs across
the EU jobs attributable to climate change, with losses accelerating over time. By 2050, the
number of jobs lost would reach 409,500, or 0.2% of the EU’s labour force. However, the number
of job losses is dynamically related to investments in climate adaptation and transition to a lowcarbon economy. Focusing on the former, in the ‘unambitious scenario’ (0.5% GDP adaptation
investment), there are expected to be 500,000 created or saved jobs by 2050, and 1 million in the
‘ambitious’ (1% GDP) scenario (EU, 2014). As such, it is expected that investment in adaptation
will reduce in absolute terms and off-set the number of jobs lost during a low carbon transition.
Gender
According to Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE) statistics (2015) 10, 44% of
lawyers registered with a Bar in the EU were women. The gender profile of the UK LS sector is
exactly in-line with this trend (CCBE, 2015). The relative gender balance of these statistics,
however, underplays the relative gender imbalance at senior levels in legal services and the
judiciary. Moreover, support roles in the LS sector (e.g. secretaries, clerks) uncaptured by these
data are disproportionately filled by women. Based on present trends, future growth in legal
services is likely to increase opportunities for male and female legal professionals alike. In the UK
context, attempts are being made to increase female representation at more senior levels of LS
firms and the judiciary. In parallel research, PwC research confirms this gender differential,
showing a ratio 82:18 male/female of full equity partners at the largest law firms.11 The growth of
in-house counsel is notable from a gender point of view as this category comprises a greater
proportion of women lawyers. According to Law Society estimates, by 2020 50% of UK-based
solicitors are expected to be women (The Law Society, 2016).

10http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/speciality_distribution/public/documents/Statistics/EN_STAT_2015_Number_of_lawyers_i

n_European_countries.pdf [Accessed on: 02.11.2017]
11 https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/business-services/law-firms/survey/people.html [Accessed on: 02.11.2017]
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Legal Services - Sector employee profile (gender)
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Female Members
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Figure 5 Legal services sector gender profile

Apart from the existence of laws, demand for different kinds of legal advice is to a large extent
driven by economic composition. The decarbonisation of economies around the world will drive
commensurate shifts in sectoral composition. For example, one estimate suggests a potential £21
billion increase in the value of the UK clean energy sector alone (Wegner et al., 2017). With shifts
in capital allocation toward low-carbon industries and investment in adaptation (both actions and
services), there will be commensurate demand for not only legal advice specialised in compliance
issues relating to such growing sectors, but more generally advice to broad spectrum of clients
(e.g. institutional investors) faced with managing the new physical and policy risks associated with
climate change.
In terms of economic sector, given the considerable investment in construction and engineering,
“The main occupation types that will benefit from the [adaptation] investments are within
consulting, construction and planning” (EU, 2015: 131). Where 3 to 5% of a construction project’s
cost can be spent on planning (e.g. Environmental Impact Assessment) and 10 to 15% on preconstruction consultancy (e.g. environmental plans and permitting), the emerging adaptation
economy will likely be a source of demand for legal practice focused on construction,
administration (e.g. planning), company, and infrastructure law. As such, to meet client needs in
future, transactional lawyers and advocates in each of these areas will likely have to build capacity
in, and modify their advice considering, evolving climate-related knowledge, law, and legal
precedents.
Legal Services Regulation
Whilst the largest Asian market, China places restrictions on the operation of international legal
firms, though accountancy firms such as Deloitte are permitted to offer certain legal services. The
Legal Services Act (2006) allowed Deloitte (and others) to market legal services under the
‘Alternative Business Structures’ (ABS) provision. Such firms have drawn on this advantage and
experience to enter international markets otherwise inaccessible to law businesses.
At the same time as ABS permits non-law firms, such as accountancy firms, to offer legal services,
it allows climate service providers to do likewise. Clients increasingly value holistic risk
consultancy that foresees and prevents potentially costly legal and commercial liabilities arising. At
the same time as accountancy firms have been entering the legal services market, they are also
integrating climate change into their existing consultancy portfolios. Both Deloitte and PwC have
climate change consultancy divisions; consistent with a trend for multi-disciplinary working. This
enables such firms to offer ‘added-value’ to clients in the form of more holistic appraisals of future
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risk and strategy,12 and possessing such services in-house reduces the need to procure
externally, except where specialist skills are needed.
Consultancies (e.g. RSK, Ramboll, EY, Deloitte) and insurer and actuaries (e.g. Aon) have
established limited environment-related legal services (Ramboll), environmental risk due diligence
(Ramboll, Aon, RSK), and consultancy on transitional risk (PwC, EY). For such consultancies,
climate is being integrated into existing environment, health and safety, social, and governance
due diligence and consultancy offers. Whilst the moves of such large firms to incorporate climate
change into their service offer testifies to the growing demand in this area, the transversal nature
and technical complexity of climate change/risks mean that such firms are presently ill-equipped to
provide dependable insights to the legal sector (and others). Nevertheless, the long-term risk,
cost, and liability reduction benefits of effective climate due diligence will increase demand for such
services.
At the same time, the role of in-house counsel is morphing. For example, at Deutsche Bank inhouse counsel is expected to take on a more ‘generalised’ role advising across legal sub-practice
areas and products, as well as providing advice of a more commercial nature. At the same time,
increasing volumes of legal work comprises regulatory compliance and investigation. Legal advice
and advocacy are conduits for the direct and indirect procurement of climate services. Particularly
in respect of their advisory duties in everyday corporate decision making, an objective
understanding of climate change will be particularly important for in-house counsel and other
corporate advisors. This will in turn demand continuous legal education programmes, and other
forms of training, that build climate literacy in the profession on various practice areas of law.
Courts and Adjudication
There are no official statistics concerning number of court or arbitration cases involving climate
change - a database operated by the Sabin Center represents the base available, - and no data
concerning the proportion of legal transactions that possess a climate aspect.13 At the same time,
considerable differences of jurisprudence, sector regulation, and country economic profile reduce
the accuracy of global estimates of future demand for legal services demand and, by extension,
any associated demand for climate services. As noted by one lawyer, “The demand for legal
advice is very dependent on the jurisdiction in question: the client base, the risks, the
social/environmental changes, the legal frameworks...It is hard to make general statements about
demand for climate services in this sector that cuts across all of those” (28.07.2017).
The market for international arbitration is highly mobile since contracting parties are free to choose
both the law that governs contracts as well as the venue for resolution of disputes. English law is
used by 27% of global jurisdictions, and, in 2010, was the most commonly used legal framework
(40%) in commercial contract, putting London in an advantageous position. It is the most
commonly-used legal framework for international contracts, including in the fastest growing
international markets such as South-East Asia. This helps to explain why the UK’s trade in legal
services with non-EU clients is almost double its trade with EU clients. The wide adoption of
English law facilitates ‘co-influence’ between jurisdictions: legal developments in Australia may
influence those in England and Wales. Whilst not linear, common law is likely to see synchronised
shifts in practices and legal duties around climate change, especially in respect of the activities of
multi-nationals. As a lawyer behind a major legal opinion on climate change and directors’ duties
noted, “directors’ duties precedents will likely carry sway in most common law jurisdictions given
The real estate sector is highly exposed to the physical impacts of climate change. PwC’s legal practice, PwC LLP, is
involved in the Real Estate Network, which “comprises a team of more than 500 highly skilled and experienced
professionals including lawyers, accountants, analysts, consultants, tax and corporate finance specialists.” See:
https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/legal-services/services/real-estate.html [Accessed on: 02.12.2017]
13 www.climatecasechart.org [Accessed on: 02.05.2017]
12
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that English Common Law is the standard for corporate law. They will very likely be co-influential”
(S. Barker, 09.07.2017).
Some 80% of Commercial Court cases involve one or more parties from outside England and
Wales (The Law Society, 2015), whilst 32% (500) of claims brought at the Rolls Building (London)
– the largest business, property, and commercial court globally - between January and June 2016
involved non-domestic parties. In addition, the Commercial Court has created a Financial List of
judges from the Commercial Court and Chancery Division with specific expertise in substantive
issues relating to financial services. This is related to the finding that clients choose jurisdictions
partly based on the expertise and legal certainty they provide. The List is the first to trial a ‘market
test case procedure’, where parties may submit cases where there is no dispute in order to remove
uncertainties in the law. As climate change increasingly becomes a complicating factor in financial
– and other – affairs (e.g. green bonds and emissions trading systems), it is likely that jurisdictions
possessing judges with specific understanding of climate-related issues will be a force of attraction
for both international arbitration and attract other kinds of business. Specialist courts such as the
Admiralty Court and the London Maritime Arbitrators Association, specialised in maritime and
admiralty law, confer locational advantages on the London legal services sector, helping to “make
London by far the leading centre for worldwide for the resolution of international maritime disputes”
(The City UK, 2016: 19).
Increasingly, export opportunities for legal services firms with experience in this area as EU courts
able to handle international dispute resolution. As well as extending legislation to new issues such
as climate change, reform to legal sector regulation can also create favourable conditions for the
legal sector and its supply chain. For example, the Arbitration Act (1996) formalised arbitration and
Alternative Dispute Resolution as alternatives to litigation through courts, whilst the EU’s Expedited
Arbitration Procedure for Financial Disputes (2015) reduces time and cost. 14 Arbitration enables
procedural flexibility, allows challenge to awards, and often represents a lower-cost option. Such
reform has contributed to making London the most popular location globally for international
arbitration (47% of disputes). 15 Given the stakes and costs of adjudication – particularly in the
absence of precedent on climate-related matters - litigants may seek to resolve disputes by means
of arbitration instead of court hearings.
Legal activities require an ecosystem of expertise (e.g. expert witnesses) and support services
(e.g. interpreters). Though these not need be provided in situ, locations able to provide
authoritative, cost-effective climate- and low-carbon related expertise (e.g. re. green bonds or
climate-related due diligence) are likely to fare better. Strong, clear regulations in the area of
climate change, and strong climate expertise in judicial and tribunal systems will help facilitate the
growth of climate-related legal services.

2.2 Similar sectors and regions
The legal services sector is unique in structure, function, and purpose, and consequently
possesses few authentic analogues. Business services – including Risk and Damage Evaluation
(K66.2.1) and Other activities auxiliary to financial services, except insurance and pension funding
(K66.1.9) – are the activities that correspond most closely to legal services. Since liberalisation of
the legal sector, larger firms originating in such areas also market a range of legal services. The
global scope of this study does not lend itself to inter-regional comparison.

Directive 2008/52/EC enables ‘alternative dispute resolution’.
Paris was ranked second in the International Arbitration Survey (38%). See:
http://www.arbitration.qmul.ac.uk/docs/164761.pdf [Accessed on: 05.05.2017]
14
15
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3 Characterising the Market
3.1 Stakeholder Map

Figure 6 - Stakeholder map

Figure 6 (above) disaggregates the various stakeholders involved in the legal services sector.
They encompass a diverse set of market and non-market professions and practitioners from
researchers and educators to judges and arbitrators. Both ‘rule-makers’ and ‘rule-breakers’ can be
considered sector stakeholders, from legislators to private clients. In the intermediary space there
are a host of academic, non-governmental, and national and multi-lateral organisations that
influence the development of law and the legal profession. UNPRI and UNEP-FI represent two
highly influential bodies geared-toward developing voluntary disclosure codes of climate-related
risks in the financial services sector, whilst international financial institutions such as the EBRD
increasingly build climate risk clauses into project tenders. Non-governmental organisations
undertake both advocacy and research vis-à-vis the legal sector and climate change. For
instance, CIEL has published studies concerning the practice of credit rating in the context of
changing physical and transitional risks,16 whilst ClientEarth – a UK-based NGO – engages in
speculative public interest litigation on environmental matters. In January 2018, the organisation
announced that it was considering to take-action against the UK government for alleged failure to

16

http://www.ciel.org/news/credit-rating-agencies-miscalculating-climate-risks-report-warns-that-business-as-usualcould-repeat-global-credit-crisis/ [Accessed on: 12.05.2017]
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implement the Climate Change Act. 17 Professional bodies such as national bar associations and
the International Bar Association (IBA) play key roles evaluating and guiding professional practice,
and often organising the legal sector’s voice on matters of public debate. As described in detail by
the IBA’s report on the implications of climate change for rights (IBA, 2014), governmental and
non-governmental bodies responsible for protecting rights are likely to require climate information
that provides evidence they need to uphold to answer humanitarian need and uphold human rights.
Whilst the greatest commercial demand for climate services is likely to come from large,
commercially focused law firms and in-house general counsel, it is of signal importance that,
considering the wide-ranging social and economic transformation likely to unfold, others sector
stakeholders are not overlooked. Professional associations, universities, and public authorities
(including regulators) each have roles to play in building capacity across the profession in climate
change, reviewing and updating protocols in light of climate change, and finally transmitting
information concerning the legal implications of climate change to clients throughout society. The
latter category of stakeholders should be a focus for climate service providers in the short-term in
all jurisdictions. As a whole, the legal sector is poorly geared to address climate change. For this
reason, a key precursor to any likely up-tick in demand is capacity building among lawyers in firms,
public sector bodies, regulators, and professional associations. Credible, reputable climate
services – including met offices, research bodies, and consultancies - that have a sound grasp of
the specific implications of climate risks for various legal practice should work with the sector to
build capacity.
Climate service supplier stakeholders in the legal sector are few, and largely comprise noncommercial academic and research institutions or large multi-disciplinary consultancies and risk
specialists, depending on the service. For example, in the case of advice provided to the public
sector, multi-national reinsurer Swiss Re has provided climate risk advice to more than 50 national
and sub-national bodies.18. There are no data pertaining to the legal sector’s expenditure on
environmental or climate-related consultancy. By examining the general characteristics of the legal
services’ value chain, however, it can be possible to glean insights into areas of possible climate
service use. In general, legal services are characterised by short value chains. As The Law
Society notes, “The majority of legal services’ market value is derived from the labour of its staff
and profits, rather than inputs from suppliers, and does not rely on resources purchased from other
sectors to produce its activity” (The Law Society, 2016: 8). The short value chain lends the sector
to be a smaller direct multiplier of economic activity compared to other sectors. In 2010, each £1
increase in expenditure on legal services led to an additional £2.39 of economic activity. Of this
figure, £1 is spent on other legal services whilst £0.41 ‘indirectly’ related to the purchase of inputs
from suppliers (The Law Society, 2016). Such data support the notion that, based on standard
measures of value, the legal sector is highly self-sufficient. These figures exclude non-commercial
value, such as pro bono services, the value of deterrence, and in-house counsel.

17https://www.carbonbrief.org/uk-will-miss-climate-goals-despite-new-strategy-says-official-watchdog

[Accessed on:
22.01.2018]
18http://www.swissre.com/rethinking/climate_and_natural_disaster_risk/Swiss_Re_at_UN_Climate_Summit.html?mobile=
iPad [Accessed on: 13.11.2017]
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3.2 Value Chain Analysis

Input Supply

Justice and judicial
activities (O84.2.3)
Activities of business,
employers and
professional
membership
organisations (S94.1)

Production

Data processing, hosting and
related activities (J63.1.1)
Other financial services
activities, except insurance and
pension funding (K64.9.9)
Security and commodity
contracts brokerage (K661.2.)
Other activities auxiliary to
financial services, expect
insurance and pension funding
(K66.1.9)
Accounting, bookkeeping and
auditing activities; tax
consultancy (M69.2)
Business and other
management consultancy
activities (M70.2.2)
Architectural and engineering
and related technical
consultancy (M71.1)
Research and experimental
development on natural
sciences and engineering
(M72.1)
Other professional, scientific,
and technical activities n.e.c.
(M74.9.)

Processing

Legal activities
(M69.1)

Consumption

Internal consumption
Domestic clients
(legal sector)
Domestic clients
(non-legal sector)
Export (legal sector)
Export (non-legal
sector)
Justice and judicial
activities (O84.2.3)
Activities of
business, employers
and professional
membership
organisations (S94.1)

Figure 7 - Legal services value chain

As shown in Figure 7 (above), the most fundamental ‘input’ is law itself. Legislative development,
legal compliance, enforcement, disputes, and advice are the fundaments of legal activities. If not
‘procured’ inputs, evolving bodies of constitutional, legislative, and regulatory codes nevertheless
shape – and are shaped by – the work of legal services. As The Law Society notes, “the range of
demand for legal services reflects the role that the rule of law and legal services providers play in
facilitating most types of economic activity. This is unquantified value generated by rules, systems,
and the activities of providers which reduce transaction costs and risks, thereby creating incentives
for investment, market exchange, and innovation (The Law Society, 2016: 19 (emphasis added)).
Of total non-labour inputs into the UK legal sector (£7.9bn), the main input is other legal service
suppliers (20%). For example, one legal firm may contract another that is specialised in particular
practice areas or is qualified to work in regulated areas. As such, “These features mean that many
legal services providers do not have all the legal expertise required internally to operate their own
businesses and therefore purchase expertise they lack” (The Law Society, 2015: 16, emphasis
added).
Apart from other legal services, the second and third most valuable inputs into the sector are
education and IT services, which grew by 15% and 20% respectively between 1997 and 2013.
This growth reflects structural changes in the legal services value chain, where firms have
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increasingly become sponsors of training and invested in IT to automate functions. 19 Following
‘Fintech’, the emergence of ‘legal tech’ reaches beyond basic IT operations to include robo-advice,
‘e-discovery’ and artificial intelligence (AI) aided legal research and due diligence.20 Beyond
optimisation of legal work,21 new technology is changing the nature of legal services provision:
future legal tech may become ‘skilled’ in particular areas of work, particularly those marked by,
high-complexity or high-demand jurisdictions. Evolving legal tech may combine with climate
services to alleviate the complexity (and reduce the cost) of high-resolution climate-related
information, evidence, laws, and precedents, opening-up the prospect of quality advice and
advocacy being made available to a wider range of clients.
Figure 7 above shows an approximation of the legal services value chain, including relevant NACE
rev. 2 codes in brackets. The activities of the judiciary (O84.2.3) and membership organisations
(S94.1) set written mandatory and voluntary rules and frameworks that govern societal activity.
The ‘production’ stage includes a plurality of non-legal technical activities that may provide
additional technical information that legal services specialised in, and in particular practice areas
will require to advise or advocate (e.g. statistical summaries and information or evidence). For
instance, a tax lawyer may require the input of a firm’s accountant (M69.2) in order to advise a
client on compliance with tax law related to the case or transaction. These may be procured
commercial inputs or cost-free. Legal activities (M69.1) constitute the ‘processing’ stage, whilst
consumers of legal services can be law makers and regulators makers, the adjudication system,
internal colleagues, or domestic and international clients.

Figure 8 - Sample value chain, tort. At various stages of a tort, there are requirements
for evidence. The complexity of the ‘chain of causality’ will bear upon the scope of
evidence required and what stage.

Whilst this broad characterisation of the legal services value chain may apply generically, there can
be ‘value chains’ attached to different sorts of legal work (e.g. contentious / transactional) and
areas of practice (for example, see Figure 8 above). Examining these in greater detail can
illustrate how the legal sector may demand – or influence demand for – climate services. In
general, the major means by which legal services contribute to demand for climate services are: a.)
direct procurement of expert consultancy and use of climate information in contentious or
transactional work; b.) through advice provided to clients, for example to address climate risk. The
19

For example, see Allen & Overy: http://www.allenovery.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/global-survey-lsm.pdf [Accessed
on: 01.12.2017]
20 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2016/05/16/meet-ross-the-newly-hired-legalrobot/?utm_term=.f8767acee4f2 [Accessed on: 15.11.2017]
21 Such as automation of contract review, https://www.lawgeex.com/ [Accessed on: 12.09.2017]
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latter connects with the ‘unquantified value’ provided by legal services. There are currently no
means by which to measure the value of climate services directly procured by legal services or
stimulated by legal advice.

4 Climate Services: suppliers and activities
4.1 Climate services market quantification
Market research has estimated the value of the European climate services market in 2015/ 16 at
€6.28bn. Focusing on the three largest legal services markets – the UK, France, and Germany –
total sales amount to €1.03bn, €937.3, and €1.1bn respectively. The same research, conducted by
KMatrix (2017), identified climate service (CS) applications procured by the ‘legal and financial
service’ sector, defined as “[the] provision of climate services to the following sub-sectors: general
business and private insurance sector; the reinsurance sector; the financial investments sector; the
legal sector and the banking sector” (KMatrix, 2017: 3).
Climate services applications to legal and financial
services

Value (€ m)

Actuarial evaluation

8.7

Actuarial research services

2.1

Building resilience

4.2

Climate change data mapping services

1.0

Early warning systems

1.9

Emergency preparedness and support response

0.1

Industrial recovery services

2.5

Infrastructure advice

5.8

Insurance for impacts / risks of climate change

5.4

Management of climate risks

7.6

Special analytical services

2.6

TOTAL

41.9

Unquantified applications
Advisory services, risks assessments and decision support tools
Publications
Capacity building / training
Table 1 Value of climate services procured by Legal and Financial services (by application), 2015/16. Source:
KMatrix, 2017; GERICS, 2017

Globally, ‘law’ accounts for €47m (2.5%) of the ‘legal and financial services’ sector’s climate
services procurement. Owing to the absence of segmentation, applying the same ratio to the UK
context reveals an estimated procurement value of €1.5m, which corresponds with legal sector
stakeholders’ statements that climate change is not well addressed by the sector. The research
identifies eleven climate services applications (see Table 1 above) procured by the legal and
financial services sector, valued at €41.9 million (2015/2016). This estimate accounts for CS
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applications that show a pattern of repeated, inter-country procurement, though procurement
estimates are often found to lag ‘actual’ values. A limitation is that the research is unable to
quantify provision to sub-sectors (i.e. legal sector vs. banks).
The most thorough current assessment of climate services suppliers in Europe identifies 371
organisations demonstrably involved in the supply of CS, with most based in Germany (76) and
France (40). The research identifies 17 suppliers based in the United Kingdom, the largest legal
services market. Some 75% of CS suppliers offer ‘advisory services, risk assessments, and
decision support tools’, but only 5 CS suppliers provide both climate information and knowledge
and consultancy services to the finance and insurance sector (the sector most closely related to
legal services). This reflects a trend among CS suppliers to service the up-stream, noncommercial market: only 34% and 26% of CS suppliers address industries / corporations and small
businesses respectively, compared to 75% which address decision makers.
There is also concurrence between sectors targeted by CS suppliers and sectors considered most
likely to demand climate-related legal advice, namely energy and the built environment. A total of
168 organisations provide CS to the energy sector and 148 to the urban/spatial planning sector,
representing the 2nd and 4th most targeted sectors respectively. This reflects longer-standing and
more obvious needs of those sectors to address physical (climate) risk.

Figure 9 Absolute frequency of targeted users and relative frequency of organisations targeting these users.
Source: GERICS, 2017.

Considering the value of the CS supplier market, market research conducted by KMatrix (2017)
suggests that the top 188 CS suppliers (by market value (€)) accounted for EU sales of €3.8bn in
2015/16, €2.8bn in 2014/15 and €2.2bn in 2013/14. This represents growth of 34.5% between
2014/ 15 and 2015/ 16 and 26.7% between 2013/ 14 and 2014/ 15” (KMatrix, 2017: 10). The
research indicates that, by market value (€), the main suppliers in Europe are multi-national
consultancies and accounting firms such as Houston Consulting, PwC, and KPMG. In 2015/16,
the UK represented the most valuable CS supplier sector (€833.1m), followed by Germany
(€617.1m). Research into private sector purchasing of weather and climate services finds 3,195
purchasing companies across the EU28, accounting for €1,217m (28%) of the EU total (KMatrix,
2017). A small number of larger firms, that procure CS annually, account for a disproportionately
large proportion of total CS procurement. As shown by Figure 10 below, Actuarial Long-Range
Forecasting reached €141m in 2015/15, up from €95m in 2014/15. Procurement of this service
type grew fastest in France and was largest in Germany. However, a review of the top private
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sector purchasers of CS in Germany, France, and the UK (the largest legal services markets) finds
no legal services firms among the top purchasers. This is consistent with the findings of this study.

Figure 10: Volume (€m) of CS procurement according to CS category. Source: KMatrix, 2017.
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Figure 11 - Climate service provision to the legal and financial services sector (by application).
Source: KMatrix, 2017.

CS suppliers are unable to be filtered for CS suppliers that service the ‘legal sector’, with the
closest relevant sector ‘finance and insurance (GERICS, 2017). Data reveal 32 suppliers providing
services to commercial entities in the finance and insurance sector. Of these, 22 provide mainly
commercial services; most commonly ‘advisory services, risk and decision support tools’,
‘processed data, incl. re-analysis’, ‘publications’, ‘data management’, and ‘capacity building and
training’. Such services are consistent with the findings of the present study. In the short-term, as
commented by one interviewee: “The first sources of demand are coming from clients faced with
exposure to long-term risks and liabilities, and associated compliance regimes and diligencing.
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This includes lawyers involved in advising on construction requirements, sophisticated projects.
Lawyers involved with high-value assets (e.g. infrastructure) are working now with technical
experts to determine long-term climate risk exposure” (L. Patton, 28.07.2017).

4.2 Benefits of Use: met needs
To the best of our knowledge, there are no data – quantitative or qualitative- that examine the legal
sector’s use of climate services. This section should be understood as a first attempt to understand
the current met needs where they are found to exist.
At base, scientific evidence is a terrain on which novel legal arguments can be fashioned, and
which courts are duty-bound to consider when presented to them. As scientific understandings of
the causes and impacts of climate change evolve, so there will be increasing attempts to seek
redress across manifold areas of law. These are likely, over time, to precipitate legislative change
and the emergence of stricter compliance regimes in the management of climate risks. 22 In 2010,
NOAA identified seven areas of legal dispute that have demanded climate and weather services on
a recurring basis: transportation (incl. aviation, marine, and land), extreme weather incidents,
environmental issues (e.g. contamination), engineering (e.g. structural design), criminal
investigation (e.g. forensic meteorology), insurance, and agriculture. As noted by NOAA, “Having
access to relevant and accurate weather and climate information is essential to effectively assist in
proving whether environmental conditions may have influenced any circumstances surrounding a
judicial case”23
In general, ‘climate services’ are neither widely understood, nor procured (in such terms), by legal
services actors. Nevertheless, there do exist specific services - which could be designated climate
services - that address lawyers’ needs. These include databases of climate-related law and
litigation. A joint initiative of the Sabin Center of Columbia University and the Grantham Institute of
the London School of Economics, the database provides a resource for lawyers, policy makers and
others to learn about the nature, scope, and gaps of present climate-related law. It also allows
lawyers to track the nature, scope, and decisions of global litigation on climate-related disputes.
They embody a tool for mutual-learning between lawyers, and contribute to reinforcing action.
Mitigation-focused litigation, such as the Urgenda case, typically uses available evidence such as
IPCC emissions scenarios and reports, carbon budgets, and carbon leakage models. A key
challenge from a legal point of view is the transboundary nature of climate change (impacts),
arising from actions - and creating impacts - that transgress boundaries. This does not mean that
entities deemed responsible for (in)action on the causes of climate change will escape prosecution
or those affected by climate-related impacts (actual or projected) will not seek redress. Rather, it
raises a challenge to climate services to track climate risks internationally (e.g. through supply
chains).
Today’s meteorology supports tomorrow’s climatology, therefore timely, accurate, high-resolution,
and quality-assured observational data – including of post-event impacts – will be indispensable to
insurers and others seeking to prudently manage their investments and liabilities, accurately and
consistently price risk, and fairly dispense compensation. Evidence used by the actuarial
profession, for example, can be used in lawsuits against those deemed responsible for harm by
their in/action. A recent class action, brought by Farmers Insurance, alleged that 200 local
authorities in Illinois (US) failed to plan for extreme rainfall events despite having adopted climate
22The

IORP II Directive, which places obligations on institutional pension funds to manage climate risk, is one example of
emerging compliance regimes in respect of climate change, the full legal (and climate service) implications of which will
become manifest over time.
23 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/Litigation_Low%20Res.pdf [Accessed on: 06.06.2017]
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plans that explicitly forewarned that such events would become more severe. The alleged
negligence on the part of the authorities increased the exposure of policyholders, and the
concomitant cost to insurers. Whilst limitations of liability apply to local governments in many
jurisdictions, there is nevertheless a realistic prospect of public entities being sued for either
permitting climate change causing activities or by failing to adapt.
Additionally, there are services geared toward verification, standardisation, and disclosure of
climate-related issues, though services related to adaptation disclosure are in their infancy.24
Lloyds Register and Bureau Veritas both meet needs for compliance and accreditation in the
domain of climate mitigation (e.g. green bonds), however they do not verify adaptation-related
products and services. The Climate Disclosure Standards Board has developed tools that assist
clients accurately disclose climate risks in line with TCFD recommendations, whilst Arup and C40
Cities have developed the Climate Risk and Adaptation Framework and Taxonomy (CRAFT)
reporting standard that assists cities report adaptation risks and plans. 25 The Association of
Climate Change Officers provides training and accreditation of climate officers, however largely in
the US context.
National meteorological services provide services to the legal sector and key legal sector client
groups (e.g. insurance), however to date these services largely pertain to weather conditions and
events, rather than climate per se. Issues such as the ‘contractual allocation of risk’ requires
counterparties to first accurately identify and manage risks. Those risks liable to be affected by
climate change will demand specialist risk expertise to manage it. Large reinsurers such as Swiss
Re regularly consult with sovereign and non-sovereign clients on climate-related risks, whilst large
multi-national consultancies (e.g. EY, Deloitte, and PwC) and multi-disciplinary adaptation
consultancies (e.g. Acclimatise) provide consultancy services concerning climate change
transition, liability, and reputational risk.
In contentious cases with a strong scientific link, academic expert witnesses with specific expertise
in the area of contention are regularly consulted. Whilst academic reputation and a track record of
peer-reviewed publishing can be highly sought-after, they are not decisive criteria. Wellreferenced, professionally accredited, or individuals whom have earned the professional
recognition of their peers are also desirable. University professors, institutes, and research centre
professionals are often invited to provide expert witness statements and testimony. For example,
studies such as Hansen et al. (2013) analyse emissions reductions required to ‘protect future
generations’, which in their estimation implies not exceeding 1-degree warming. This is an
example of the multi-disciplinary climate change research demanded by legal stakeholders, using
climate science to project specific impacts (economic, public health, geopolitical etc.) to given
different emissions scenarios. The intent of such studies is not to ‘instruct’ judges on (climate)
justice, but to scientifically attribute likely future impacts to climate change scenarios, and
scenarios to atmospheric emissions. They establish a scientific terrain (including uncertainties) on
which for rendering future impacts ‘foreseeable’, opening-up possibilities to bring successful
litigation.
Similarly, Hsiang et al. (2017), integrate climate, econometric, and process models to estimate
future likely value of damage attributable to climate change. Likewise, the social cost of carbon
(SCC) – used by the US Federal agencies since 2010 - indexes the cost to society to each unit of
fuel burnt or the cost of damages avoided through emissions reduction (EPA, 2017). Because
greenhouse gases accumulate in the atmosphere, driving increased temperatures and linked

24

https://www.cdsb.net/what-we-do [ Accessed on: 04.01.2018]

25https://www.arup.com/projects/climate-risk-and-adaption-framework-and-taxonomyproject
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consequences, the SCC tends to track emissions. The SCC has limits however,26 and has been
replaced in the UK by other economic measures such as the ‘shadow cost of carbon’; 27 an
indicator that replaces estimates of emissions’ attendant impacts/damages with estimates of the
cost of mitigation. In the case of rights infringements owing to contaminated drinking water – likely
to be impacted by climate change – Prof. Chandler notes that effective means obtaining basic
evidence such as, “heath reports from the medical centre; interviews with affected parties; and
pictures and samples of, for example, groundwater, ideally supported with laboratory analysis
(which is scarce and often expensive). We need much more testing on water, and ‘cast iron’
evidence and scientific parameters to demonstrate what the problem is. Academic knowledge is
the benchmark: lawyers in this [human rights] area often turn to the universities first of all for
assistance with evidence” (S. Chandler, 27.06.2017).
Climate services used by lawyers do not pertain exclusively to the natural sciences. Evidence
used in recent climate litigation, brought by New York’s Attorney General under the Martin Act, is
partly underpinned by academic social science. In their study of ExxonMobil’s climate change
communications, Supran and Oreskes (2017) use textual content analysis to assess whether the
firm misled the public in its historic communications about climate change: false or misleading
disclosure by listed firms can lend firms to be found liable for financial fraud. Such litigation will
require professionals able to conduct discourse analysis of climate-related communications.
Oasis, an open-source catastrophe model and portal for accessing insurance-relevant climate
services, meets several needs reported by the financial sector: as one interviewee put it, “Some
insurers are excited by Oasis” (K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017). However, whilst useful for insurance
lawyers, from the point-of-view of the legal sector, a centralised portal that reduces the barriers to
learning about, accessing, and comparing climate services that relate to a range of legal practices
is demanded. This platform should be user-orientated, easily navigable, and structured around the
language and needs of legal stakeholders.
The settlement includes several schemes that would transform ConEd into the ‘utility of the future’
envisioned by New York City’s ‘Reforming the Energy Vision’ process. 28 This work was informed
by the ‘Storm Hardening and Resilience Collaborative’, whose members included Columbia
University, Pace Law, the Environmental Defence Fund, and the National Resources Defence
Council.29 As part of its conditions for permitting rate rises for ‘storm hardening’, the New York
Public Service Commission required that investment would be able to withstand future climate
change. For example, ConEd should “design projects located within the 100-year floodplain [as
determined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)] to withstand the level of a
100-year flood plus three feet.”30Further, “Con Edison will conduct, with the participation of
collaborative parties, a comprehensive climate change vulnerability study as outlined in the
Resiliency Report.” The firm committed to reviewing appropriate climate information at 5-yearly
intervals, or when IPCC and standards are revised.31 Following this case, the New York Public
Service Commission now expects all state utilities to integrate climate resilience into their planning.
The firm has since updated design standards (subject to 5-yearly review) for power lines and other
26

The SCC relies on impact assessment models that exclude an array of known impact receptors, largely due to the
absence of robust information (EPA, 2017). Moreover, impacts are typically highly contextual, calling for a resolution of
data that is difficult or costly to obtain [Accessed on: 02.06.2017]
27 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/carbon-valuation--2 [Accessed on: 02.06.2017]
28 https://eeueuropa.eu/european-electricity-markets-generation-installed-capacity/ [Accessed on: 30.10.2017]
29
The settlement of the case committed ConEd to spending $4 million (€3.3 million) conducting a climate vulnerability
assessment. Assuming each of the main European energy utilities were obligated to conduct similar assessments, this
could represent a market of €270.6 - €306.9 million.
30http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7BE6D76530-61DB-4A71-AFE217737A49D124%7D [Accessed on: 04.08.2017]
31http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7BB3D7284D-7AF8-447C-932B8F14AAB9E127%7D [Accessed on: 02.06.2017]
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critical infrastructure assets, setting a new standard nationally for climate-resilient utilities
infrastructure planning. Risk-based cost/benefit analyses are expected to be highly-demanded in
future. A working group of the Collaborative is tasked with developing a holistic cost/benefit tool
that factors-in, amongst other things, the cost of avoided outages owing to weather events and
climate vulnerability reduction. 32

4.3 Unmet needs
“We need applications that enable non-scientists to readily understand the economic cost
of physical change of climate risk” (L. Patton, 28.07.2017).
“[W]hat is missing is the translation of that [climate] knowledge into practical advice and
guidelines that those leading the private sector can understand and apply” Mark BakerJones33
There is a need for better-informed lawyers across practices areas with a robust grasp of the
sector-specific physical, transitional, and reputational risks of climate change for their clients. This
will require training. As specialist accountancies and other technical firms (e.g. PwC and Ramboll)
enter the legal services market, specialist climate change consultants could provide services to
and/or partner with legal sector actors to educate, advise, and inform. Lawyers at one firm
interviewed for this research regularly conducts workshops with key ‘at-risk’ private and public
sector clients (e.g. local government) to raise awareness about their climate related duties under
existing common law. There is considerable scope to replicate and expand such training. Many
legal service providers are competing to be ‘one-stop shop’ providers of advice: multi-disciplinary
consultancies are offering legal services; traditional law firms are offering hybrid services based on
consultancy models. But both, on the whole, lack the climate-related expertise to undertake
climate-related due diligence by themselves, yet both will be increasingly required to do so.
Similarly, whilst recognising that by no means all cases are (or should) be brought with the
intention to secure financial redress, given the importance of the prospect of the nature of redress
in pursuing costly legal claims, there is a specific need for improved estimates of damage incurred
because of certain causes of in/action. As Christophe Schwarte remarks, there is a “need for
additional work on insurance, information, and compensation arrangements” (C. Schwarte,
18.07.2017). This is true whether plaintiffs are states, 34 municipalities,35 firms, or other entities,
recognising that the cost of evidence can be prohibitive for some, raising important questions of
equity and access to (climate) justice. Climate services drawing on timely, high-resolution
attribution science and new environmental surveillance technologies could be readily used in
liability suits that have high-cost implications.
Such evidence can take the form of the further development of measures such as the ‘Social Cost
of Carbon’, formerly used by the US Environmental Protection Agency, 36 whilst wider universal and
comparable metrics and indicators (e.g. relating to climate resilience) remain highly demanded.
Acknowledging the risks associated with premature and overly-prescriptive standardisation of
32

http://energy.pace.edu/blog/consolidated-edison-2016-rate-case-settlement-proposal-filed [Accessed on: 02.06.2017]

33

https://www.nccarf.edu.au/business/publications/interview-mark-baker-jones-dla-piper
[Accessed on: 29.03.2018]
34http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/climatechange/2015/07/01/we-the-people-for-climate-justice/ [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]
35https://www.reuters.com/article/legal-us-usa-oil-climatesuits/california-cities-sue-big-oil-firms-over-climate-changeidUSKCN1BV2QM [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]
36 https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/climatechange/social-cost-carbon_.html [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]
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methods and metrics (APRA, 2017a), the present under-development of reliable and comparable
climate risk/resilience indicators is nevertheless a barrier to the asset managers and investors
systematically evaluating their portfolios for climate risk, and which itself suppresses the incentive
for invested firms to assess and disclose climate risk.
As noted by one interviewee, “‘Another barrier to the profession [financial services] is lack of
universal metrics – lack of disclosure: everyone is crying out for guidance” (K. Mackenzie,
05.07.2017). Whilst there are ISO standards for the quantification of greenhouse gas emissions, 37
there are not comparable standards for adaptation and resilience. This partly owes to the
heterogeneity of adaptation action - that is highly contextual according to sectors, sub-sectors, and
geography. As a Committee Chair at the American Bar Association remarked, “What would be
really helpful…would be to reliably show the direct linkage between tons of CO2 emissions and the
direct, concrete climate effects. We now look back to the nitrogen oxide protocol and the Montreal
Protocol as being models in terms of making it easy to quantify what each ton of emissions could
do to prices” (S. Davis, 27.07.2017).
Climate services need to be pitched to a variety of legal audiences, including policy professionals
and legislators in various areas (e.g. transport and health). Climate risk management and
adaptation is a cross-cutting issue, but for the most part policy practitioners lack understanding of
how climate change could impact their policy domain, compromising policy quality. Therefore,
“Analytics will be needed to strengthen building codes etc. and develop minimum standards” (L.
Patton, 28.07.2017). Stylistically, it is desirable that such information is conveyed in an easy-tounderstand narrative. As participants in a recent Bank of England workshop noted, “more narrative
information is needed to improve communication on the limitations to current information and
prospects for improvement.”38
In the UK, standardised reporting for the Energy Saving Opportunities Scheme (ESOS) – which
mandates all large undertakings to conduct energy savings assessments - enables sectoral
benchmarking and comparability. ESOS created demand for lawyers to build capacity in carbon
regulation, and created a new market for energy audit services. Such standardisation and
mandatory requirements remain absent in the climate resilience space, removing incentives to
build residence and impeding benchmarking and comparison of climate risks faced by
organisations and individuals.
For lawyers undertaking due diligence in the financial sector, there likewise remain considerable
gaps in climate services’ answer their key needs. The treatment of climate change as a material
(financial) issue means translating climate related risks into financial knowledge. In the best case,
this includes metrics and indices relating to sector-relevant time horizons – with full transparency
about assumptions, probabilities, and meaning – that convey unambiguous messages to sector
players in order to support decision making. In addition, it will include clear qualitative advice, that
centres-on sector-specific needs adopting sectors’ own frames of reference, and that can underpin
decision making. Investors, asset managers, and insurers have an over-riding interest in asset
viability under conditions of a changing climate. Projects such as the Asset Level Data Initiative
contributes to work in this area, 39 however there will be demand for increasingly sophisticated
climate services, capable of grasping the nuances of climate risk for assets and operations in a
plurality of sectors. Higher spatial resolution projections of the likely impacts of changing climate
could facilitate improved identification of chronic physical climate risks risks, as well as patterns of
extreme events (recurrence, severity, and interdependencies), that could influence asset
37

E.g. ISO 14064-1:2006. See: https://www.iso.org/standard/38381.html [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]

38https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/research/bank-of-england---met-office-workshop-on-climate-risk-

and-financial-stability.pdf?la=en&hash=8DA1D48BF2E9EEACA4B9F7F718CD2BEF7A769443 [23.101.2018]
39 https://assetleveldata.org/ [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]
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performance. The compound nature of climate (and wider environmental) risks, and their likely
economic impacts, remain yet to be thoroughly addressed by suppliers.
Foreseeability has major implications for contracts of all kinds, including public private partnerships
(PPPs). Failure to allocate risk raises the prospect of costly court proceeding at a later stage to
establish culpability and redress. So, allocating risk reduces net risk and cost by incentivising
prudent risk management (e.g. climate adaptation), which can improve credit risk ratings and
insurability. How risks should be allocated is not self-evident, and hinges on those responsible for
contracts having sufficient grasp of their nature and complexity. Increasing availability of highresolution (asset-level) post-event data will assist attribution and economic impact models of
climate change (events). Such information can be applied not only by insurers in the development
of risk models, but in legal disputes that seek to attribute harm to (in-)actions related to emissions
or adaptation. By archiving and making accessible the best state-of-the-art, multi-disciplinary
climate change knowledge now – applicable to different sectors, activities, and individuals at the
highest possible resolution - climate services can help to invalidate ‘lack-of-knowledge’ defences.
Risk, an ever-increasing factor in business operations, is underserved by current climate service
suppliers. “There are opportunities for in-house counsel and law firms to develop offerings and
advise around how companies handle risk and manage their risk appetites...The area of risk – the
identification of risk; avoidance of risks; solutions to risk related problems. This will require an
amalgam of services – strategic advisory process related – intersecting legal and other inputs”
(The Law Society, 2016b: 55). Client demand for more holistic advice on risk demands legal
services willing and able to provide this advice themselves or assembling teams able to do so.
Regardless, with the emergence of ABSs, consultancy firms such as EY are starting to offer such
multi-disciplinary risk consultancy, including climate risk and legal advice.
Legal services’ climate services needs track the climate service needs of their clients, including in
terms of the relevant timescales: “In the main, we’re looking at 5-year timeframes. In financial
services: 7, 15, and 30 year timeframes. For infrastructure maintenance 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 year
timeframes. For infrastructure expenditure, 30, 50 and occasionally 100 year timeframes” (L.
Patton, 28.07.2017). As liability is a function of the nature and foreseeability of harm, evidence
that can credibly project the nature and likelihood of future climate change (impacts), with regard to
specific geographies, timeframes, and activity-types, will be increasingly demanded by
organisations that have a duty to mitigate foreseeable risk and future liability. The fact of
foreseeability (of climate events) places responsibilities on decision makers to adopt a prudent
approach to climate risk management, owing to the likely threat of being held liable in future.
Services that that support risk allocation, cost-projection, and any potential redress owing to
climate change impacts over such timescales will be increasingly demanded. The statute of
limitations can have a bearing on the timescales scientists focus their examination of climate
impacts.40 In the UK, the general timeframe for torts and breaches of fiduciary responsibility is six
years, except in cases of fraud and recovery of trust property.
When disputes arise, there will be demand for skilled lawyers and judges able to adjudicate on
weather and climate (impacts) dimensions of each practice area. Climate services are required to
build capacity on climate change within the legal sector, whether at the level of training or
continuous legal education (CLE). This is required in order to improve the profession’s
understanding of how legal practice may evolve because of the physical and transitional risks
associated with climate change. Online training materials, university courses, company seminars

The ‘statute of limitations’ proscribes the maximum time after an act (or omission) taking place during which the agent
may be subject to legal proceedings. Timeframes vary between countries (and between civil and criminal actions), and
in some countries, have been abolished.
40
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and workshops, as well as authoritative ‘practice notes’ should be developed to guide the
profession’s response. Upskilling in this area will be crucial for justice across multiple areas of law.
It its annual survey of litigation risk, Norton Rose Fulbright asked in-house counsel what they
considered to be the most effective ways to minimise litigation risk. 41 In order of effectiveness,
these are: training internal staff through seminars, early resolution of cases, embedding lawyers in
business operations, and proactively reviewing contracts. As an emerging litigation risk, there
remains significant scope for building capacity among the legal profession on the ways climate
change could impact their clients’ interests, and suggest ways to reduce litigation risk. In so doing,
lawyers can act as ‘demand catalysts’, encouraging organisations to – where legal risks are
identified - use climate services to minimise litigation risk and comply with existing and emerging
laws. Concretely, such services may support clients ensure that they ‘make good’ on public
statements in order to minimise disclosure-related litigation, or provide Directors with the digestible
climate risk information they require in order to meet their duties as Directors.42 43
There is considerable potential to develop the scope and resolution of metrics such as the SCC
that quantify the cost of emissions to society (and benefits of emissions reduction), and that
facilitate comparison over different time horizons. On the resilience side, there is scope for sister
metrics that reliably link climate impact scenarios with sector-specific cost-benefit analyses of
adaptation. Such metrics, applied at different levels of granularity, could be used, amongst other
things, to both design, implement, monitor, assess, and score climate resilience projects or
determine future-facing financial redress for loss and damage.
Finally, as one interviewee remarked, increased cooperation with legal services firms opens
engenders scope for win-win cooperation. On the one hand, law firms can add value to their client
offering by developing climate change competence across a range of legal practice areas, and
advise clients when, why, and how they can manage climate risk in a context of evolving law and
precedents.44 On the other hand, by cooperating with legal services providers, “climate services
can deepen their client base…commercial lawyers will often proactively draw their clients’ attention
to new risk management needs, and are not limited to reactively responding to issues those clients
are already focusing on. They can therefore be a vector to providing new services. In addition, to
the extent that those lawyers service clients across multiple sectors, they offer leverage to climate
service providers to access those sectors effectively” (J. Arrandale, 15.06.2017).

5 Climate Litigation
“99% of lawyers are stuck in the orthodoxy of seeing climate change as a fringe
issue that exists independently of material risk” S. Barker, 09.08.2017
In recent years, there has been rising trend for climate-related litigation. These cases span a wide
range of issues and sectors, and generate equally diverse needs for climate information. At base,
litigation tends to answer the question of the applicability of the law. As such, at the heart of a
litigation case is: (a.) a dispute, and (b.) uncertainty as to the application of law. Litigation tends to
41

http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/files/20171025-2017-litigation-trends-annual-survey-pdf-157870.pdf [Accessed on:
01.08.2017]
42https://cpd.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Legal-Opinion-on-Climate-Change-and-Directors-Duties.pdf [Accessed
on: 01.08.2017]
43 https://ccli.ouce.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/CCLI-TCFD-Concerns-Misplaced-Report-Final-Briefing.pdf
[Accessed on: 19.12.2017]
44“Beyond international treaties, there are obviously a lot of ways climate change affects lawyers’ work: fiduciary duties,
procurement, contract. All these will have to be revamped to account for climate change” (C. Schwarte, 18.07.2017).
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be highest in countries with a litigious culture and in countries – or areas of law – that relatively
lack developed laws or precedents (e.g. United States). Poorly drafted legal frameworks can also
catalyse litigation. As noted by one environmental lawyer, in general “[the] UK has good
regulation. In the UK, ‘reasonable person’ norms pertain to regulations and the letter of the law.
The regulatory regime is relatively comprehensive. In the US, litigation has been a far more
prominent - but roughly as effective – an approach to dealing with environment and climate change
matters” (M. Barlow, 23.05.2017), in particular in the area of mitigation.45
There are several dimensions to climate-related litigation to date. Summarising global litigation to
date, Gundlach identifies four themes. First, attempts to hold governments accountable for
enforcing statutory provisions. Second, attempts to link climate change with resource extraction.
Third, more recently there have been attempts to hold actors responsible for failure to adapt to
climate change on grounds of foreseeable harm. Fundamental to the latter is ‘duty of care’, i.e.
whether a party that has responsibility for someone else failed to foresee risk. One such case is a
class action liability for a damage suit brought against the Canadian Ministry of Natural Resources,
where plaintiffs allege that the defendant failed to avert foreseeable flooding by adapting its
management of lakes. 46 Finally, there have been attempts to use public trusts doctrine to drive
climate action; “a doctrine that says that government is responsible for maintain the integrity of
natural resources for future generations” (J. Gundlach, 2017). Gundlach notes seven trends in
emerging litigation, including three broadly applicable issues: failure-to-adapt, foreseeability, and
shareholder actions (see Figure 12).
Columbia University’s School of Law and law firm Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer maintain a free-touse database of global climate change litigation cases. The database collects all relevant case
documents, enabling users to readily trace and analyse on what grounds plaintiffs litigate, and how
such cases are treated by courts. In certain jurisdictions, notably the United States, litigation (or
threat of litigation) can be a key driver, both direct and indirect, of climate service demand.
Geographically, the database shows that the United States records the highest number of litigation
cases (761, September 2017), whereas non-US cases total 251. The full set of areas of law under
which climate litigation has been brought are noted in Table 2.

Climate Litigation by area of law
Federal Statutory
Claims

Constitutional

State Law

Common Law

Public Trust

Securities and
Financial
Regulation

Trade

Adaptation

Emerging Trends in Litigation
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Attribution to major polluters
Climate refugees
Litigation in the Global South
Public trusts litigation
‘Failure to adapt’ ligation
Foreseeability
Shareholder actions

Protesters and
scientists
Table 2 Climate litigation by area of law.
Source: Gundlach, 2017

Figure 12 Emerging trends in litigation. Source:
Gundlach (2017), LSE/Columbia University ‘Laws
of the World Workshop’

For instance, see the ‘endangerment finding’ in respect of carbon emissions. https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/legalbasis-greenhouse-gas-endangerment-finding [Accessed on: 15.06.2017]
46http://climatecasechart.com/non-us-case/burgess-v-ontario-minister-of-natural-resources-and-forestry/ [Accessed on:
05.05.2017]
45
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In the EU, the United Kingdom records by far the highest number of cases (43), followed by Spain
(13), France (3), and Germany (3). Cases heard by the European Court of Justice totalled 40. In
most cases, the defendant is a public body, however there are also a small number cases where
corporates or protesters are defendants. Thematically, most cases concern ‘assessments and
permits’ and ‘GHG emissions.’ There has been no adaptation-related litigation in the EU to date.
In the US context, most litigation relates to Federal statutory claims (459 cases) followed by State
Law (215). There have been 35 cases explicitly related to adaptation. Some of the most notable
and influential cases are centred on Public Trust (18), Common Law (15), and Securities and
Financial Regulation (26). Jennifer Klein notes that damage caused to property owing to a
government’s failure to prevent impacts presents the most likely form of litigation to succeed (Klein,
2015).
A high-profile case exemplifies the sort of litigation that may arise in future and the associated
demands for evidence it may create. Three county governments in California are suing a group of
37 carbon majors for negligence, public nuisance, trespass, design defect, and failure to warn,
using evidence of studies such as Richard Heede’s Carbon Majors project (see: Ekwurzel et al.,
2017).47 48 The litigation draws on a range of academic literature in an attempt to build a chain of
causality between the actions/inactions of the defendants and the physical and financial impacts
those actions have had for two counties exposed to sea level rise. Evidence spans: emissions
data, company disclosures, the state of scientific knowledge at the time of infraction, internal
company climate-relevant grey literature, evidence of climate-related corporate decision making,
evidence of climate-related corporate communications, SCC data, sea level rise data, localised
climate impacts evidence, local climate vulnerability studies, estimates of loss and damage,
estimates of at-risk life and property, and estimated adaptation expenditure according to different
climate scenarios. Whilst the scientific evidence for the claims is critical, the innovative aspect of
this type of litigation is in legal reasoning – making the best use of evidence with respect to laws
and precedents - rather than in ‘climate services’ per se.
The Urgenda case is similarly ‘forward-looking’ as, rather than seeking compensation for any past
regulatory deficiencies, it focuses on the emissions reduction target of the Dutch state with respect
to a future deadline (2020). The court recognised the validity of the plaintiffs’ argument, that rested
heavily on IPCC science, that the Dutch state would be exposing its citizens to preventable harm if
it failed to reduce emissions consistent with the science recognised by the government itself. It
agreed that inaction by other states would not invalidate the truth of such a proposition. Inspired by
the Urgenda and public trusts litigation in the US, 49 in October 2017 Irish not-for-profit Friends of
the Irish Environment (FOIE) brought a high-court challenge against the Irish Government’s
National Mitigation Plan. 50 Representing FOIE, John Kenny alleges that the Plan fails to comply
with to Ireland’s Climate Action and Low Carbon Development Plan, EU, and international
commitments, foreseeing a continuous rise in emissions to increase through 2020. Kenny alleges
that this renders the plan ‘unreasonable, unconstitutional, and in breach of human rights law.’ 51
These cases rely heavily on consensus science that is recognised by governments, especially
IPCC reports. ‘Children’s Trust’ litigation draws on the expert testimony of prominent climate
scientists such as of Prof. James Hansen. Their principal inputs are in the form of a scientific
‘declaration’ and expert testimony that helps buttress the legal argument with scientific evidence. 52
47

http://carbonmajors.org/ [Accessed on: 12.05.2017]
http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/climatechange/2017/07/18/local-governments-in-california-file-common-law-claimsagainst-largest-fossil-fuel-companies/ [Accessed on: 12.05.2017]
49
https://www.ourchildrenstrust.org/ [Accessed on: 14.05.2017]
50
https://www.friendsoftheirishenvironment.org/climate-case [Accessed on: 14.11.2017]
51https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/courts/high-court/government-s-plan-to-combat-climate-change-flawedhigh-court-told-1.3266389 [Accessed on: 02.12.2017]
52https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/575adb12b654f9b902f611df/1465572117757/Ha
nsenSuppDecSupportingYouth.pdf [Accessed on: 12.05.2017]
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ClientEarth, a British activist environmental law NGO, has successfully litigated for judicial review
of the British government’s Air Quality Plan, having challenged their methodological basis (in
particular its use of the ‘most optimistic’ 5 -10 year scenarios). This precedent suggests that as
governments legislate in areas connected with climate change, and which heavily depend on
methodological rigour and reasonable assumptions, there could be an increase in litigation. As
originators of the frameworks that in many cases apply exclusively to public bodies, governments
are especially liable to be litigated against where their actions are deemed to have failed to live-up
to their own law. On the other hand, “litigation strategies still entail significant risks. In the US and
elsewhere, corporate and other actors faced with climate litigation will litigate hard, meaning that
climate cases will be costly, lengthy, and involve significant expert input. There are also instances
where civil society actors themselves become subject to litigation which, it is argued, is intended to
limit their ability to police environmental harms (termed ‘strategic litigation against public
participation, or “SLAPP suits”’)” (J. Arrandale, 15.06.2017).
Where climate change forms part of a ‘nuisance’ claim, there will be a requirement to provide
evidence as to how a defendant’s activity interferes with plaintiff’s activities, property, or interests.
There are multiple other forms of evidence that are required in such cases: there should be proof
of costs (actual and prospective) borne by the plaintiff to adapt to the consequences of a
defendant’s actions (i.e. an emitter). This could involve metrics such as the social cost of carbon.
Finally, in May 2018, a group of ten families from Fiji, France, Germany, Italy, Kenya, Romania,
and Sweden legally challenged three EU regulations that the plaintiffs deemed inadequate to
protecting their livelihoods from future climate change, therefore impinging on their rights of life,
health, occupation, and property. 535455 In common with related litigation elsewhere, the case is
brought by a coalition of actors, spanning the plaintiffs themselves, scientists (Climate Analytics),
NGOs (Germanwatch, Climate Action Network, Protect the Planet, Sáminuorra and several
others), and are represented by a law professor and two senior lawyers. The plaintiffs argue that
the EU’s target to reduce GHG by at least 40% by 2030 (relative to 1990) is inadequate to protect
their livelihoods. A unique feature of this case is that plaintiffs originate from a diverse set of
geographies - from the Arctic north, to southern France, to tropical Pacific Ocean islands – and
have similarly diverse experiences of the impacts of climate change. Importantly, the plaintiffs in
the ‘People’s Climate Case’ do not ask the court to require the EU to compensate for past losses
but to require the EU to nullify existing regulations (‘injunctive relief’) and introduce stronger
regulations that would both limit emissions (and hence climate risks) as much as technically and
economically feasible and be consistent with fundamental rights. Key evidential aspects of the
case include estimated financial costs incurred by the plaintiffs on account of increased
input costs or lower yields attributable to the effects of climate change.

53https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/may/24/families-take-eu-court-climate-change-emissions

[Accessed
on: 25.05.2018]
54
In detail: “The structure of the applicants’ case on annulment is as follows: 1. The Union is bound by higher rank norms
to avoid harm caused by climate change and to take steps to avoi violations of human rights caused by climate change;
b. By reason of those norms, the Union is obliged to adopt measures for the reduction of GHG emissions to the full
extent of its technical and economic capacity; c. The GHG Emissions Acts fall short of this obligation and should
therefore be nullified.” https://peoplesclimatecase.caneurope.org/ [Accessed on: 25.05.2018]
55https://peoplesclimatecase.caneurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/application-delivered-to-european-generalcourt-1.pdf [Accessed on: 25.05.2018]
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6 Legislative Context
“It's not the laws that need to evolve, it's the understanding [of companies and investors] of
how laws apply to new risks” Alice Garton56
In addition to considerable and varied physical impacts, climate change will have transformative
effects for how economies and societies are governed as they transition to low-carbon growth
models. The cross-cutting nature of climate change means that this will have direct and indirect
impacts for almost all ‘practice areas’ of law, which will in turn, to varying degrees, demand both
competence in climate change on the part of lawyers as well as climate services that provide
specific, tailored, and credible information. In some respects, the specific physical impacts of
climate change are independent of the practice of law: where a given law obliges firms to manage
climate risk, the firm that fails to plan for an increase in extreme temperature would be as in breach
of the law as a firm that fails to manage storm surge. Equally, where under existing laws, such as
the UK Companies Act, Directors are responsible for mitigating risks to business, 57 the nature of
any climate-related risk is immaterial to whether a Director has discharged her or his
responsibilities; fulfilling such duties can simply mean establishing processes through which
climate risks are adequately understood and managed.
Whilst ‘milestone’ cases such as the Urgenda case and the Juliana case set important precedents,
they do not present the greatest opportunities for climate services suppliers. However, there is
scope in future for traditional litigation driven by increasing climate-related regulation. More likely
to succeed is litigation centred on specific damages or losses clearly traceable to specific actions
(e.g. pollution) or inaction (e.g. failure to adapt). Commercial demand is more likely to arise from
routine transactional work in the form of climate-related disclosures and transactional due
diligence. As such, large corporate-focused practices and in-house counsel of large firms are likely
to constitute the principle sources of demand for commercial climate services.
As shown by the EU, there has been greater legislative activity on climate mitigation than
adaptation, in turn causing clients to demand - and lawyers to provide – advice in associated
areas. However, whereas mitigation tends to be confined to one or two practice areas (i.e.
environmental and energy law), climate adaptation pertains, in different ways, to most sectors. As
such, the scope and scale of possible action (and advice) relating to adaptation is potentially much
greater, but will not be fully realised until legislative frameworks or/and common law precedents
are established that place duties on clients to manage climate risk.
Whereas in the United States litigation can act as a stronger disincentive to high-risk actions, the
broad adoption of the precautionary principle in European jurisdictions creates a favourable context
for precautionary climate action. Creative development and application of this principle in cases of
climate change could serve to catalyse large scale-demand for climate services that help
mainstream resilience. Jurisdictions that apply the precautionary principle could see litigation that
tests this principle in light of climate change; indeed, the Urgenda case referenced the principle in
the Netherlands”58 The principle focuses on evidence used in public decision making: improving
the availability of reliable, specific projections about the future impacts of climate change, or the
robustness of proposed adaptation, could alter definitions of what is considered ‘precautionary.’
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https://carbon-pulse.com/34794/ [Accessed on: 07.06.2017]
In 2018, the World Economic Forum again stated that extreme weather events constitute the biggest risk to the world
economy. See: http://reports.weforum.org/global-risks-2018/global-risks-landscape-2018/#landscape [Accessed on:
19.01.018]
58 https://blog.oup.com/2015/04/legally-disruptive-nature-of-climate-change/ [Accessed on: 03.11.2017]
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The London School of Economics’ Grantham Research Institute for Climate Change and the
Environment has developed a database that collects and maps all known climate-related
legislation from around the world (see Figure 13 and Figure 14 below).59 The tool is aimed at
legislators, legal professionals, researchers and others. Today (October 2017) the database has
identified over 1200 laws across 164 countries, covering two main areas: a) climate change, and b)
low-carbon economy. The volume of legislation has increased substantially (20x) during the past
two decades, from 60 laws in 1997 to over 1200 in 2017, with marked increases surrounding key
UNFCCC negotiations. The database also relates a given jurisdiction’s climate laws with relevant
national climate and emissions indicators, enabling the identification of potential ‘legislative gaps’.
According to analysis conducted by the Grantham Institute recent legislative trends point towards
an increasing development of climate-informed planning laws in lower-income countries.
Part-driven by the UNFCCC process, there is a trend for increased legislative action in the areas of
climate change mitigation and, latterly, adaptation, both at the EU level and member state level.
As Sam Fankhauser observes in the UK context, the Climate Change Act (2008) “put in place a
mechanism and institutional set-up that makes it very hard for governments to ignore climate
change” (S. Fankhauser, 05.06.2017). Such laws call for social and economic transition, and,
importantly, for legal advice informed of the implications of physical and transitional climate risks to
their clients’ interests. At the level of individual member states, those with the most climate-related
laws and policies are: UK (24), Spain (23), and Italy (22). These figures are likely to underestimate the total level of climate-related policy, particularly since climate adaptation policy can be
harder to trace, being carried out both within multiple sectors and / or at the sub-national level.
Nevertheless, as encouraged by the Commission,60 21 member states have incorporated
adaptation policies at the national level (e.g. UK’s Climate Change Act (2008)) and 12 have
developed specific ‘adaptation frameworks’ (Slovakia’s National Adaptation Strategy (2014)).

Figure 13 - Number of new climate laws introduced per year since 1995. Source:
lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute
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www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/ [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
“The Commission encourages all Member States to adopt comprehensive adaptation strategies (currently 21 have
strategies) and provides them funding to help them build up their adaptation capacities and take action” [Accessed on:
03.05.2017]
60
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Figure 14 - Number of climate-related laws and policies per country. Source:
lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute

Excluding the Youth Employment Initiative, European Structural and Investment Fund (ESIF) total
€446.6 billion for the programming period 2014-2020. ESIF is scheduled to dispense €113.9 billion
(25%) to climate-related actions, 54% of which will be allocated to climate adaptation, largely
through the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and the Regional
Development Fund. This gesture to adaptation contained in the fund regulations does suggest, in
a limited fashion “the increased importance that both climate change risks and the need for
adaptation have gained in the European policy agenda” (DGCLIMA, 2017a: 26). Key regulations
of the Common Provision Regulations (CPR) are Article 19 and Annex XI, which oblige ESIF
recipients to implement comprehensive risk prevention and management, including climate-related
risk. Article 101(f) stipulates that, “an analysis of the environmental impact, taking into account
climate change adaptation and mitigation needs, and disaster resilience,” will be a requirement for
approval of any major investment. Thematic Objective (TO) 5 of the CPR, ‘promoting climate
change adaptation, risk prevention and management’, is a precondition for funding. Such
regulations are designed to advance both the EU’s and Member States’ adaptation agendas, as
well as embody new principles for the responsible investment of EU funds.
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU)
The 2010 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) is a cornerstone of EU climate change
mitigation law, requiring all member states to undertake the following:
-

Include energy performance certificates in advertisements of all buildings for rental or sale;
Implement inspection regimes for heating and cooling;
Implement a near-zero energy target for all new buildings by 2020;
Set minimum energy performance requirements for new, renovated, or retrofitted buildings;
Develop financial measures to improve building energy efficiency.

The Directive exemplifies how the EU has harmonised rules in a key area related to climate change
mitigation and that has catalyzed demand for new compliance services and suitably qualified lawyers.
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In the European context, jurisdictions differ markedly in both the number and type of climate
related laws that they have adopted. The European Union has 24 laws which apply to all member
states, key among which are the Emissions Trading System and the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU) that represent key pillars of the EU’s decarbonisation drive (see
Figure 15 above). The EU’s first Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) was announced in
2015. This applies to all EU Member States, committing them to at least 40% emission reductions
on 1990 levels by 2030. This raises reporting and compliance issues for different industrial sector,
including Energy, Industrial Processes and Product Use, Agriculture, Waste, and Land Use sectors
are the focus of mitigation efforts (Baker McKenzie, 2017). These focus areas will raise
corresponding demand for lawyers specalised in climate change mitigation in aligned practice
areas (e.g. energy law), as well as corporate, insurance, planning, and other practice areas that
cut-across industries.
However, none of these laws address climate adaptation. Nevertheless, Article 4 of the UNFCCC,
to which the EU is a signatory, stipulates that parties must formulate, implement, publish, and
regularly update ‘measures that facilitate adequate adaptation to climate change’. As a 2009 EU
white paper on climate adaptation notes, a “strategic approach is needed to ensure that timely and
effective adaptation measures are taken, ensuring coherency across different sectors and levels of
governance.” 61 The EU has a particularly role in the harmonisation of standards, managing
transboundary adaptation, and for mainstreaming adaptation into all relevant policy areas for which
the EU has exclusive competence (e.g. agriculture, water, or international trade). The number of
legislative acts, frameworks, regulations, and directives connected with climate mitigation or
adaptation has grown exponentially in EU states and globally in recent years.
The EU Adaptation Strategy is the EU’s main policy for addressing climate adaptation at the
Community level. This ‘encourages’ Members States to develop adaptation plans, integrates
climate knowledge in decision making, and mainstreams adaptation into areas for which the EU
has competence (e.g. cohesion policy). But in contrast to mitigation, there is no general EU-level
adaptation legislation or quantifiable targets associated with the EU’s ESIF adaptation programme.
This may bear-out the lack of consensus as to how to measure adaptation progress, given the
variety of possible adaptation actions. This has material effects for the planning and evaluation of
adaptation actions. Moreover, the scope of adaptation is ultimately determined by individual
Member States; the variable pace and capacity leads to a disjuncture between national adaptation
plans and ESIF adaptation actions. As a review of EU adaptation notes, in the absence of EU
jurisdiction in this area, “[m]uch is still dependent on Member States’ practical uptake of adaptation
at programme and action level” (DGCLIMA, 2017: 17). The ESIF is a key framework for driving
adaptation action at the national level, with a 20% target for funds invested in climate objectives,
supported by a methodology for tracking climate expenditure.
In November 2016, the European Parliament approved an amendment to the Institutions for
Occupational Retirement Provision (IORP) Directive (2003). The so-called IORP II Directive
requires occupational pension schemes to conduct a risk assessment of environmental, social, and
governance factors – including assets liable to become ‘stranded’ due to climate-related risks - at
least every three years. 62 63 It further states that UNPRI Principles should be taken as a
benchmark for the transposition of the legislation into domestic law. Whilst in many jurisdictions
such assessments are already required, the Directive provides greater legal clarity: in future,
trustees overseeing €3.3 trillion of occupational pension funds must assess the climate related risk
connected with their portfolio. As the Directive notes, “The relevance and materiality of
61

https://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_threats/climate/docs/com_2009_147_en.pdf [Accessed on: 14.11.2017]
http://www.osborneclarke.com/insights/will-new-provisions-in-iorp-ii-require-pension-schemes-to-consider-risks-posedby-climate-change/ [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
63 In December 2017, the UK Department for Work and Pensions announced that it would require pensions to report on
material climate risk.
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environmental, social and governance factors to a scheme’s investments and how they are taken
into account should be part of the information provided by the scheme under this Directive”
(EU/2016/2341). This places an obligation on trustees to make use of creditable climate services
to assess the climate risk exposure of their portfolios. UNEP-FI’s Climate Change Working Group’s
inaugural 2007 report specifically recommended that the financial sector consider climate risk in
lending decisions, and commit to improving know-how related to the sector’s management of
climate-related risk. The Investor Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has published reports
recommending that the financial sector assesses and manages climate-related risks, especially
with regard to directors’ duties and fiduciary responsibility.
Regulation can spark the creation of new professions. For example, amendments to the USA
Patriot Act (2001) updated the Bank Secrecy Act to require all financial firms to implement AntiMoney Laundering programmes to prevent fraud and funding of terrorist organisations. The
Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists emerged in response to this Act, and
now includes 10,000 members –compliance officers and auditors - across 160 countries. 64
Alternatively, the UK Modern Slavery Act (2015) requires firms producing goods or services in the
UK, with a turnover over £36 million, to produce an annual ‘slavery and human trafficking
statement’. This statement discloses whether or how an organisation monitors and manages the
risk of slavery and human tracking occurring throughout its business and supply chain. Answering
the requirements of this Act – which requires board-level sign-off and is enforceable by injunction
by the Secretary of State - means implementing updates to due diligence (e.g. supplier audits), risk
management, KPIs and staff capacity building. The Act has led to legal services firms and others
providing services to advise clients how to comply with the Act, such as risk assessment design
and due diligence. 65
Three laws are worthy of mention: the UK Environmental Protection Act (1990), the Habitats
Directive (1992), and the Water Framework Directive (2000). Each could serve as a guide for the
future evolution of adaptation laws that could catalyse action on adaptation. Regarding the first,
the Act enables local governments to require certain developers to undertake land contamination
surveys and oblige mitigation work to take place. The Habitats Directive is distinguished by its
adoption of ‘negative proof’, requiring a developer to prove how their project will not expose a
habitat to harm. Finally, the Water Framework Directive establishes the general principles,
standards, and methods according to which water is governed throughout the EU. The key
aspects of each law - the institution of strong compliance regimes at the local planning level,
negative proof, and general principles and practices that cut-across sectors - suggest a possible
future direction for the future EU climate adaptation law. The foremost benefit of such a law would
be to proactively reduce vulnerability to future climate change impacts, both chronic and acute.
Complying with the law would render adaptation part of routine legal advice across sectors,
stimulating demand for climate services. More broadly, the ‘failure to prevent’ principle is
increasingly commonplace in new UK legislation across many ESG areas, including bribery and
slavery. In line with this trend, it is possible that future climate-related law could embody this
principle, putting the onus on relevant entities to take advice and procure relevant services to
comply.
As one interviewee observed, where traditional lawyers follow the regulation, there has been a
relative regulatory deficit in the area of adaptation: “adaptation has been lagging behind mitigation”
(M. Barlow, 23.05.2017). This is unlikely to continue, however. As climate adaptation evolves – as
is likely - from voluntary regimes (e.g. voluntary climate risk disclosure) to codification in
64

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58803d48d2b857e5d4a13d7d/t/596813a4e4fcb55abdc3b066/1499993011468/AC
CO-Blog-ClimateSmartArmy.pdf [Accessed on: 14.08.2017]
65E.g.http://www.shoosmiths.co.uk/services/regulatory-compliance/modern-slavery-compliance-10252.aspx [Accessed
on: 14:08.2017]
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precedents and laws, the likely increase in regulation will in all likelihood lead to increased demand
for lawyers with knowledge of climate change. As noted by the Chair of the Energy, Environment
and Resources Section of the American Bar Association: “Like any evolving policy event, climate
change generates work for lawyers” (S. Davis, 27.7.2017).
Legal services have an important role to play in the design of emerging adaptation-related
regulatory regimes as much as their enforcement. This includes designing strong, clear, just, and
enforceable law that averts unforeseen consequences; a task that will require climate expertise.
One interviewee provides the example of mandatory disclosure of detailed climate risk scenarios
by firms. A key issue is, first, that for firms, climate risk is usually tightly coupled with - and
indissociable from - a wider set of risks. Firms are likely to be circumspect about opening such
commercially sensitive information to public scrutiny. If they obliged, however, “There is a risk of a
similar conflict of interest as arose from the credit ratings fiasco following the 2008 crisis, where
companies pay the ratings agencies, the risk auditors etc.” (K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017). In other
words, full scenario disclosure that could be instituted with the best intent to ‘assure’ the rigour of
climate scenario assessments could disguise effort to procure ‘benign’ scenarios. At the same
time, with a low level of understanding of climate-related probabilities and uncertainties in the
business sector, there is a strong likelihood that market actors could in any case misinterpret such
information.
With respect to the private sector, businesses face the complex task of adapting to shifting
voluntary and mandatory compliance regimes and legislative frameworks spanning issues of
climate adaptation, risk disclosure, and emissions. This requires businesses to ensure that they
fulfil their duties in respect of such regimes, and that they anticipate and manage the complex risks
that surrounds them. Yet, complying with climate risk disclosure rules does not insulate a firm from
climate-related litigation, if such information is, for instance, found to be misleading, weak, or
lacking rigour. In that instance, a firm may be subject to claims of fraud and misrepresentation. 66
Nevertheless, risk of litigation from failing to report climate risks has been judged to be greater than
doing so. As the Commonwealth Climate and Law Initiative has argued, “Rather than reducing
liability risk, complying with the Taskforce on Climate Related Disclosure [TCFD] recommendations
will reduce companies’ (and directors’) liability exposure by helping directors assess and manage
climate risk in accordance with their duties, and report risk as required by existing disclosure laws”
(CCLI, 2017: 17).
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ExxonMobil retirees have brought a case against their former employer on such grounds. It is alleged that ExxonMobil
offered the firm’s stock fund as an option for pension investment whilst having knowingly inflated the value of its
reserves, in part by failing to publicly disclose climate risks. Plaintiffs argue that this represented a breach of fiduciary
duties by the firm, exposing them to losing millions of dollars in retirement savings. See:
http://www.pionline.com/article/20161129/ONLINE/161129886/exxon-mobil-sued-in-alleged-stock-drop-case [Accessed
on: 14.09.2017]
{ Misinforming on climate-related matters can also implicate municipalities. In August 2017 a British local authority
admitted to falsifying air quality data, resulting in an investigation into possible criminal misconduct. See:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/aug/02/cheshire-east-council-admits-falsifying-air-pollution-data
[Accessed on: 14.09.2017]
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Four Emerging Climate-Related Risks
1) Mismatch between internal risk assessment and risk disclosure;
2) Misrepresentation of future exposure, by misstating carbon-intensity or business or
assets, or choosing over-optimistic scenario projections;
3) Misrepresentation on compliance, ESG, and other increasingly considered ‘material’ by
investors and regulators;
4) Mandatory filings: with the recognition that climate change presents (material) financial
risks to the economy, climate-related disclosures will become a routine component of
annual reports, rather than additional voluntary exercises.
Source: Climate risk reporting: bridging the compliance gap (EY, 2017)

6.1 Admiralty
Climate-related events can result damage to port and maritime assets, as well as damage, loss, or
delay to shipping operations. The commercial viability of ports depends on demand from ship
charterers. Charterers, underwriters, and ship owners are all likely to seek to better manage both
port risks that they may have assumed to be ‘abnormal’ and future risks that may become
‘normal.’67 As noted by one lawyer, there may be significant losses owing to the changing nature
and frequency of events (Anon., 22.09.2017). Attribution science and climate projections are
changing the ‘foreseeability’ of future climatic conditions, including such compound climatic risks,
creating grounds to dispute existing force majeure clauses. Since the mid-2000s consultancies
such as Acclimatise and law firms such as Freshfield Bruckhaus Deringer have advised that
climate change is ‘reasonably foreseeable’, and that fiduciary responsibilities mandate pension
fund trustees to account for climate related risks.68 As Malcolm Downden noted in 2006, “The
effects of climate change can now be regarded as being ‘reasonably foreseeable’ at every stage –
it must be incumbent upon professional advisers to ensure that appropriate steps have been taken”
(Malcolm Downden, in Firth and Colley, 2006). From a legal standpoint, improved knowledge of
the changing nature of risk at specific ports (estuary and coastal ports) will be required.
Climate change has implications for shipping operations and port planning. Concerning the former,
in one recent event a cargo vessel was broken-up by a combination of long swell and strong gales
whilst leaving a port in Japan. 69 Loss or damage attributable to the use of unsafe ports can expose
ship charterers to large compensation claims, as was the case here. The court determined that the
weather conditions at the time of the incident were not ‘abnormal’ since they could be expected at
the port under certain conditions. As such, the charterer breached its duties of due diligence, and
was forced to compensate the ship owner. Climate change impacts the sorts of (compound)
climate risks that charterers will face in future, affecting future ‘safe port’ designations and whether
conditions that previously rendered a port ‘unsafe’ are likely to satisfy the ‘abnormality’ test in
future. The key message from this judgement is that weather events do not automatically relieve
charterers of responsibility, either according to force majeure or perils of the sea defences. Where
inability to foresee is core to force majeure, the more foreseeable any climate-related peril is, the
less tenable will be a force majeure defence will be and the more incentive there will be to manage
67

For example, see: http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/98f63a804a830f878649ff551f5e606b/ClimateRisk_
Ports_Colombia_Full.pdf?MOD=AJPERES [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
68 “Reasonable foreseeability of climate change and the risk of litigation should be on the radars of all companies in their
corporate risk assessment procedures” (Firth and Colley, 2006).
69https://www.ukpandi.com/knowledge-publications/article/charterer-incurs-138-million-liability-by-breach-of-safe-portwarranty-the-ocean-victory-case-74235/ Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
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climate-related risk. As such, climate-related loss and damage is likely to precipitate ‘cooperation’
(risk management) rather than litigation. This will result in climate risk being mainstreamed into
contractual risk allocation processes and due diligence, with disagreements resolved through
arbitration. Legal services involved in insurance, contract, admiralty and other sectors will be
required to advise on these issues. In future, the contractual allocation of risk between ship
owners and charterers on climate risk would set-out liabilities, means of dispute resolution, and
provide incentives to risk mitigation and transfer. The key is to apportion and manage risk between
contracting parties (e.g. through mainstreaming climate risk management into due diligence), thus
avoiding potentially costly and unpredictable litigation. Whilst there is a trajectory toward the
strengthening of legal requirements relating to climate-related loss and damage, the pace of
advance is slow. As such, until laws come into being, as in the case of climate adaptation,
adaptation practice is likely to be advance ahead of policy, driven by a combination of the
aforementioned litigation, self-interest, and the shifts in norms.
In the longer term, port firms and investors will be increasingly required to assess whether the
location, orientation, and design of new and existing ports will be resilient in the face of future
climate risks (including compound risks), and charterers and underwriters to want greater
assurance as to port safety. For example, The Port of Falmouth (Jamaica) is a large, heavily-used
asset in a low-lying town. Whilst the port is resilient to coastal flooding, supporting infrastructure
(e.g. access roads) are not. During storm surges the port can become effectively non-operational,
resulting that passengers on docked cruise liners are unable to disembark. Understanding and
managing climate risks at ports (potential and existing) and understanding changing climate risk
scenarios are two areas likely to see increased demand. Designers of new ports and operators of
existing ports will increasingly undertake climate vulnerability assessments of their assets. How do
changing probabilities and magnitudes of extreme weather events impact port operations,
demurrage and disembarkation? Do potential increased delays necessitate changes to the
organisation of logistics or supply chains?

6.2 Infrastructure
Infrastructure projects are especially exposed to climate change impacts in at least three ways.
First, as long-lived physical assets, infrastructure planned today will be exposed to physical
impacts that manifest over the coming decades. Second, changing climate conditions can
undermine future infrastructure business models according: declining precipitation can reduce
reservoir levels, river flow, and hence represents a loss in production and the sale of electricity
used to repay construction costs. Third, high-magnitude climatic events can interrupt infrastructure
construction, causing costly delays to projects or even loss and damage to works. Given
interdependencies and its oft-strategic nature, loss, damage, and delay to (critical) infrastructure
can have highly destabilising effects for economies and, at worst, countries and continents. In both
cases, PPP or not, prudent project planning and contract design will make it incumbent upon
contract lawyers to be privy to how actual and projected climate risk could impact their clients’
interests, and ensure that they robustly manage climate-related liabilities. But large, complex
critical infrastructure, such as energy production, can give rise to specific legal difficulties in the
management of climate-related risk. Typically, these involve multiple organisations (public and
private) in construction and operation, and it can mean that important information related to design
standards, climate vulnerability etc. are distributed among multiple organisations, in incompatible
formats, and protected by confidentiality clauses. As noted by one interviewee, however,
effectively managing resilience requires greater integration of responsibilities and greater
exchanges of information (Anon., 22.09.2017).
As climate considerations become more demanded and more common in the legal sector, they will
soon come to constitute part of lawyers’ established professional practice. Climate services that
assist lawyers to rigorously answer such questions – clearly and succinctly - in a cost-effective
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manner will be increasingly demanded. It is critical that such risks are identified as early as
possible in the project phase such that they can be factored-in to location and design
specifications, helping to reduce costly adaptation measures or later retrofitting. The effects of
failing to manage these risks are liable to be felt, above all, by low-income countries where the
‘infrastructure gap’ is greatest and vulnerability to impacts most acute.
Regulators, business consultants, professional bodies (e.g. architects and civil engineers), and
manufactures of material inputs will be required to review standards and practices in light of
climate change to ensure resilience. In short, as commented by a prominent corporate lawyer,
“asset owners need to be willing to pay advisers for extra advice, or sack them if they do not
integrate climate risk into their standard offering.70

6.3 Public Private Partnerships
Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) represent a small but growing approach to infrastructure
investment, especially in low-income countries, and are typically used in the development of longduration, physical assets. These twin features lend PPPs to be implicated in projects whose future
performance or viability will likely be affected by future climate change: “The demand for
infrastructure projects and the development of PPP [public-private partnership] finance models in
emerging economies is a key area of interest for members” (The City UK, 2016: 7). The EU legal
sector expertise in this area lends itself to have an advantage in this context. Bracketing their
wider benefits and drawbacks, PPPs can in many ways give rise to questions of contractual
allocation of risk common to most contract types. This will increasingly include climate-related risk.
However, PPPs have been specifically identified as requiring revision given their potential
vulnerability to the projected physical impacts of climate change (World Bank/Acclimatise, 2016).
Where the global ‘infrastructure gap’ has been estimated at $5 trillion, states often lack the
financial capacity to fund infrastructure through public investment alone. As such, as PPPs
become increasingly important in the construction of infrastructure, contracting parties would do
well to ensure climate risks are adequately factored into projects over the long-term.
Critically, the future effects of climate change are, to varying degrees, knowable. First, force
majeure liability clauses can no longer apply when harm, as in the case of climate change, is
foreseeable. Second, should harm come to pass, it will be critical that contracts clarify
responsibility for bearing the costs and under what circumstances. Third, the evolving nature of
climate science means that PPP contracts should be flexible enough so as to incorporate new
knowledge such that asset life is not foreshortened by failure to update design / maintenance
specifications.
However, climate risk is rarely addressed by PPP contracts, therefore potentially leaving the
private, or more likely the public, party to pick up the bill for unaddressed risk. These can be
substantial, owing to the long-term, capital intensive nature of infrastructure investment.
Sensitivities connected with PPP contracts is typically connected to the distribution of the risk
between the public and private parties, and the relative imbalance in negotiating power where
poorly resource beneficiaries seek investment at the same time as well-resourced donors seek to
reduce risk. Climate change complicates risk allocation, making it desirable that all contracting
parties have fair access to robust climate information. For instance, are PPP contracts designed
with sufficient flexibility such that evolving understandings of climate change impact can be brought
to bear on management of asset risks in a fair and equitable manner throughout the asset
lifecycle? Are there clear arrangements for allocation of responsibility and financing of asset
adaptation should it fail to perform owing to foreseeable climate change? Where PPPs that fail to

70https://shareaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/ClimateInvestmentDuties-InvestorReport.pdf
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account for climate change fail, it can be critical to know whether, or at what time, the cause of
failure was ‘reasonably foreseeable’ (see Figure 17 below).

Figure 17 The point in time when, for a given activity or geography, climate change
impacts become 'reasonably foreseeable' can be a determining factor in litigation.
Source: Firth and Colley, 2006

One identified need is for improved lists of force majeure events that could impact asset over
project lifecycles, including construction and decommissioning phases. To ensure a common
understanding of future likely risk, and help overcome the ‘principal agent problem,’ a recent World
Bank report has recommended third-party reviews of climate risks for PPP contracts, from the
regional scale to the asset scale, and increase use of climate screening and risk forecasting tools
during project appraisal. 71 The aim is to anticipate and allocate risks before they materialise
unexpectedly, which can result in more costly ramifications for either party than if they are
managed at the outset. Similar stipulations are now required in the EU owing to an amendment to
the Environmental Impact Directive. This requires all large projects to assess projected
environmental impacts on the project based on future projected return periods. Failing to protect
contracting parties from future losses attributable to climate change - or failing to clearly allocate
responsibility for ensuring the resilience of assets to projected future climate change - could result
in heavy costs falling on one parties (often the public party). As such, the World Bank has
recommended that “lenders should require consideration of climate risk and resilience as lending
criteria, and implementation of resilience measures through lending covenants...[and that]
professional advisors should develop capacity to address climate resilience in their support to
PPPs” (World Bank/Acclimatise, 2016: 2). 72

6.4 Insurance
Insurers and reinsurers play two critical roles that render them acutely sensitive to climate risks.
First, in the evaluation, pricing, and underwriting of risks to property and people. Second, in
investment of capital to offset risk. Mindful of their fiduciary responsibilities, insurers are paying
greater attention to climate risk management. This can incentivise firms to invest in climate
71https://library.pppknowledgelab.org/attached_files/documents/2870/original/PPIAF_ClimateResilience_IssueBrief.pdf?1

458848137 [Accessed on: 02.12.2017]
72 Australia’s National PPP Guidelines has introduced such flexibility (‘modification regime’) under Article 6 (World
Bank/Acclimatise, 2016: 25).
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adaptation, including accurate disclosure of relevant information to relevant stakeholders. Firms
that do not either of these will be increasingly uninsurable, unable to access finance, and will be
unviable in the long-term. Like legal services, insurers have clients across industries, which
demand differing levels of scrutiny from the point of view of climate risks: “Mining is very high on
the agenda for insurance companies’ agenda…[as] dealing with mining is dealing with mother
nature” (anon., Aachen International Mining Symposia 2017).
The insurance sector has long been considered to be ahead in managing climate risk. As
MunichRe noted in 2010, “Climate change risks are among the criteria many insurers are now
using to evaluate exposures under D&O [Directors and Officers] policies. These exposures include
regulatory risks and the costs of compliance, non-disclosure of investment risks and reputational
risks…Architects, engineers, builders and others involved in construction are also likely to be
targeted for climate-change-related claims” (MunichRe, 2010: 17-18). Large investors such as
BlackRock have warned that “all investors should incorporate climate change awareness into their
investment processes” (BlackRock, 2016). Insurers and reinsurers can act as ‘gatekeepers’ as to
the viability of assets and businesses, according to how well they manage (climate) risks. Both
investors and insurers recognise that climate risks can rapidly morph into material risks (market,
credit, operational, liquidity risks) that have the potential to reduce investment performance. As
climate change risk gives rise to new loss scenarios, so understanding the location, time, nature,
and magnitude of future climate related losses (including associated with indemnity cover) will be a
necessary part of insurers’ future risk management. Climate services that assist insurers,
actuaries, and insurance lawyers keep abreast of future climate impacts will be increasingly
demanded.
Actuaries have a clear and direct interest in climate risk. As noted by the then Chief Actuary of
Insurance Australia Group (IAG), Tony Coleman: “Climate change threatens the insurance
industry’s ability to underwrite risk from weather events” (AGO, 2005). Consistent with this, a
consortium of North American actuarial bodies developed the Actuarial Climate Index, a measure
of historic climate change. In its study of the feasibility of such an index in the European context,
the UK’s Institute and Faculty of Actuaries concluded that it would be able to be implemented with
minimal change.73 In its review, the Institute prioritised the following principles for data to be
included in any index adopted: gridded global observational datasets at the highest possible
resolution; historic, daily records since the 1960s; quarterly update frequency; wide range of
climate-related variables.74 The assessment further emphasises the need for seamless integration
of climate data with socioeconomic data.
Fundamental to an insurer is a thorough understanding of the risks to an asset. Where the United
States is estimated to spend approximately $400 per household on disaster recovery, taxpayers
effectively bear the burden of unfunded and unmanaged risk and associated costs. As one lawyer
has observed, “Investment in resilience saves billions of dollars, at a ratio 4:1.” Where cost-benefit
analyses of resilience investment are available for current risks - helping to shape and justify
resilience projects as well as price risk, - reliable analyses factoring-in likely climate risks and
impacts are harder to obtain. If the resilience dividend can reach 4:1 for baseline risks, it is likely to
be greater when factoring-in likely climate change. This would enable insurance to be more
accurately priced (deterring imprudent actions), ensure projects initiated now can be more effective
and have a longer life expectancy, and ensure non-catastrophic, slow-onset risks can be better
accounted for. “A lack of access to flood hazard mapping may also affect insurance and mortgage
availability, create inconsistent and inaccurate views of risk and cause unnecessary duplication of
data capture and analysis. Smaller insures with limited risk measurement capabilities may choose
not to offer insurance or mortgages in areas where flood modelling is unavailable. Larger insurers
73www.actuaries.org.uk/documents/extension-actuaries-climate-index-uk-and-europe-feasibility-study
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and banks need to factor in the additional costs in forming a view of risk in order to provide these
financial products.”75
A key aspect of most insurance is cover of sudden and unforeseeable loss. If a risk is foreseeable
with high probability, it normally demands to be mitigated. This is insurance does not typically
protect against slow-onset foreseeable risks such as sea level rise but does cover ‘force majeure’
risks such as hurricanes. Two issues arise in the context of climate change. First, increasing
intensity of storms could reduce the affordability of insurance cover and/or increase the losses
incurred by insurers. This could lead to ‘adverse risk selection’, where the overall market for
insurance declines owing to asset owners being priced-out. When market size reduces or where
high risk policyholders out-number low risk policyholders, the market becomes imbalanced,
undermining risk sharing. Second, given the financial stakes, there may in the medium-term be
disputes as to whether catastrophes were foreseeable and insured by policy clauses. As noted by
Johnstone et al. (2013), insurers are vulnerable to be challenged for improperly denied claims,
delayed payments, and contested settlement amounts. 76 At the same time, claims against insured
third parties that arise due to a failure to disclose or manage climate risk also exposes insurers to
losses, as underwriters or investors. Attribution science is a rapidly evolving scientific area, and
one that is likely to experience considerable demand from insurers in fine-tuning risk management
and pricing, as well as in prosecuting or defending disputes.
The case of Northern Queensland illustrates the scope and scale of the challenge affecting many
developed insurance markets, where between 2005 and 2013 property insurance premiums
increased by 80%, largely owing to the cost of insuring cyclone and flood events. In 2016,
changes to one insurer’s methodology that took greater account of place-specific catastrophe risk
resulted in large premium increases for many policyholders, leading to the prospect of the
Australian Government stepping-in as the insurer-of-last-resort. This has led to premiums in
certain areas being unaffordable, houses failing to sell and real estate value declining. Local
governments in Northern Queensland were likewise faced with limited (one) options for industrial
special cover. This led the Australian Government to establish a taskforce to examine the
feasibility of the government sharing risk with property owners to continue to make existing
properties viable (Martin, 2015). In highly climate-exposed, under-insured parts of south-east Asia,
insurers are developing regional risk pooling systems to help increase availability and affordability
of insurance.77
Some jurisdictions indicate the direction of travel as to how climate services can be used to
improve planning and mitigate the risk of litigation. In Australia, provincial governments such as
New South Wales (NSW) are partnering with universities to integrate scientific knowledge of how
climate change will impact the coastal zone into planning policy.78 NSW’s Adaptation Hub
leverages finance and expertise for the purposes of developing applied research for the benefit of
decision makers. This enables local councils and others to access locally relevant knowledge that
enables them to make prudent decisions and meet their obligations via-a-vis climate change that
they may otherwise be unable to afford. The immediate beneficiaries of these investments in
adaptation knowledge are CSIRO and local universities, however the expertise developed could in
future undergird commercial services to private clients. The Hub represents a key way by which
insurers and others might reduce redundant costs: by each having access to a common baseline
of reliable climate (impacts) data and projections, insurers can reduce liability risk and reduce the
cost of improved, place-specific climate risk management.
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http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/TCI-There-goes-the-neighbourhood-FINAL-30052016.pdf
[Accessed on: 18.09.2017]
76 https://www.nccarf.edu.au/publications/climate-change-adaptation-boardroom [Accessed on: 13.09.2017]
77https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/2018/01/high-risks-low-insurance-penetration [Accessed on: 21.01.2018]
78 http://sims.org.au/research/long-term-projects/oeh-coastal-processes-node/ [Accessed on: 13.09.2017]
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In a collaborative initiative in Mexico, SwissRe, The Nature Conservancy, tourism interests, and
the Mexican government have created create the world’s first insurance policy for a natural
structure. The policy means that a considerable stretch of the Mesoamerican Reef is now
protected by insurance, with premiums paid by local hoteliers. As large, long-lived fixed entities,
natural assets such as coral are acutely susceptible to the impacts of climate change. The policy
is designed to incentivise conservation of reefs, that attracts tourists and protect the coastline from
hurricane damage, and ensure that instant, storm-triggered payouts for coastal clean-up and reef
restoration. including reliable and replicable methodologies for the quantification of the value of
natural assets and the ecosystem services they provide, and value attrition due extreme events.
Reinsurance of natural assets raises questions of equity, liability, and long-term policy
sustainability. Drafting and enforcing clauses and fulfilling claims relating to such insurance will
require that underwriters, premium holders, lawyers, and other relevant stakeholders have access
to rigorous and reliable baseline environmental data and projections of climate change (and
associated asset-level impacts), and quantification of ecosystem services value. This will require a
transparent and shared understanding of what is and is not covered by insurance, expectations of
compensation, and understanding of actions that may invalidate cover. In future, it is likely that
natural assets which provide valuable services – such as coastal protection of areas of high
economic value – are likely to be prioritised for insurance protection. As both investors and
underwriters, insurers have a direct stake in protecting natural assets where they are linked to the
economic viability or integrity of other insured assets (e.g. coastal homes and infrastructure).
For insurance products to be sustainable in the long-term – for policyholders and insurers –
insurers ought to factor-in knowledge of how climate change will alter (positively or negatively) the
exposure of the asset to perils, and how that translates into value. Indeed, the impacts of climatic
events in 2017 led underwriter, Beazley, to issue a profits warning in owing to increased claims. 79
At the same time, SwissRe announced that 2017 had also been the third-costliest year since 1970,
with total economic losses reaching $306bn. These losses were largely attributable to the impacts
of extreme climatic events, including hurricanes and wildfires in North America and flooding in
Europe, in economically sensitive geographies. 80
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https://www.ft.com/content/828cd7eb-4486-333d-9af1-ca46ef741008 [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
/ [Accessed on:
03.05.2017]
80https://www.reinsurancene.ws/2017-global-insured-losses-third-highest-record-136-mn-swiss-re
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Attribution
Variable

No. Studies

Evidence of Human Influence

Percent (%)

Heat

10

9

90

Rain/flood

11

5

45

Storm

2

0

0

Ocean SSTs

1

1

100

Snow and ice

1

0

0

Cold

3

2

67

Drought

1

1

100

Total

29

18

-

Table 3 - Attribution of events to human-induced climate change. Source: Carbon Brief, 2017
Attribution science is a rapidly evolving scientific area, the evolving nature of which “will substantially determine the
foreseeability of previously unexpected events, a critical fact in determining liability under contract, tort, and duties
law” (Marjanac et al., 2017: 618). Attribution science is increasingly able to link events to historic emissions, but
also make reliable projections about the impacts of future climate change based on climate projections. In essence,
“With attribution, essentially, you’re talking about forensics on a murder scene” (D. Kreeger, 23.06.2017). Climate
attribution can refer to two principal issues. First, it can refer to the attribution of climate-related phenomena (and
impacts) to climate change: using analysis of the nature and frequency of past climate events and climate models,
current and future events can be projected (see Table 3). Second, it can refer to the attribution of climate events to
the (in-)actions of decision makers that have deemed to have caused - or failed to prevent – harms.
From the point of view of contract, tort, and directors’ duties law, the former embodies the larger source of likely
demand, at least in the short term. This is because from the point of view of directors’ duties the director must
manage foreseeable risks of any kind. To meet their legal obligations, directors will be required to procure up-todate climate-related knowledge addressed to the specific risks of their organisation, such that the risks are
managed in a thorough and realistic fashion. As noted by Marjanac and Patton, “Liability may emerge first from
traditional common law negligence causes of action, applied to professionals and parties with unique knowledge
and/or duties, rather than from regulatory compliance actions.”
Attribution studies can be used to evidence redress and stimulate preventative action. For redress, claims against
carbon majors, evidence must accurately connect a defendant’s decision making, risk appraisal and emissions;
climate events; climate impacts; and estimated remediation cost. Accurate estimates of the latter are poorly
provided-for at present, yet are instrumental to a plaintiff bringing a successful case. ‘Rapid-response’ attribution
studies that investigate climate events against the nature and frequency of events expected by climate projections,
represent key contributions to this emerging field. What remains to be further developed are reliable multiparameter databases of impacts following events and, related, reliable, high-spatial resolution forward-looking
impact studies linking various environmental, social, and economic variables to climate projections. In broad terms,
increasing the robustness of attribution studies will require addressing the ‘three pillars’ of attribution science:
observational data quality; models’ ability to simulate events; and understanding of the relationship between events
and climate change (Marjanac and Patton, 2018). Economic metrics such as the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC)
prototypical of the sort of inter-disciplinary metrics and comparators required to better demonstrate the social and
economic consequences of different adaptation / mitigation paths. Concretely, as noted by the Director of ACCO,
“from a preventative standpoint, the threat of attribution should drive a mapping-out of the potential conflict areas
through a climate action plan, and demand for legal consensus on such a plan. The attorney will need help with the
climate action plan, especially on questions of probability and uncertainty” (D. Kreeger, 23.06.2017).

For asset owners, managers, and underwriters alike, there are near-term climate risks that will
need to be managed, but also chronic risks that will affect water and food security, settlement
viability, demographic shifts, and political stability. As one interviewee notes, “Under-insurance
has high negative macro-economic impacts due to unmanaged risk and hence exposure to
hazards” (L. Patton, 28.07.2017). The Governor of the Bank of England has, too, noted on several
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occasions that the impacts of climate change represent a threat to the global economy. 81
Addressing both short- and long-term risks will require climate services that integrate several types
of data into integrated scenario models that inform decision makers about the evolution, sequence,
scale, and character of future climate risks. One type of risk that can catalyse systemic risk is
where absence of affordable insurance (e.g. for flood-affected areas), due to high premiums or
‘insurer absenteeism’, can reduce access to credit and collapse in asset values. Unequal access
to (or opaque) information about climate risk of traded derivatives could undermine confidence in
the financial system, as occurred in 2008. At the same time, extreme events that simultaneously
imperil large numbers of assets can result in loss of life and high clean-up and repair costs.
Uninsured zones often mean that governments (as ‘insurers of last resort’) step-in to assist, yet
governments too are becoming further strained by the increasing frequency, severity, and impact
of climatic events. But whilst it is likely that the state will continue to provide emergency relief, the
now foreseeability of many climatic events means that such events can no longer always be
considered ‘acts of God’. Without adequate measures to mitigate and adapt to climate change,
such foreseeable events are likely to result in ever-increasing, yet often preventable, human and
economic losses. As Swiss Re estimates, “up to 65% of climate risks can be averted through
conscious risk management and cost effective resilience.” 82 The fact of foreseeability raises
questions, therefore, about governments’ and other stakeholders’ duties in reducing preventable
harm and net liabilities to citizens. This means strengthening the risk price signal to disincentivise
climate-risky investments and systematically modifying existing laws and codes to reflect future
climate risk.
Knowledge of future climate change has shifted professional expectations in reinsurance sector:
whilst it may have been prudent to consider certain climatic events as force majeure under past
risk scenarios, this could now be imprudent. As ratings agency Standard & Poor’s notes: “We take
a favorable view of reinsurers whose capital modelling and exposure management takes into
consideration how climate change may affect extreme weather events. We consider that
disregarding the possible impact may lead reinsurers to accept higher catastrophic risk than their
risk appetite would usually allow” (Petkov, 2014). Such statements contribute to changing
professional norms, and the kind of conduct that may be expected of insurance and actuarial
professionals in future. Coupled with such shifts in sector norms on climate change, some
jurisdictions are tightening laws so as to require insurers to be resilient to 1 in 200 year events.
The Solvency II Directive (2009/138/EC) has changed the way insurers manage hazard risk, now
being obliged to model the impacts of 1 in 200 year events (over a 1-year time horizon) on their
financial stability. The Directive connects with broader moves to mainstream climate, such as the
Warsaw Mechanism on Loss and Damage. Such initiatives ought not to be viewed exclusively as
risk transfer and compensation measures, but as being geared toward incentivising risk mitigation
(and emission reduction) by states, municipalities, and firms. A key gap, however, remains the
reliable projection of extreme event return periods (at the highest possible resolution) over different
climate change scenarios.
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http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/speeches/2015/844.aspx [Accessed on: 12.08.2017]
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6.5 Financial services
Recommendations to trustees to minimise climate liability risk
1.
2.
3.
4.

Obtain specialist advise on climate risk
Assess portfolio exposure to climate risk
Incorporate climate risk management into SIPs
Develop a strategy for hedging and managing climate risk

France Lawson, ShareAction (2016)

Climate change is no longer seen solely in ethical terms, but is increasingly considered a material
financial risk. As Geoff Summerhayes noted in a recent speech, meeting the Paris Agreement
means more fossil fuels staying in the ground, and could reduce industry revenues by $33 trillion
by 2040. It is this expectation of diminishing returns on investment in carbon-intensive industries,
and reputational risk around perceptions of failing to address climate change, that lies behind
growing numbers of institutional investors reducing exposure to carbon-intensive organisations. At
the same time, opportunities for higher returns lie in investments that are resilient to climate risks.
Several public and private financial institutions
have taken steps in recent years to address
material climate risk: the EIB has procured
cloud-based analytics to screen investments
for climate risk, whilst BlackRock has warned
that firms which fail to manage climate risk
are less likely to see investment: “BlackRock
expects the whole board to have
demonstrable fluency in how climate risk
affects the business and management’s
approach to adapting and mitigating the risk”
(BlackRock, 2017). Lawyers’ roles in this
area are several. At the outset, in-house
counsel may advise on investment strategy or
undertake due diligence as part of investment approval process. Whilst lawyers do not often have
sight of a whole investment portfolio, they may increasingly be expected to advise trustees and
decision makers of their fiduciary duties in respect of climate change. Increased attention paid to
climate change is part of a wider shift in the treatment of Environment, Social, and Governance
(ESG) issues by investors. In short, ESG issues are increasing being considered as ‘material’; that
is, they are understood to have a direct bearing on the financial performance of an organisation. In
turn, when climate risks become ‘material’, they become a boardroom matter. Pertinently, as
observed by one corporate lawyer, “the integration of ESG into due diligence is being increasingly
driven by fund managers.”83 BlackRock considers ESG ratings to be an indicator of the robustness
of corporate governance, viewing “climate-aware investing – incorporating climate considerations
into the investment process – as a necessity” (BlackRock, 2016: 9). Failure to manage climate
risk could signal deeper failures in corporate governance that could expose investors to loss.
Pimentón Mine (Chile) – One of the world’s top-10
high-grade underground gold mines - was forced to
close in June 2017 owing to a lack of working capital
and snowstorms. Mine operations were poorly
adapted to changing climatic conditions, which
created considerable operational risks. Both caused
loss of output and reduced working capital, leading
to a 66% fall in the mine owner’s (Cerro Grande
Mining) value. Lawyers that advise on investments,
acquisitions, and underwriting may in future be dutybound to consider the changing physical risk
exposure of potential firms in order to limit a client’s
future exposure to unaddressed risk.

According to the UNPRI, 479 EU-based asset managers (and 158 asset owners) annually reported
on the UNPRI’s voluntary climate indicators (UNPRI, 2017). According to a UNPRI survey, 46% of
asset owners want companies to integrate climate change into decision-making, including 21% that
use scenario modelling. UNPRI, Carbon Disclosure Project, and many other voluntary disclosure
83

Anonymous, UKELA seminar, 28.04.2017.
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regimes connect to climate change (mitigation) have emerged in recent years. Beyond voluntary
measures, the trend for increasing climate change legislation seen in recent years is also likely to
continue. As the CCLI notes, “the direction of travel is now clear, and it is highly likely that there
will be additional regulation requiring disclosure of climate risk, or, at the very least, existing laws
will be interpreted as requiring robust climate risk analysis” (CCLI, 2017: 17).
Existing law being used to advance climate adaptation include several connected to financial
services with roots in English common law. The UK’s Companies Act (2006), Australia’s
Corporations Act (2001), the US Securities Act (1933), and the New York Martin Act (1921)
represent long-standing common law frameworks that are, and will increasingly be, used to ensure
firms accurately manage and disclose climate-related risk.84 Such ‘generic’ laws set standards for
corporate governance that apply to ‘climate-related’ disclosures just as any other disclosure. As
Minter Ellison observes, these “general, generic rules around misleading disclosure, and universal
corporate obligations to ensure that market disclosures present a true and fair view of both a
company's historical performance and its prospects, to apply in a dynamic economic risk
environment.”85 US common law is evolving in terms of whether or not bankruptcy protection laws
limit liabilities for firms alleged to have caused environmental harms (Burger, 2017). A firm with
high emissions that collapses due to failure to adapt to climate change physical and transition risks
may not necessarily be liable for the long-term costs of its activities, though directors may still find
themselves vulnerable to litigation if they are deemed to have failed to fulfill their fiduciary
responsibilities.86 False or misleading disclosure that leads to mis-pricing of stocks can also raise
legal difficulties: Peabody’s 2015 settlement with the New York Attorney-General required the firm,
amongst other stipulations, to never claim in public communications that “it cannot
reasonably project or predict the range of impacts that any future laws, regulations, and
policies relating to climate change or coal would have on Peabody’s markets, operations,
financial condition or cashflow.” 87 Just as such laws are agnostic on the nature of material risk,
so firms increasingly fashion climate risk as a subset of – or modifier of - existing risks (e.g.
operational risk, liquidity risk etc.). Importantly, in practical terms this means that climate change
will become mainstreamed into existing legal compliance and risk management procedures. This
means that climate services must be highly attuned to specific information needs of the sector they
seek to engage with.
Yet the application of existing law in relation to climate change foreshadows global initiatives that
do seek to place climate-related disclosure on a common regulatory footing (e.g. Taskforce on
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures). Despite the policy and legal trajectory, the duty to ensure
disclosure are ‘true and fair’ has led some corporate decision makers to resist disclosure at all,
owing to concerns about being held future-liable for inaccurate disclosure. Litigation for false
disclosure of climate risk is indeed a risk for decision makers, however the risk of failing to manage
and disclose is, on balance, likely to be even greater given the clear duties to accurately disclose
material risk.88 The CCLI notes that, “astute directors will embrace the [TCFD] recommendations
and recognise that climate-risk disclosure as a key component of financial reporting is the ‘new
normal’” (CCLI, 2017: 17). As it becomes ‘mainstreamed’ into corporate decision making, climate
change will be no longer just a matter for environmental, energy, or planning lawyers, but for
general counsel and corporate lawyers too.

84https://www.minterellison.com/articles/straining-at-the-floodgates-international-developments-in-climate-risk-disclosure-

and-litigation [Accessed on: 12.09.2017]
85
ibid.
86
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-25/coal-producer-peabody-can-look-to-future-without-paying-forpast [Accessed on: 04.06.2017]
87 https://ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Peabody-Energy-Assurance-signed.pdf [Accessed on: 25.05.2018]
88https://www.clientearth.org/climate-risk-reporting-silence-is-most-dangerous-option-say-experts/ [Accessed on:
30.09.2017]
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CSR-related statements are being consider in material terms, such that strong public statements
about how a firm manages climate risk can drive company value by indicating that a firm is well
governed. 89 However, this same fact has the reverse implication that when statements are found
to be unsupported by action, firms can be sued by investors for losses. Analysing the extent to
which firms’ climate actions support their statements will call for climate services with the analytical
capacity to conduct this analysis. As recently noted by Latham & Watkins, a firm that works with
clients to advise on voluntary and mandatory climate disclosure, “Plaintiffs claim they are finding
disparities between what is stated in the sustainability reports and what is allegedly happening in
real life.”90 Therefore, if losses are incurred as a result of misleading CSR statements, plaintiffs
may plausibly link lost income to such statements. A key precedent in this area is the case of
Massey Energy Corp.91 In 2010 an explosion at one of the firm’s mines in West Virginia led to a
$3bn decline in its market capitalisation. Investors successfully sued for loss of value under
securities law, alleging that the firm overstated the rigour of its risk management processes.
Recent groundbreaking litigation in Australia challenged the exclusion of climate risk from
accountants’ financial statements. The plaintiffs withdrew their case after Australia’s
Commonwealth Bank 2017 Annual Report stated that it would undertake climate scenario
modelling. This case highlights how financial institutions are being driven to mainstream climate
risk into operations. A third case high-profile case was brought by New York City’s Attorney
General under securities and consumer fraud law, alleging that the defendant company’s internal
climate change analysis was contradicted by its public communications, therefore harming
investors and consumers.92 93
For companies wishing to protect themselves, they should anticipate litigation through assessing
the climate risks faced by their assets and supply chains, and ensure accurate communication of
climate-related risks and plans. According to US accounting principles, the definition of ‘material’
information is information which, if absent or misstated, could otherwise influence investors’
decisions. The World Federation of Exchanges has issued recommendations for reporting climate
risk. The US Securities and Exchange Commission issued interpretive guidance on how
disclosure provisions apply to climate change. 94 Pertinent to adaptation, for example, is Item
503(c) of Regulation S-K, which “requires a registrant to provide where appropriate, under the
heading “Risk Factors,” a discussion of the most significant factors that make an investment in the
registrant speculative or risky.” 95 Increasingly reliable information pertaining to future climate risk –
that is legally credible – will mean that firms exposed to climate risk (directly or indirectly) will be
increasingly expected to accurately measure and disclose these risks. For those that seek to
prosecute, the key is to build a chain of causality: a plaintiff arguing that they incurred losses due to
misleading statements on climate adaptation would have to provide evidence to that effect.
The message is clear: failure to manage climate risk will lead directors and trustees to be in breach
of their duties; false or misleading public statements regarding the robustness of climate risk
management could lead to costly litigation under current laws.

89

Given the widely-known policy changes in support of decarbonisation, Mark Campanale (of Carbon Tracker) has
warned that asset owners that do not mitigate the risks of over-exposure of capital to carbon-intensive firms should
expect to be sued. 89
90https://www.lw.com/thoughtLeadership/corporate-sustainability-reporting-associated-legal-risks 17.08.2017]
91

http://www.labaton.com/en/cases/Massey.cfm [Accessed on: 13.11.2017]

92http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-climatechange-exxon-mobil/exxon-calls-ny-prosecutors-climate-change-probe-

harassment-in-filing-idUSKBN1902RA 17.08.2017]
93 In the Virgin Island the same defendant was prosecuted under anti-racketeering and criminal fraud laws.
94 https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2010/33-9106.pdf [Accessed on: 30.10.2017]
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Article 173
Article 173 enrolls the financial sector as a partner in France’s transition to a low-carbon economy. It seeks
to drive the financial sector to assess climate related risks and opportunities, such that “the integration of
climate-related issues (notably risks) by the financial sector will contribute to amplify these signals and
accelerate the capital reallocation consistently with the objective of the Paris Agreement” (French
Treasury, 2015).
The Article reflects the growing appreciation that climate change presents a material risk to individuals,
firms, and countries, as the effects of physical or transitional climate risks ‘morph’ into credit, market,
operational, or liquidity risks. At worst, “by impacting the capital stock and/or productivity, climate change
developments could lead to non-negligible macroeconomic impacts [i.e. create systemic risk]” (French
Treasury, 2016).
Complying with Article 173 will involve the adaption of existing tools, or creation of new tools and services
that help to assess and manage climate risk at the most granular (e.g. asset) level commensurate with
different financial services’ needs. Regarding mitigation, services should help direct capital to low-carbon
investments.
Key provisions
1) Provisions I and IV require disclosure of the financial implications of climate-related risk;
2) Provisions V and VI require the integration of climate change in the capital allocation decisions of
banks;
Assessing and addressing climate risk will involve placing existing investment decision making in a climate
change context, paying attention physical and transition risks, with an understanding of the ‘horizon of
materialisation’: i.e. when will climate risks manifest as standard financial risks? Moreover, assessment
and management of such risks “should be precisely analysed at the level of the specific counterparty”
(French Treasury, 2016: 4). Given the inter-asset and inter-firm variation in exposure to climate related
risks, sector-level risk assessments will under- or over-state the risks (and opportunities) faced by any one
counterparty.
Climate services required to fill these gaps include:
o Scenario analyses (e.g. sector/region disaggregated 2oC transition risk assessments)
o Simulations (e.g. financial risk effect of chronic/acute climate impacts on counterparties
(especially vulnerable clients such as SMEs and the uninsured));
o Financial statistics (e.g. stress test historical statistics against climate-related and socioeconomic information to identify high-risk clients at the highest possible resolution).

At the EU level, changes to the ‘Accounting Directive’ (2013/34/EU) and the ‘Non-Financial
Reporting Directive’ (2014/95/EU) are the key laws influencing climate-related disclosures to date.
Article 19 of the former establishes the required content of management reports. A requirement of
the Directive is the statement of ‘principal risks’ to a company, which should include climate risks
where appropriate. As investors and laws push climate change to be evaluated as financial risk –
driven by the TCFD - management reports will routinely account for climate risk exposure. Until
such a time, Directive 2014/95/EU created an amendment to the ‘Accounting Directive’ obligating
‘public interest entities’ with more than 500 employees to disclose ESG issues in a ‘non-financial’
statement. In focusing on disclosure of entities’ environmental impacts (current/future), however,
the Directive sidesteps disclosure of climate physical and transition risks. Nevertheless, the
animating principles of the Directive – namely, to enhance comparability and consistency of nonApril 2018
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financial disclosures – establish the principles for future evaluation and reporting of an expanded
array of climate-related risks.
As more European financial firms operate in China, they will have to comply with the People’s
Bank of China’s ‘lender liability’ laws.96 Commercial lenders could be held liable for environmental
damage attributable to entities in their portfolio. On the lender side this will mean building
compliance capacity for environmental impact – including with when implementing (or failing to
implement) adaptation actions - in routine investment decisions and being able to draw on qualified
lawyers and expertise in case of disputes.

6.6 Sub-national government
As shown in Table 4 (below), sub-national governments such as municipalities in common law
jurisdictions face several climate-related liabilities under existing laws. Being responsible for
zoning and planning, chief among these are cases where planners could be subject to negligence
claims where zones, plans, and developments are approved that are unlikely to be resilient to
future climate risks.

Claim

Action

Likelihood

Approval of development where harm is foreseeable

Negligence

High

Failure to include/update protective planning standards

Negligence

High

Failure to build/maintain infrastructure for purposes for
climate impact/coastal mitigation

Negligence

Medium

Failure to provide information

Negligence

Medium

Failure to provide correct information

Negligence

Medium

Administrative review of planning decisions

Merits review

High

Administrative review of climate-related fees and levies

Merits review

Medium

Failure to provide services

Compensation claim

Medium

Statutory compensation – planning schemes (e.g. for
loss of value)

Compensation claim

Medium

Compulsory acquisition (i.e. purpose of
acquisition/amount of compensation)

Review/Compensation

Medium

Tort

Administrative

Other

Table 4 - Summary of ‘High’ and ‘Medium’ risk climate-related liabilities faced by local government (Source:
ALGA, 2011)

The threat of litigation could weigh heavily on municipal budgets in certain jurisdictions, even when
plaintiffs are unsuccessful. Both the threat of litigation and other actions such as insurer
absenteeism from certain municipalities are likely to drive municipalities to require climate-informed
legal advice and use climate-related information in strategic planning, zoning, and building codes
review. Particularly in areas that lack clear law, municipalities will face a complex situation in
96https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/9788/ECGFS_Detailed_Recommendation_13_Lender_Liability

.pdf?sequence=3&isAllowed=y [Accessed on: 30.10.2017]
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which they may have to balance their responsibilities and duties to incumbent social, economic,
and environmental interests against longer-term risks. The key demand for climate services arises
indirectly via the spectre of litigation (resulting in planners using climate services through improved
resilience), as well as by lawyers advising clients to address unmanaged (climate) risks to protect
against future challenge and to ensure compliance with evolving climate change related legislation
and precedents.97
Legislative change related to planning has occurred to minor degree and unevenly: “in 2012, the
Danish Government and the National Association of Municipalities agreed that all municipalities
should prepare a local climate adaptation action plan as part of the municipal plan” Kristensen et
al.,2018: 13), whilst amendments to the Danish Planning Act in the same year legitimated climate
adaptation as a factor in planning measures. Similarly, Article 8-2 of the Barcelona Convention
Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) Protocol stipulates a common, minimum 100m-wide
coastal zone in which construction is prohibited by the establishment of a ‘setback zone’ from the
high-water line for all new development, taking into account areas to be negatively affected by
climate change.98 Planning lawyers (including in the public sector) in states party to the
Convention must have knowledge of this requirement, and there will be a need to conduct climate
vulnerability assessments in order to appropriately define and enforce setback zones. Such laws
are likely to form part of a trend of strengthened standards of care on the part of decision makers,
including municipalities.
At the same time, in a context of the precarious financial position of many municipalities – and low
enforcement of existing mandatory construction standards - re-zoning or tightening planning
regulations could dissuade future investment and ultimately further weaken the revenue base. On
the one hand, municipalities will require access to climate services that enable them to set and
enforce evidence-based plans that are resilient to future climate change. On the other hand,
planning law should limit litigation against municipalities for rejecting developments by setting clear
principles and standards according to which they should embed adaptation into local planning
frameworks. This scenario requires consideration to prevention of conflicts of interest, and how
municipalities are supported to ensuring that plans and zoning are reviewed so as not to imperil life
and assets as a result of future climate change.

6.7 Human Rights
A landmark report produced by the International Bar Association (2014) examined climate change
from the vantage point of international human rights law. The report identified the gaps in how
lawyers and the law address climate change (see Table 5 below). Just as there is a deficit of
reliable, high-resolution knowledge – historic and projections – of the socioeconomic dimensions of
climate change, so too is there a lack of understanding of the links between climate change (both
slow-onset and extreme events) on populations (e.g. forced migration). For example, from a
human rights point of view, it will be critical to reliably attribute the movement of persons or families
to climate impacts and / or related decisions that can serve the basis for rightfully claiming
(environmental) refugee status. The key message of IBA’s report is that whilst it is crucial to
continue to develop a far better economic understandings of climate change, there is an even
greater deficit of understanding of issues of distributional justice and equity. Whilst neither are
questions able to be answered by climate knowledge, the latter is indispensable toward securing
both. As observed noted by the IBA (2014), human rights law can also be a powerful means of
In response to air quality litigation brought by ClientEarth, the Welsh Government agreed to a ‘consent order’ to bring the
case to an early close, rather than contest the case, and will see the defendant will work with ClientEarth to redesign air
quality
plans.
This
could
set
a
precedent
for
how
climate-related
laws
evolve.
See:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jan/25/air-pollution-will-damage-uk-health-for-many-years-court-told
[Accessed on: 25.01.2018]
98http://www.iddri.org/Publications/Collections/Analyses/AN_1005_article%208-2%20ICZM%20protocol.pdf [Accessed
on: 03.06.2017]
97
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redress for failure to mitigate or adapt to climate change. Climate change creates preventable
harm that therefore violates rights. As such, though human rights law is not explicitly climaterelated, the IBA foresees this area of law becoming a key area of law for driving climate justice:
“Possible causes of action may include class actions, targeting major groups of emitters, or holding
public officials responsible for failures of due diligence” (IBA, 2014: 69). The IBA underscores that
responsible action on climate risk means that, “climate change adaptation needs to be part of
national development and budgeting processes” (IBA, 2014: 51).
Recommendations of the International Bar Association
-

Recognise climate objectives in World Trade Organisation treaties

-

Develop a UNFCCC disputes process to protect human rights

-

Empower and build capacity at the International Criminal Court to judge on climate issues

-

Mandate due diligence processes to mitigate and account for climate change

-

Develop a remediation process for those affected by business operations

-

Mandate full disclosure of climate impacts of firms and their supply chains

-

Promote International Standards Organisation benchmark for greenhouse gas reporting,
including independent verification

-

Encourage firms to adopt measures that prevent or mitigate adverse climate impacts

-

Create an international network of climate change counsels

-

Integrate climate justice training into existing legal education

-

States should adopt Environmental Impact Assessments that reference climate change for all
public projects

-

Develop climate change capacity of the judiciary (especially in resource-constrained
jurisdictions

-

Develop fixed and enforceable carbon budgets

-

Initiate an IBA Working Group on the Legal Aspects of Adaptation

Table 5 - Recommendations of the International Bar Association for addressing the human rights dimensions of
climate change. Source: IBA, 2014.
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7 Attitudes to Risk
In general terms, the legal profession is conservative as regards risk. However, this does not
mean that it is agile in keeping pace with the nature of the risks it ought to address. Legal service
providers closely adhere to the scope of clients’ demands, assiduously maintain an ‘apolitical’
posture, and clearly demarcate the scope and character of advice that they are prepared to be
liable for. Advice of a ‘non-legal’ nature – in contentious or transactional law - is typically delegated
to technical specialists, though this is evolving particularly among in-house general counsel. As
one lawyer states, “Lawyers draw tight boundaries around the liabilities they are taking on” (M.
Barlow, 23.05.2017). Together, such factors usually mean that lawyers largely rely on clients to
demand advice that includes climate matters or avoid the issue entirely for fear of appearing
‘activist.’
For legal services, the risks presented by climate change correspond to how shifting physical risks
may lend clients to become in breach of regulation or expose themselves to liability. In addition,
new evidence, legislation and legal precedents (‘transitional risks’) in respect of climate change
constitute an ever-evolving context of which lawyers across practice areas must keep track. ‘New
normals’ in areas as diverse as material disclosure and professional practice (e.g. civil
engineering) are arising even in absence of new legislation.99 Failure to consider climate change
as a ‘material’ risk – whose future impacts are ‘reasonably foreseeable’ – could lend lawyers to
wrongly advise clients and expose them to future litigation or costs. In addition, failing to keep
pace with this evolving context could mean legal services do not provide inadequate advice - and
miss business opportunities as lawyers demand it, - but, in extremis, to be in breach of ethical
duties.
According to Prof. Sarah Chandler QC, climate change may lead lawyers to inadvertently
transgress two ethical duties in particular: to serve the best interests of the client and avoidance of
conflicts of interest. Regarding the first, increasingly robust future projections of climate change
and recognition of the material risks it presents means that past assumptions about a client’s
liabilities and compliance duties may no longer be valid. This may mean that, “failing to raise risks
that the lawyer knows or may be expected to know – including climate change, that is foreseeable
and contains risk – risks a lawyer not serving the interests of the client” (S. Chandler, 27.06.2017).
At the same time, improved training would enable lawyers to identify and mitigate conflicts of
interest as regards the climate change aspects of transactions. Finally, there is a more
fundamental risk that lawyers may simply risk providing incorrect advice.
Conversely, firms (especially larger entities) that address such professional and commercial risks
could stand to benefit: “[there are] enormous opportunities to work with corporations that want to
prepare themselves for climate change, especially in areas of renewables, energy efficiency, and
compliance” (K. Mackenzie, 28.04.2017). Lack of awareness or ambivalence on the issue of
climate change – arising in part from a perception of its association with certain strands of political
opinion - across the legal profession has systemic repercussions for how society and the economy
understands (and acts on) legal responsibilities in respect of climate risk. When legal service
providers and their clients become fully cognisant of this evolving scenario, legal services and/or
their clients will increasingly demand climate services.

For instance, “In February [2017], the [Australian] Prudential Regulator said this [climate change] is a financial risk:
directors must ‘stress-test’ for 2C” (S. Barker, 09.07.2017).
99
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8 Framework Conditions
8.1 Finance
Law firms in the UK are polarised between large international corporate firms and smaller
practices. Work value and salaries are equally polarised, reflecting differences in the clients and
value of work that they each service. The former category are well resourced (owing to their large,
international, corporate-orientated client base), and habituated to undertaking multi-year contracts
for transactional work with clients and, sometimes, for expertise supplied by external consultants.
They also have considerable resources for software expenditure, with many firms increasing
investment in technology to reduce labour costs, increase efficiency, and improve outcomes versus
competitors. Smaller ‘retail’ law firms do not possess such resources, and are more likely to
procure technology and consultancy on an ad hoc basis, if at all.
In the research area, Cambridge University, Oxford University, King’s College London, Strathclyde
University and other institutes have dedicated finances toward research at the intersection of
climate change and law, however these, for the time being, are limited. The main UK and
European-level professional bodies have no dedicated finances for legal sector capacity building in
climate change, or steering professional engagement.
Legal aid does not extend to harm directly brought about by climate change, though it may
increasingly be an indirect factor. Extending legal aid to enable less well-resourced plaintiffs to
secure justice in respect of climate-related issues could build demand for legal advice and related
climate services.
Philanthropy can be an important source of finance for legal activities (and suppliers) provided by
not-for-profit organisations such as ClientEarth, Legal Response Initiative, and Amnesty
International. Charitable foundations such as the Ivey Foundation and KR Foundation financially
support the climate law work of the Commonwealth Climate and Law Initiative (CCLI).
Alternatively, the prospect of compensation can ‘crowd-in’ speculative investment that can render
certain kind of litigation viable. In recent large-scale flood damages class-action suit in Australia,
plaintiffs benefited from speculative funding provided by a specialist firm that invests in litigation.
Such funding models are particularly pertinent to high-value damages cases opening possibilities
to procure evidence from climate services that may be otherwise unaffordable to individual
plaintiffs.100

8.2 Capacity building
The demands that the risks associated climate change and the transition to a low-carbon economy
place on the advice provided by lawyers resemble changes to expertise likely to be required of
lawyers in future. In essence, this will mean lawyers complementing their technical command of
law with an understanding of broader risks facing their clients: “The need for all types of lawyers to
expand their skills base beyond technical legal knowledge, to encompass business and project
management skills and a better understanding of complex risk” (The Law Society, 2016b: 4). This
will particularly apply to in-house counsel, whose role, by virtue of its embeddedness in firms, will
increasingly involve a broader appraisal of business risks. The World Economic Forum, in its
annual Global Risks Report, has ranked ‘extreme weather events’ as one of its top two risks for the
past four years.101 As such, as general counsels advise firms on business risk, such advice will in
many cases have to reference the physical and transition risks connected with climate change.

100https://www.mauriceblackburn.com.au/current-class-actions/queensland-floods-class-action/

[Accessed on:
19.12.2017]
101 http://reports.weforum.org/global-risks-2017/the-matrix-of-top-5-risks-from-2007-to-2017/ [Accessed on: 08.06.2017]
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In the Australia, law firm Norton Rose Fulbright (with the Future Business Council and Point
Advisory) developed a training programme on climate risk management aimed at corporate
decision makers. The Investor Group on Climate Change (Australia) also conducted high-level
workshops aimed at trustees drawing on the insights of the climate science community.102 Key
insights from executives participating in workshops are that future investment committee should in
future adopt “a methodology for measuring the Fund’s exposure to climate change risk”, and make
“metrics on climate change and carbon intensity at whole of fund and asset class levels” publicly
available to investors.103 Greater attention by asset managers to climate risk is likely to prompt
asset owners to take action to address climate risk: in future firms that fail to manage climate risk
will decline in attractiveness to investors that will be duty-bound to have reliable financial metrics
relating to the climate risks faced by invested firms. Just as historical climate change cannot be
considered a guide to future climate conditions, so decisions and strategies that in the past failed
to consider climate risk can no longer be considered to be duly diligent.104
In the UK, the CCLI has inaugurated a symposia programme aimed at building directors’ and
trustees’ own understanding of climate change and liability risk in common law settings. Both
speak to one of the key recommendations of a major report into the subject by ClientEarth and
ShareAction; namely, that where 53% of pensions professionals did not consider climate change to
present a material risk, there is an urgent need to convert decision makers knowledge of climate
change into a practical understanding of how it materially affects their organisation or their duties
as asset managers or trustees.105 One step could be to improve guidance contained in the
Pensions Regulator’s Trustee’s toolkit to advise on climate change. Where lawyers understand
climate liability in such terms, and mainstream such advise into general advise, there is
considerable potential to further protect firms from litigation as well as fortify the long-term viability
of their organisation by continuing to be insurable, investable, and marketable.
Columbia University’s Sabin Center for Climate Change Law has established itself as an
indispensable and widely consulted resource for academics, lawyers, and policy makers seeking
credible databases, analysis, and handbooks relating to climate-related laws and emerging
precedents and doctrines.106 This is not only of relevance to US-based practitioners: the shared
nature of law used to govern international trade and commerce, for example, (e.g. England and
Wales common law), the ability to learn from legal reasoning and use of evidence, and the coinfluential nature of legal decisions across jurisdictions means that this is a (climate) service
appropriate for users globally. Georgetown University’s Adaptation Clearing House provides
similar service. There is a considerable need for free or low-cost databases and knowledge
resources – similar to those provided by the Sabin Centre – tailored to local languages and which
address the jurisprudence of different EU members states.
‘A Call to the Bar’, a non-profit coalition of legal sector actors, is a US initiative to drive-up the
sector’s engagement on climate change in order to better use the law in order to produce
pragmatic solutions to climate change, and prevent foreseeable long-term harm, and ensure fair
redress for those that do experience harm.107 The group, which organised the first national legal
sector conference dedication to climate change (April 2017), proposes that: “protecting society
from harm is the most fundamental purpose of law and government.”108 Moreover, lawyers in
102

http://projects.igcc.org.au/trustee-training-on-climate-change/ [Accessed on: 47.06.2017]

103http://projects.igcc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Perfect-Storm-Pension-Fund-Board-Resolutions-1-7.pdf

[Accessed on: 02.06.2017]
104
https://shareaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/ClimateInvestmentDuties-InvestorReport.pdf [Accessed on:
02.06.2017]
105
ibid.
106 See the Sabin Center’s Legal Resources for Climate Change Adaptation:
http://columbiaclimatelaw.com/resources/adaptation-database/ [Accessed on: 07.06.2017]
107 http://www.calltothebar.org/ [Accessed on: 07.06.2017]
108 ibid.
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attendance were eligible for Continuous Legal Education credits. In a similar vein, there have been
similar – though far smaller scale - events hosted by Oxford University and ClientEarth debated
how climate science could better serve the legal profession. The Federation of Bareux d’Europe
organised a conference in London in 2017 on the theme of Climate Change Justice.109
As has been common in other sectors (e.g. tourism), pan-industry associations can become nodes
for collaboration on shared climate-related risks. International national, or sub-national bar
associations, law societies, universities, and practice-specific organisations (e.g. Legal
Sustainability Alliance) may play this role in the legal sector. In England and Wales, all solicitors
automatically become members of The Law Society, which represents and builds capacity across
the profession (especially smaller legal service providers), such as through Continuing Legal
Education. This particularly benefits small and medium-sized solicitor firms that relatively lack the
resources to spend on capacity building, technology (e.g. artificial intelligence).110 Moreover, with
respect to training, large law firms regularly invite external experts to lead training workshops.
Larger legal services firms, public sector legal departments and in-house legal teams will all likely
demand training-related climate services that help them build professional capacity. Whilst there is
no longer a requirement in the UK for solicitors to undertake a specific number of training hours
each year, lawyers are required to undertake maintain professional standards. Failure to do so
could lead clients failing to receive reliable legal advice, and lead lawyers to invalidate their
professional indemnity insurance.
Finally, the Legal Response Initiative (LRI) is a dual-edged capacity building programme based in
London, which is funded by major international law firms. Its principal goal is to train and assist
lawyers from less-economically developed countries to be able to confidently advocate for their
countries at international climate negotiations. Secondarily, being largely staffed by volunteer
junior lawyers – typically trade or contract specialists - the LRI builds capacity of non-specialist
lawyers in climate change law, and grants them experience in international negotiations.

8.3 Technology
Technology and new business models are bringing structural shifts to the legal services sector:
blockchains, networks, machine learning, the sharing economy, big data, and open-source
platforms are transforming legal services. In the most competitive segments, firms that do not
exploit new technological advantages (e.g. predictive, cost and efficiency gains) risk being
overtaken by rivals that do. For the most part, ‘legal tech’ will result in the augmentation of
existing legal services rather than their displacement.
In The Law Society’s survey of technology use amongst general counsel, two statistics stand out
as being particularly relevant to climate services providers: 77% and 64% of corporate counsel had
used data repositories and tech-assisted review technologies respectively during the previous 12
months. This suggests that counsel are increasingly procuring technologies that enable them to
store, analyse, and consult large datasets, as well as automatically classify documents based on
expert review.111 Traditional legal texts are being reformulated as ‘data’, and new technologies are
tasked with archiving, recalling, and processing legal data, with other kinds of data. As a dataheavy domain, it is possible to envision how such technologies may be mobilised in the preparation
and evidencing of climate-related legal advice.
IBM, Google, Baidu, Microsoft, and other technology firms are each investing in machine learning
and AI. IBM has, however, invested greatest in legal applications of AI. Currently, these focus on
109

https://legalsustainabilityalliance.com/events/lawyers-climate-change/ [Accessed on: 07.06.2017]
The Law Society finds a polarised legal services market, with turnover and salaries at smaller firms substantially
smaller than salaries at the top-ten legal services firms.
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bulk reading, management of legal data, and question/answer-type queries,112 however future
applications are likely to evolve to change how the evidence base for cases is constructed.
ROSS,113 Judicata, KIRA Systems, and open-source tools such as LexPredict are 4 of over 100
tools specifically targeting the legal sector. Automation brings distinct challenges and opportunities
for legal services providers and their workforces. KIRA Systems’ tools, 114 used by several leading
global law firms, focuses on diligence work, supporting the extraction, assessment, and
amendment of contract provisions. Judicata uses AI to supports high-precision legal research
focused on California state law, with the aim of improving case outcomes, constructing better
arguments, and reducing costs. 115 By searching law and case precedents, Judicata allows the
user to apply filters to extract the most relevant legal facts and principles in support of their case.
As Erik P.M. Vermeulen, who teaches a bachelors course on ‘LegalTech’, has noted: “If algorithms
can perform the standardised work and legal research activities, there is more time for assisting
the internal client with the specific challenges of the digital world.” 116 Further, Paul Lippe and
Daniel Katz describe the possible impacts of AI on the legal profession. 117 In short, AI is
transformative for legal services because it is the first technology that invites lawyers to revisit what
is possible in their field, rather than speeding-up or automating existing processes. Harvesting and
scrutinising a wider evidence base and testing contract clauses may better help anticipate and
reduce risks, as well as inform when (and when not) to spend money on litigation.
The application of AI in the legal services field is about attempting to better manage complexity.
One way it achieves this is by being used to forecast likely case outcomes; matching case
attributes against decisions reached by individual judges in past cases. In addition, several major
law firms use ROSS (based on IBM’s Watson), KIRA Systems, and other AI software to conduct
more thorough research, faster, and automate due diligence processes. 118 For instance, ROSS
automatically tracks case law and precedents, enabling lawyers to keep up to date with the state,
and equipping lawyers with the latest legal developments and more relevant evidence. Rather
than simply reducing the cost or labour intensity of legal services delivery, AI opens the possibility
of hitherto unknown legal applications. This may be especially true of provision of transactional
legal services to data heavy clients – such as in the insurance, planning, and financial services
sectors – or in areas that demand the discovery, collation and evaluation of large amounts of
complex (scientific) evidence.
As case law evolves – including precedents that are likely to increasingly confirm climate change
as a ‘foreseeable risk’ – lawyers may use such technologies to stress-test contracts against
projected climate change in order to reduce future liability and costs. Since force majeure is
contingent on knowledge at the point at which a decision is made, AI tools hold the possibility of
facilitating rapid navigation of historical climate evidence knowledge for given locations. The
prospect of being held future-liable for climate-related loss and damage raises could increase the
importance of stronger resilience in the present.
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on: 05.6.2017]
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8.4 Institutions
Legal Sustainability Alliance (LSA), a membership of some 100 law firms employing 54,000 staff,
was established in 2007 as the sector’s collaborative forum to advance the sector’s response to
climate change. It operates with the support of the UK’s main professional organisation, The Law
Society. The LSA focuses on encouraging the sector to reduce environmental impact. The
organisation’s annual membership survey monitors the extent to which firms incorporate climate
change into client advice and training. Its latest survey (2017) indicates that 45% of firms advise
clients on climate related issues, 47% are proactive in communicating with clients on climate
change, and 34% provide training connected with environmental or climate change issues. All
three categories have declined - from 65%, 56%, and 38% respectively - since 2013. In future, the
LSA specifically acknowledges a need for the legal sector “to widen the conversation to bring in
organisations and experts from outside the sector that are working in the sustainability space”
(LSA, 2017: 21). Whilst a key ‘Principle’ of the organisation is that LSA members commit to
“advise clients on the opportunities and obligations arising from and under climate change law”
(LSA, 2017: 22), there is no agreement about what this means in practice. More globally, major
legal sector firms are aligning their activities with the Sustainable Development Goals, including
SDG 13.119
Nevertheless, the LSA increasingly recongises that, “perhaps there is an opportunity for firms to
take the leap from ensuring compliance to adding value; to advising on reputational advantage and
opportunities to lead...Larger firms are finding that clients are increasingly asking about their CR
[climate risk] activities – looking for evidence of action to back the working of policies...It certainly
feels as though there is the potential for firms to get on the front foot ; to think about building
sustainability into general legal advice and upskill partners and lawyers in every practice” (LSA,
2017: 22)
Initiatives that strive to strengthen the climate risk management capability of EU-based (re)insurers - such as through the Sustainable Insurance Forum, Oasis Hub, and InsuResilience, and
the Munich Climate Insurance Initiative – will help to fortify the reputation, sustainability, and
attractiveness of such businesses as reputable investors and underwriters. The expertise of
qualified lawyers in this area will be indispensable.
The Legal Response Initiative (LRI) 120 is a network of professional lawyers jointly established by
lawyers at Oxfam, WWF-UK, as well as lawyers at major firms including Simmons + Simmons,
Baker McKenzie, and Weil Goshal and Manges. Recognising that larger industrialised states
benefit from specialised scientific and legal advice, the LRI aims to address the imbalance by
offering pro bono legal advice to low-income states during international climate change
negotiations. Since 2012, as well as answering 541 legal queries and providing 1370 hours of
support, the LRI has delivered training events, and produced briefing papers and an open-access
course on multi-lateral climate negotiation. Finally, the LRI maintains a freely-accessible database
of legal opinions covering a spectrum of technical issues related to international climate
negotiations. International climate negotiations set international frameworks that have a profound
bearing on future prosperity and resilience of all countries, as well as the allocation of rights,
duties, and capital. The LRI meets a critical demand for robust, high-level legal assistance for
those who would not normally be able to afford it.
Industry associations, professional bodies, and other such organisations can play a central role in
sector ‘thought leadership’ and use their intermediary position to mobilise resources to invest in
bespoke, trustworthy climate services that aid members address shared risks. This strategy has
119
120

‘Climate Action: take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.’
http://legalresponseinitiative.org/ [Accessed on 10.09.2017]
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been adopted by the mining sector, whereby the International Council on Mining and Metals
commissioned a climate risk consultancy to develop a bespoke climate risk tool for mine asset
planning.
The UNECE Aarhus Convention – which the EU has signed – obliges the EU and member states
to guarantee access to information and justice on environmental matters, and ensure such access
is not prohibitively expensive. The right and affordability of bringing environmental cases is closely
linked with demand for legal representation and, therefore, those climate-related evidence
(services) necessary to build/defend a case. The Aarhus Convention stipulates that private
individuals and NGOs have a right to bring environmental cases before a court.121 The EU’s
prohibition on prospecpective plaintiffs exercising Aarhus rights constrains the number of climaterelated cases that can be brought, thus curbing demand for services supplying climate related
evidence or testimony. As the EU seeks to expand influence over areas of climate change
adaptation with aim to help the EU adapt to climate change,122 the EU could permit private
individuals to bring challenges in this area.

8.5 Norms
In some jurisdictions, the politicised nature of climate science lend lawyers to risk appearing
‘ideological’ when broaching the matter. As noted by Jeffrey Twentyman, Chairman of the LSA,
legal services are “driven by pragmatism not ideology” (LSA, 2017: 5). In this way lawyers that
may be minded – or be duty-bound - to provide pragmatic guidance on climate change yet refrain
from doing so, risk being entrapped by political debate. This is despite: a.) almost all countries
having signed the Paris Agreement, which sets a clear agenda for national and international policy;
b.) that courts recognise the conclusions of the IPCC as authoritative, and c.) stating compliance
requirements and highlighting evidence of risks associated with extreme events need not broach
wider debates about causes of climate change; and d.) that knowingly failing to highlight risks may
lend lawyers to be in breach their ethical code.
A key barrier to mainstreaming climate advice by the legal profession is ambivalence as to whether
raising climate change risks over-stepping certain professional conventions. First, lawyers typically
act on instruction, and asked for advice related to a carefully delimited task. This means that in
most cases the client determines the scope of work, which can preclude the possibility of advising
on climate-related issues even when it may be appropriate. Aside from being beyond the scope of
advice, lawyers acting on instruction are not often privy to the aggregate risk facing their clients
client. This means that in their role as ‘trusted advisors’, lawyers may only have access to a limited
set of facts that enable them to form a partial view vis-à-vis their climate-related risks.
Nevertheless, “there are ethical dimensions concerning the lawyer’s remit in giving advice, which
only exacerbate concerns that climate change issues are falling through the gaps in the chain of
professional responsibility” (KCL, 2016: 2). Conversely, David W. Rifkin, past President of the
International Bar Association, has proposed that lawyers ought to “increasingly play the role of the
wise counsellor. The lawyer should consider not just the strict dictates of the law of contract but, to
the extent that they are able, the overall impact on the business’ integrity” (LSA, 2017: 22). As
clients adjust to shifting legal and market expectations to factor-in future climate risk, lawyer will be
required to proffer clear and reliable advice.
This sentiment is echoed by one interviewee of the American Bar Association, who expressed
concern about lawyers’ predilection for focusing on the current situation (‘compliance’) rather than
the horizon (future ‘constraints’). As such, in a situation of limited or absent adaptation regulation,
and where legal advice is limited to compliance, clients are rarely informed about “what is likely to
121http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/pp/compliance/C200832/Findings/C32_EU_Findings_as_adopted_advance_

unedited_version.pdf [Accessed on:11.12.2017]
122 https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/adaptation/what_en [Accessed on: 16.07.2018]
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come about in future that may limit the success or performance of an activity. Is a statute going to
come up (e.g. emissions or adaptation regulations)? To what extent is a business dependent on
coal, which may in future be subjected to taxes or regulation and impose considerable costs on a
firm?” (S. Davis, 27.07.2017). Fulfilling a role of ‘trusted advisor’ opens the prospect of more
lawyers advising clients about constraints about which there is robust evidence, such as those
related to climate risk, even before they become matters of compliance.
However, attitudes are slowly changing: at a 2017 workshop (‘What can lawyers do about climate
change’), organised by A4ID, Allen & Overy, and the Dickson Poon School of Law at King’s
College London in November 2016, 123 legal sector stakeholders debated how lawyers should
respond to climate change. Crucially, a key motivation for the workshop was a recognition that
climate change “is increasingly becoming a fundamental legal disruptor or ‘whole of legal system’
problem” (KCL, 2016: 1). Further clear and well-argued statements on climate change from
authoritative figures – from the judiciary, business, legal profession, law makers, and academia –
can help focus decision makers’ attention on climate risk and galvanise board-level action.
Interventions such as those by Noel Hutley SC in Australia and Mark Carney in the United
Kingdom could be multiplied in each jurisdiction, including the EU. Action on climate risk can be
stimulated by experience, but in upstream areas of economic activity awareness and guidance
provided by leading figures is essential to managing climate risks.
In common with law firms, in house counsel also lack awareness of the implications of climate
change for the conduct of their work. This has four main implications. First, counsels may
unwittingly fail to ensure that their organisation complies with areas of law impacted by the physical
or transition impacts of climate change. Second, it means that general counsels commission
specialist consultancy or legal expertise for advice on compliance or specialist advocacy. Third, it
means that – unless they themselves possess such information – they must obtain information,
advise, or evidence. And fourth, as legislative frameworks and precedents are set, the demand for
climate capacity building services focused on the implications of climate change for particular legal
principles and different practice areas, will grow. Legal professionals, in their unique role as
‘trusted advisors’, able to offer prudent and pragmatic advise to clients on climate change will
become increasingly demanded. Vested with legal responsibility for issues (e.g. planning and
zoning) likely to be most immediately experience the physical impacts of climate change, municipal
legal departments will have specific duties to consider the implications of climate change if they are
to avoid being held liable for future loss and damage.
Guided by the culture and priorities of their clients, lawyers are often beholden to clients’ own
norms. In particular, accountancy and audit have historically been addressing climate change.
According to one interviewee, to date, “The accounting profession has little appreciation of climate
change. Accounting is a key site of resistance to including climate scenarios in notes to financial
statements, which they see as a record of historical financial performance from which climate risk
is excluded” (S. Barker, 09.08.2017). But whilst difficult to predict with certainty, the evolution of
accountants’ professional norms to include climate-related financial risks is almost certain to occur
in the longer term, and could represent a large source of demand for associated climate services in
future: both the Financial Services Council and Chartered Accountants Institute of Australia call for
thorough mandatory disclosure of climate related risk. 124 125 Accountancy represents one example
of how a sector’s norms influence demand for climate-related advice, but legal work touches on
123
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rights and duties across a spectrum of society’s activities. Combined with sector norms, the
relative weight and climate risk exposure of a sector, in a given jurisdiction, will drive demand for
climate-related advice and advocacy from sector lawyers.

9 Decision Making Factors Influencing Climate Service Take-Up
As well as providing legal services, general counsel are also the largest purchasers of legal
services and consultancy (The Law Society, 2016). General counsel, often in direct contact with
an organisation’s board, play a ‘gatekeeper’ as to which (legal) risks are managed and how they
are addressed. Their proximity to decision makers and capacity to advice on strategic decisions
lends general counsel to be a key actor that may drive direct procurement of either climateinformed legal advice or climate services that help firms meet their legal obligations in respect of
climate change. In general, low sector awareness of climate change – and its varying implications
for different practice areas – results in low aggregate awareness (and take-up) of climate services.
The prevailing inclination to view climate change as relating largely to environmental law serves to
marginalise it from mainstream consideration. A contributory factor to the latter is the relative
under-development of ‘climate services’ tailored to the specific needs of lawyers working across
different practice areas.
Considering the provision of legal advice by larger traditional law firms, areas of law where climate
services are – or are most likely – to be used in the near term tend to be procured externally. As
one interviewee noted, “[l]awyers draw tight boundaries around the liabilities they are taking on”
(M. Barlow, 23.05.2017). As such, the law firms typically procure expertise and evidence from
those most qualified to provide it. Whilst difficult to project with certainty, future procurement of
climate services for compliance work is unlikely to diverge from existing procurement norms: “new
climate rules will likely raise the same kinds of compliance issues – e.g. disclosure or reporting
obligations - which means approaching the same compliance advice providers” (J. Arrandale,
15.06.2017). Non-traditional legal services providers (e.g. PwC, ERM, Ramboll), which also
provide consulting services to law firms, draw-on internal expertise to directly provide multidisciplinary advice to clients, including legal advice where permitted. In rare instances, law firms
may develop technical expertise internally, though, as noted by one interviewee, “[i]t is very rare for
a law firm to do this work internally” (D. Kreeger, 23.06.2017).

9.1 Quality Assurance and Provenance
“Evidence guides people in making decisions, including judges. Quality assurance
therefore guides those making decisions about what evidence to use in trials, and what
evidence is deemed satisfactory by professionals and regulators”
S. Chandler, 27.06.2017
“[Quality assurance is a] key question that will arise as more companies conduct climate
risk assessment and take-action on the Hutley report: ‘Are the companies using robust
climate models, scenarios, making wise assumptions’? How reliable is their climate
consultancy? Who judges what is considered ‘action-enough’ or a reliable use of data?”
K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017
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What assumptions? How reliable? Who judges? These are three key questions pertaining to
quality that legal advisors are interested in relating to climate services. Where legal advice increasingly bound-up with wider corporate strategy – steers executive action on climate risk, the
climate-related consultancy that lawyers procure can have direct and material implications for a
commercial decisions and future liability. The purpose of quality assurance is to signal credibility
and reliability. Both factors are of supreme importance to the legal sector, however whether legal
services have a view on quality assurance in respect of climate services depends on whether they
have considered procuring them: for the most part they have not.
There are three main issues related to quality assurance of climate services in this sector. First,
legal services want assurance that they are procuring – or advising clients to procure - reliable,
credible services that will satisfy compliance requirements and protect their clients’ interests.
Second, legal services by and large prefer ‘benchmarks’ against which climate services may be
compared and evaluated. In the absence of quality assurance regimes, over time the quality of
climate services may be de facto tested through litigation. Court judgments concerning such
climate-related issues will contribute to establish the legal utility of various sorts of climate
information.
In general, the quality of data is typically deemed by interviewees to be important but insufficient,
and can stray into wider questions of pertinence that may take precedence over rigor. The
importance of data for many user groups is how it connects to user needs. For financial firms, this
means that data must be able to be translated into financial metrics: “Data is not enough, though
the relative credibility of meteorological organisations remains important. Financial services need
hydrometeorological organisations; their data can be translated into financial metrics” (S. Barker,
09.08.2017).
Quality assurance can imply the codification of best practice vis-à-vis choice of data, scenarios
parameters, assumptions, and phraseology. As one interviewee noted, “I would want the
reasonable worst-case scenario, and other scenarios, and a full detailing of the methods and
assumptions” (M. Gerrard, 21.07.2017). In their review of how climate science can better support
legal practitioners, Marjanac et al (2017) note three key issues that relate to assurance:
1) Clear setting-out of areas of scientific agreement / disagreement;
2) Transparent, narrative descriptions of methods and implications;
3) Concise and easy-to-understand descriptions of assumptions and areas of uncertainty.
In many instances, lawyers’ quality needs do not substantially diverge from those of the client. As
noted by one lawyer, “all strictly non-legal work is contracted-out to consultants” (M. Barlow,
23.05.2017), normally to a small number of firms that receive repeat business, based on trust,
familiarity, quality, and reputation. Such consultants rarely provide services exclusively to law firms
however, but rather serve the specific technical needs of various sectors and applications. For
example, a lawyer acting for an insurance company in a dispute over whether a flood-damaged
home was ‘reasonably foreseeable’, would use similar services as local government may use in
zoning. The lawyer’s climate service needs differ largely in required standards of rigour, quality
assurance, and clarity. It is critical, therefore, that climate services provided to the legal sector
should conform-to or exceed sector/industry standards, and provide clear information for the nontechnical user (the lawyer). Climate change is likely to supplement or modify existing compliance
regimes, but unlikely to alter prevailing consultancy procurement habits.
In some cases, how climate science is communicated can alleviate perceptions of poor quality. For
some lawyers (and clients) accustomed to evidence with high degrees of certainty, the lower
certainties and range of possible scenarios associated with climate projections can be interpreted
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as an issue of quality. As such, on the supplier side, there needs to be improved communication
about probabilities, and on the demand side capacity building to be able to interpret climate insight.
As one interviewee notes, “this is something that is very difficult for many businesses to ‘get’: ‘How
can it be that 20 different models give 20 different projections? ‘How do you choose which
projection? How does one know that the climate service supplier is using data judiciously and
appropriately?’ When they are used to take and justify decisions based on stronger metrics, it is
difficult to break the habit and work with probabilities” (K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017)
One system of quality assurance is embodied in by IPCC. As noted by one lawyer, “We usually
rely on the IPCC’s reports because it is difficult for a state to dispute the findings because they
have been so thoroughly discussed before being accepted” (G. Lobo, 07.07.2017). IPCC is a
process endorsed by states, and its reports represent the scientific consensus on climate change,
underpinning global, national, and sub-national climate related policy and law. However, the
climate services and information that will be increasingly demanded in future often exceed the
geographic and thematic scope of evidence provided by the IPCC. ‘Benchmarks’ or ‘gold
standards’ could be developed for other climate knowledge, however, as one interviewee
cautioned, these should not be a basis for excluding ‘poorer’ quality data in situations where there
are no alternatives.
The US-based Association of Climate Change Officers (ACCO) has established a training and
accreditation programme for professionals with demonstrated competence in climate change, and
represents the only current body that accredits professionals in this domain. Interviewees
referenced several approaches to quality assurance in other industries that could serve as a model
for the climate services sector. For instance, the US has defined protocols for how soil
contamination surveys should be carried out, whilst the UK has an accreditation system for
conducting energy performance assessments. Whilst specific protocols could be developed for
certain climate-related activities (e.g. coastal property flood-risk assessment), this is unlikely to be
feasible for climate services in toto.
An alternative approach to accreditation focused on specific types of climate services could be to
establish a professional charter that sets a broadly-applicable professional protocols for climate
professionals, as well as to update existing professional charters (e.g. architecture) to reflect
climate change. It could also take the form of professional standards and/or professional
assessments and rankings akin to Chambers & Partners used in the legal profession. 126 From a
legal services point of view, the essential demand is for a means by which to assure the
independence and credibility of climate services; as one interviewee remarked, “we [lawyers] like
to verify the quality, knowledge and experience of an expert before using them”” (G. Lobo).
At the same time, determining what ‘quality’ represents can be perilous and lead to unintended
consequences, should it result overly static or based on vague and poorly formed premises. As
the Director of ACCO notes, “quality assurance and verification is a big area that will need attention
- there will come a time when there will be a demand for the verification of services being offered,
[but] the emergence of QA could create dangerous scenarios: who dictates what ‘quality’ is? The
consequences of poor quality data and advice could be very profound” (D. Kreeger, 23.06.2017).
A danger is that poorly designed quality assurance could also incentivise climate services to profit
from specialising in ‘optimistic’ climate scenarios, allowing clients to plausibly claim to be managing
climate risk, whilst leaving potentially serious risks unaddressed. Similarly, as the G20’s Financial
Stability Board assesses proposals for mandatory disclosure of climate risk, this “may encourage
businesses to ‘shop around’ for the most ‘benign’ scenario...There is a risk of a similar conflict of
interest that arose from the credit ratings fiasco following the 2008 crisis, where companies pay the
ratings agencies, the risk auditors...” (K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017). Careful consideration should be
126
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given both to the design of any disclosure and quality assurance regimes so that such unintended
consequences are avoided. As cautioned by one interviewee, certification should not be seen as a
‘silver bullet’. Whilst indicating conformity with generic criteria, certification can confer false
confidence as to service quality, and would not necessarily imply that a service meets a user’s
specific standards or requirements.
Protocols and quality assurance
Official reports (e.g. IPCC)
Recognised authority/track record
Academic credentials
Peer-reviewed research
Transparency (methods, uncertainties, and assumptions)
Professional certification and accreditation (e.g.
Association of Climate Change Officers (ACCO))
Charter of professional ethics
International data standards (e.g. ISO)
Table 6 - Sample protocols and quality assurance regimes

In general, there is consensus that a form of quality assurance will be increasingly necessary to
assure users that the climate services they procure are provided by competent professionals and
based on rigorous science: peer review of climate services’ methods and/or professional
accreditation by a reputable international body (e.g. Global Centre of Excellence for Adaptation)
could help build confidence in the CS supplier market. But as remarked by one interlocutor, the
ever-diversifying range of climate services presents a difficulty for the implementation of a single
standard (see Table 6 above). As such, it could be more appropriate to: a) develop a certification
regime for climate (and environmental) data providers (as has been established by the IPCC); b)
develop a climate service charter relating to factors including, inter alia, transparency about
uncertainty, probability, and assumptions, as well as disclosure of data sources.

9.2 Cost
The extent to which cost factors in the procurement of climate services in legal transactions is
ultimately determined by the type of client and their resources. The range of legal services and
clients means that the cost of procuring climate services is not a uniform barrier. For large
corporate-facing firms, cost is less of a barrier compared to smaller, retail-orientated firms. The
resources of a legal service’s client are a strong determinant of the cost barrier, but ultimately firms
are unlikely to procure climate services without both a clear demand signal from clients and
demonstration by suppliers of the cost-benefit and utility of their services. Climate services tools
that enable firms to add value to existing legal services could even be cost-neutral (or positive),
enabling firms to attract new clients and improve retention.
For donor-dependent not-for-profit (e.g. LRI) or ‘activist’ legal services (e.g. ClientEarth), cost is a
critical issue in procuring climate information. As noted by one interviewee, “they [ClientEarth]
cannot afford routine climate change services, but do commission scientific and expert evidence on
an ad hoc basis” (G. Lobo, 07.07.2017). The same organisation has in the past sponsored a PhD
physics student to assist with building organisational knowledge of climate change attribution
science. Volunteer-run legal services are likewise unable to pay for climate services, even when
such services may benefit from their evidence. For example, professors and law students offer pro
bo advice through aAdvice Clinic at South Bank University have undertaken climate-related human
rights litigation in Colombia. However, as a professor who led the case commented, “very little
[free information] is available. The European Union could help, but the Colombian government
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won’t make funds available for independent experts’ reports. The lawyers who do human rights
work in Colombia have very little money and spend time fundraising with overseas
donors…Lawyers turn to the universities first of all for assistance with evidence – there is no legal
aid to support these cases, so cost is a major barrier” (S. Chandler, 27.06.2017). Such testimony
raises wider issues of access to justice in conditions of a changing climate, and how the cost of
accessing quality climate information on grounds of cost can disproportionately disadvantage
vulnerable groups.
Being able to draw-on internal legal services and tax revenue, governments do not face such cost
barriers. As a possible indication of the cost of future climate-related legal costs incurred by public
bodies, the UK Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs (Defra) has spent £370,000
(excluding internally-procured legal services) defending a small number of cases challenging the
compliance of UK air pollution strategy with EU regulations.127 However, the local nature of much
climate adaptation– such as zoning, adaptation investment, planning permission, and building
codes – places municipal governments as key actors in adaptation, but which are typically the
most resource-stretched. Climate services will be demanded by municipality lawyers to bring (e.g.
litigation brought against a developer for inadequate adaptation), defend (e.g. planning or zoning
decisions), or preempt (e.g. incorporation of climate risk assessments into planning policy) climaterelated litigation.
In prosecuting or defending contentious cases, factors such as the likelihood, scope, and scale of
redress/cost can influence investment in climate service consultancy. Climate services that
provide specific, rigorous and compelling evidence - including IPCC-derived knowledge and peerreviewed evidence - are likely to see the greatest demand. Legal services involving high-volume
(especially high-value) transactional work on issues that have a climate aspect are likely to drive
repeat-procurement of climate services (e.g. consultancy, metrics) that meet their evidential
requirements. The cost of these services will ultimately be borne by the client, and larger law firms
are likely to follow establish procedures and contract specialist consultancies (e.g. ERM or
Ramboll) to provide climate consultancy. Typically, payment for expert witnesses can range from
€70 to €1,500 per hour.128
In 2011, Queensland experienced severe flooding, resulting in 44 fatalities and AUS$6.8bn
(€4.3bn) overall losses.129 In 2014, law firm Maurice Blackburn commenced a class action
negligence suit (representing 6,800 Queenslanders) against the Queensland government,
Seqwater and Sunwater because flood-induced loss and damage was considered ‘preventable’.
Financing for the action, the second largest in Australian history to a class action on bushfires, is
provided by IMF Bentham. IMF Bentham finances commercial litigation and takes a cut from
settlements. As IMF Bentham director, John Walker, notes, “Major cases like the [Brisbane] floods
class action play a critical role in providing access to justice for past damage but also help to
ensure better standards of behaviour going forward to avoid future events.”130 Such cases openup litigation to plaintiffs who may otherwise be unable to afford it, and mobilise resources that
reduce cost barriers to the procurement of evidence that may be otherwise unaffordable. In this
case, the law firm Maurice Blackburn commissioned the US Bureau of Reclamation and US Army
Corps of Engineers to advise on the cause of the floods. They produced high-resolution maps of
a) flooded areas and b) areas that would not have been flooded had protocols been followed. To
support the case, plaintiffs additionally supplied evidence of the consequences of flood and
counter-factual projections of likely consequences had dam operators followed protocol. The case
127

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-legal-costs-incurred-by-defra [Accessed on: 02.12.2017]
http://expert-evidence.com/expert-witness-costs-and-fees/ [Accessed on: 06.06.2017]
129https://www.munichre.com/australia/australia-natural-hazards/australia-flood/economic-impacts/biggestfloods/index.html [Accessed on: 17.08.2017]
130https://www.mauriceblackburn.com.au/about/media-centre/media-statements/2014/stark-picture-painted-as-2011queensland-floods-class-action-filed/[Accessed on: 17.08.2017]
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hinged on evidence from a trusted international source. Supporting evidence provided by
WorleyParsons, WRM, and Water Matters International. The Insurance Council of Australia
designated the flood a ‘dam-release flood’, finding inappropriate releases of water from the
Wivenhoe Dam as the main factor driving the wide extent of flooding.131
For some actors, cost constitutes an all-determining criterion in managing climate adaptation. This
can be especially the case for municipal government which, with competing demands on limited
budgets, have been constrained in their ability to enforce existing mandatory compliance regimes,
such as fire regulations (S. Chandler, 27.06.2017). So, whilst in principle mandatory frameworks
can be a sure way of clearly setting-out clear duties and catalysing action, this will not necessarily
translate into mass-uptake of climate services. In order to limit expenses, municipalities facing
shared coastal flood risks in Australia pooled resources to procure climate information to support
planning.132 Major mining firms, likewise, have chosen to jointly invest in climate risk software,
through the industry body ICMM. Co-investment by actors in the same sector facing shared risks
is likely to characterise a significant portion of demand for climate services in response to emerging
disclosure and regulatory requirements. To what extent this will lead to significant additional
procurement remains to be seen.

9.3 Standards of Proof
Common standards of proof
✓

Balance of probabilities test

✓

Bradford Hill criteria

✓

Proximate cause test

✓

But-for test

✓

Doubling of the risk test

✓

Beyond reasonable doubt test
Table 7 - Common standards of proof

The standard of proof required by law is generally less demanding than science, though the
tougher ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ standard applies in criminal cases. 133 As Michael Burger, Chair
of the Sabin Center, notes: “as a matter of law, causation can be shown by proving that the
defendants are a “substantial factor,” or that they contributed significantly to the harm” (Burger,
2017). This means that whilst scientists should always aim for the greatest levels of certainty
possible, essential for legal purposes is clearly communicating and translating the implications of
results in ways intelligible to non-expert lawyers (see Table 7 for common legal standards of proof).
Where climate change forms part of a negligence claim, there must be proof of a duty of care and
that defendants had foreseeability of the harmful consequences likely to be caused by the product
or action, and had deliberately taken courses of action that the defendant knew would exacerbate
consequences (e.g. through misleading consumers). Relevant climate information could relate to
regional sea level rise data, with projections from peer-reviewed or official sources, climate
vulnerability assessments, with scientific projections of impacts of climate change impacts on
131

http://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/assets/report/volume%202%20-%20brisbane%20lga%20hydrology%20report.pdf
[Accessed on: 17.08.2017]
132 https://coastadapt.com.au/ [Accessed on: 13.08.2017]
133 The Centre for Climate Crime Analysis notes, which has begun criminal prosecution of illegal climate-related acts,
compiling evidence that passes the ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ test. For further information, see:
www.climatecrimeanalysis.org
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property and other physical assets. There must be proof that defendants had knowingly opted for
a course of action over others that could have reduced harm. And there must be proof that specific
activities that the defendant undertook (e.g. drilling, processing, marketing) directly caused the
impacts and ensuring harm (e.g. flooding of coastal assets).
A key criterion in climate service procurement is whether climate information helps to answer
relevant legal questions and conforms to legal standards of proof. It will often, for instance, be
necessary to compare a given impact with a counterfactual scenario in order to prove negligence.
How legal tests are applied in such cases will have a large bearing on the scope and scale of
future climate-related litigation, and the sort of climate-related evidence required. The minimal
standard of proof is the ‘balance of probabilities’ test (i.e. >51%), whilst the Bradford Hill criteria,
the ‘proximate cause test’ (in the US), the ‘but-for’ test, the ‘doubling of the risk’ test, and – most
stringently - ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ represent other standards by which evidence may be
validated.134

9.4 Resolution
Poor resolution climate data can bring unintended legal consequences. Some alpine tourism
businesses in Austria have expressed skepticism about the resolution of climate impact projections
for their sector, given that general trends mask high intra-regional variation (Damm et al., 2017).
Prof. Gerrard emphasises this issue from a legal point of view, stating that it is desirable that
climate services are able to provide information at as close to the site-specific/ physical asset level
as possible. Poor-resolution climate services can create a false risk profile that can in turn affect
access to credit and business viability. This could extend to property values and insurability also:
“I’m wondering about the effect that open data or tools could have on the market. If you have this
array of data, so that anybody can check risk (for example to homes) in a particular location, isn’t it
plausible that open information could depress the value of homes?” (K. Mackenzie, 05.07.2017).
In other words, uninformed use of - or over-reliance on - poor quality or low-resolution services
could result in inaccurate conclusions being drawn about climate risk, which could lead to
unjustified negative or positive impacts on land values, business viability, and insurance and
financing costs.
The resolution of data required by legal services depends on the nature of intended use, though
the trajectory is to demand for increasing resolution. As noted by one stakeholder, high resolution
climate data is required in order that decision makers can reliably answer key strategic questions
related to their domain of responsibility: How will climate change impact human or livestock
mortality? How will climate change affect disease vectors? What districts and economic activities
are most at risk of sea level rise? This means increasing the geographic, social, demographic, and
sectoral resolution of climate impact information. However, whilst resolution is important, this is a
point of stress in climate services provision: the spatial resolution in long time-horizon modelling
that is often desired by users is often unrealistic, and even unnecessary for the purposes of robust
adaptation (Wilby and Desai, 2010). What is increasingly achievable is high resolution
observational data that can be required to construct an archive of climate impacts used for
attribution and forensics. Clear, high-resolution data is required to link particular consequences
(e.g. inundated homes) with impacts (e.g. levee breeches) in order to make insurance claims, bring
litigation against alleged culprits, and reliably estimate damages. A critical aspect of such data is
that climate information is brought to bear on other high-resolution data (e.g. hydro-geological
models) that enable visualisation of counter-factual scenarios (e.g. ‘flood extent with recommended
adaptation measures’ versus ‘actual flood extent’).

134https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2017-12-07-summary-of-proceedings-climate-

science-and-litigation-seminar-london-ce-en.pdf [Accessed on: 13.08.2017]
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For future-orientated planning and investment, the resolution of climate data is largely sufficient,
but constrained in its ability to influence decision making in two ways. First, it is not always openly
accessible. Second, there remains a relatively low understanding of how climate change
translates into economic, social, and demographic change: there is a need to vastly improve the
resolution of climate-perturbed economic and social data, from the country level to the asset level.
Whereas emissions data is more widely recorded and disclosed, this is not the case for climate
adaptation. As insurers, investors, and regulators increasingly demand organisations disclose
climate-related risk, firms will respond by procuring high-resolution climate data covering their
assets and supply-chains.
Some areas of legal practice that have a more immediate connection with climate change possess
a keener appreciation of data needs. According to one professor and planning lawyer: “we need
very, very geographically-specific data and projections relating to factors such as temperature,
heatwave duration, storm surges, flooding, wind speed, hurricanes, and sea level rise at a far
higher resolution than is currently available. Physical factors predominate in the planning area” (M.
Gerrard, 21.07.2017). Among the wider legal sector, however, “as with many professions, there is
a low level of understanding of climate change and what it means…An effect of this general lack of
education is that business lacks the specific skills to know what information they require:
parameters, resolution, what constitutes sound advice amongst a plurality of risk management
firms, and where they might obtain or request the right service for their needs” (K. Mackenzie,
05.07.2017).

9.5 Foresight 2030
“Lawyers may have a role in instigating and shaping tipping points for business
change” KCL, 2017

Figure 18 Climate services value driven by legal services (direct / indirect)

Several trends underway will radically reshape the both the future structure of legal services and
the sector’s future demand for climate services. Figure 18 (above) presents a stylised foreacast of
how climate-related value could evolve to 2030. Attribution science is improving and will continue
to do so, both in respect of attribution of climate change to agents deemed responsible, and of
specific climate impacts to climate change. Regardless of any (likely) new legislation, improvement
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to the state of scientific evidence and increased capacity on the part of lawyers to handle climaterelated cases will likely act to incentivise continued emissions reduction and improved climate
adaptation across all areas. For instance, as professional standards continue to evolve, their
codification will require the expertise of climate-literate lawyers such that practitioners can be
certain of not held liable in future for professional negligence. At the same time, laws and actions
implemented to adapt to climate change will themselves establish new bases for dispute, with
plaintiffs prosecuting public and private actors for failure to undertake appropriate adaptation or for
executing adaptation projects that cause secondary harm.
Should governments choose to institute compliance regimes for adaptation, this will stimulate
procurement of climate services by both end-users and legal services. This would mean
complimenting existing mitigation regulations – such as Energy Performance Certificates (typically
€45 in the UK) – with climate resilience audits, or similar. But whereas the former benefit from
well-defined metrics, the physical and transition risks connected with climate change are more
diverse and lack standardised protocols, which could increase the cost of audits. Any evolving law
in this domain must account for the affordability of climate risk or resilience audits, and tailor their
scope, detail, and frequency accordingly. 135 Such legislation will require legal services to build
capacity in understanding the legislation and associated technical issues.
The European legal sector is highly heterogeneous, with polarisation of firm sizes and transaction
values. High-value legal services are concentrated in the EU’s major financial centres London,
Frankfurt, and Paris. This geographical pattern of legal activity is unlikely to change substantially,
however it may be impacted by the UK’s probable departure from the EU. Jurisdictions that take a
clear, reasoned and robust regulatory stance in favour of green finance, responsible investment,
and climate risk disclosure are likely to reap dividends in increased demand for associated legal
advice and advocacy. Countries that have taken a stronger legislative stance on financial
disclosure and decarbonisation at an earlier stage are creating a favourable environment for the
development of specialist financial products (and supporting services). Despite its overall
leadership in financial services in Europe - in 2015 the UK recorded a financial services trade
surplus of $97bn,136 - France leads the UK in value and issuance of green bonds and Luxembourg
leads in issuance of green equities. 137 The jurisdictional advantages of the UK coupled with an
active FinTech sector and several policy initiatives to increase green finance market share suggest
that London will remain a key space for climate services firms wishing to market to legal services
firms. As commented by The City UK, “strong and forward-looking regulation will…be important for
the sector’s development”138
Jurisdictions that show growth in green finance and other ‘climate-’ related financial products, and
which will increasingly insist on climate risk disclosure, will similarly require legal advice versed in
carbon markets, green bonds and climate-related liability. Following from this, there is highly likely
to be increasing direct and indirect demand (via the legal sector) for climate services to this sector
– including those provided by lawyers themselves – above all in the major, highly internationalised
European financial capitals: London, Paris, and Frankfurt. Green bonds and green finance, whilst
growing rapidly, are a subset of a larger sector. Arguably, the greater demand for climate services
is likely to come from mainstreaming ‘green’ finance and climate risk management into due
diligence, asset management, and disclosure protocols. As noted by a recent report, there is a
“push for sustainability due diligence into other supply chains (outside the “conflict minerals”

The UK Modern Slavery Act (2015) includes a turnover threshold of £36 million (approx. €40 million) before firms
must disclose slavery in their business and supply chain.
136 ibid.
137 https://www.thecityuk.com/assets/2017/Reports-PDF/Growing-Green-Finance.pdf [Accessed on: 13.11.2017]
138 ibid.
135
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context) as well, which may increase the volume of ESG data shared by companies as their
customers demand the information.”139 Increasingly this information is conveyed in real-time.
The continued creative application of climate knowledge to existing laws - failure to foresee,
disclose, or comply - represents the most likely, short-term sites for adaptation-related litigation,
particularly in the US: “As has been repeatedly seen in the US in all manner of litigation, mere
compliance with a statute or procurement rule or requirement does not necessarily satisfy
professional duty obligations…liability may emerge first from traditional common law negligence
causes of action, applied to professionals and parties with unique knowledge and/or duties, rather
than from regulatory compliance actions.” 140 The scientific rigour of evidence is not usually a
determining factor in litigation, rather matters of justice and public policy take precedence. What is
crucial is that evidence speaks to the specific issues of the case, meets legal standards of
evidence, and is integrated into well-constructed legal reasoning. Where evidence is conveyed in
the form of oral testimony in court, it is desirable that a witness (e.g. a climate consultant) is fluid,
logical, and compelling in their presentation.
The direction of travel in voluntary disclosure regimes, legislation and legal precedent is clear:
1) Continuing decarbonisation of the economy driven by emissions-reduction regulation;
2) Increased corporate disclosure of climate-related risks;
3) Trustees and directors held increasingly liable for failure to adequately assess and manage
climate risk.
Due diligence processes are likely to mainstream climate risk assessment, and be highly tailored to
the sector-specific risks that each area of practice is concerned with. Concerning legal service
providers themselves, the service outcomes will not change radically, however the method, mode,
and delivery continue to evolve. This is likely to be:
1) Continued disaggregation of the legal services value chain, with larger law firms
establishing internal ‘technical’ units focused on routine legal tasks and research, and
making increased use of Legal Process Outsourcing firms for routine work;
2) Increased adoption of AI and other technology at certain stages of the value chain (e.g.
document review, research, automated due diligence);
3) Emergence of niche legal services providers based on new technologies; non-law firms
(e.g. environmental consultancies) bundling legal advice – including in the area of climate
change - with existing services.
That most of the legal profession does not currently view climate change in material terms means
that there is a disjuncture between current advice and that which will be increasingly demanded in
future. This disjuncture neglects the broad implications of climate change, and confines the issue
to limited practice areas. In turn, this curtails demand for consultancy and other (climate) services
that the sector may otherwise procure. As clients seek advice on climate change, legal services
will be required to build capacity and incorporate climate-related insights. From this low baseline,
we can expect a substantial increase in demand for new kinds of climate services and technologies
– relevant to practice areas - that support legal work.

139ibid.
140https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-deploying-science-extreme-weather-attribution-courts

[Accessed on:

02.12.2017]
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10 Recommendations and Conclusions
10.1 Conclusions
The rule of law, and thus legal services, will be indispensable toward achieving a just transition to a
low-carbon economy and ensuring that economies and societies, especially their vulnerable
members, are resilient in the face of future climate-related risks. More and more, legal services
providers are providing multi-faceted advice on corporate strategy; in this capacity, legal services
can promote the opportunities that climate change can also open-up to their clients. Adapting to
the multi-faceted social and economic transformation that climate change raises will inevitably
implicate future legal practice. To date the legal profession has been a low-key participant in
issues raised by climate, yet lawyers could use their unique skills, standing, and pragmatism to
spur and guide pan-societal action on climate resilience. The profession’s historic reticence to
raise the issue owing to an aversion to raise ‘political’ issues could in future be key to the sector’s
influence in persuading decision makers to adapt: “My approach is always to take personal beliefs
out of it: climate change is portfolio risk, it’s liability risk” (S. Barker, 09.08.2017).
With policies and outreach strategies, the US bar has arguably taken a lead in organising the
profession’s response to climate change. The first US national conference (in 2017), led by A Call
to the Bar, centred on the role of lawyers in addressing climate change. 141 A dedicated website
consisting of key resource targeted at lawyers was created following the event. 142 As John
Dernbach noted at that event, “You can make any legal practice into a climate change practice by
learning enough about a client’s work.” The New York and Oregon State Bar Associations have
adopted policy positions on climate change and have started to organise practical interventions on
the issue. Capacity building and development of sector policy on climate change in the legal
sector is an urgent first-step.
This could be replicated in each EU member state, with bar associations and respected legal
authorities adopting strong public positions based on the consensus science; by educating the
public; by leading workshops with key client groups; and by advising clients across sectors about
the legal implications of physical and transition climate change risks (and opportunities) for their
operations. Such outreach may include exchanging expertise with lawyers in less well-resourced
jurisdictions. Whether in international negotiations or private contracts, this could help to build the
confidence of lawyers to shape and build the legal agenda around climate resilience. 143
The scale and scope of demand for climate services in the legal sector will be driven by five key
factors. First, changing profiles of social and economic activity will alter the composition of
demand, both in terms of the identity of clients and their needs. Second, the application of
common law to climate-related questions (and concomitant setting of precedents) and
development of climate change- relevant legislation will change the nature of the duties that firms,
governments and others operate under. This will require lawyers to modify advice, considering
shifting duties and compliance regimes, and in turn demand a level of aptitude in risks associated
with climate change. Third, in major markets the legal sector is undergoing a profound transition in
terms of both institutional structure and the adoption of new technology (e.g. AI). The former
enables non-traditional firms (e.g. consultancies) to provide certain legal services, whilst the latter
enables firms to readily scrutinise and evaluate large amounts of data in support of counsel.
141

http://www.calltothebar.org/ [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]

142https://www.wcl.american.edu/secle/materials/Spring_2017/The_First_National_Conference_of_Lawyers_Committed_

to_Addressing_the_Climate_Emergency/ [Accessed on: 03.05.2017]
143 See innovative projects such as Mitigation Action Plans and Scenarios: http://www.acdi.uct.ac.za/research/mitigationaction-plans-and-scenarios-maps [Accessed on: 10.09.2017]
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Fourth, as governments, businesses, and others increasingly experience the physical and policy
impacts of climate change, there is likely to be an increase in climate-related litigation across a
suite of practice areas. This is likely to be the case in jurisdictions (e.g. United States) that do not
develop clear, comprehensive climate legislation. Finally, an argument may be made for
classifying legal services that have a climate dimension as themselves ‘climate services’ (see
Figure 19 below).

Figure 19 The legal services / climate services nexus

Jurisdictional particularities render it problematic to pass general comment as to how European
market demand for climate services will evolve with respect to the legal sector. What can be
stated with greater certainty is that whether the jurisprudence around climate change evolves with
strong steer by legislatures or not, given the Paris Agreement (2015) and courts’ recognition of the
authority of IPCC evidence, it is highly likely that clients will increasingly want to know what their
obligations are vis-a-vis climate change in respect of established legal doctrines (e.g. trustee duties
and contract law). This will in turn demand that lawyers have an understanding of how climate
change impacts on their clients’ activities, and know where to obtain specialist climate-related
advice. Unless and until CS suppliers are able to service sector-particular compliance
requirements aroused by new legislation, policy makers will remain cautious before introducing
stronger climate-related regulation (e.g. disclosure), thus suppressing CS demand in the shortterm.
The key criterion for legal services procuring externally is the probity and integrity of the
information. A sector that is conservative in its operation develops close relationships with trusted
partners, resulting that: “All strictly non-legal work is contracted-out to consultants - usually a select
handful who receive recurring business based on trust relationship, familiarity, quality, and
reputation” (M. Barlow, 23.05.2017). This includes, for example, environmental due diligence in
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) transactions, 144 which would be delegated to specialist
“At investor and private equity (PE) level there is burgeoning interest in ESG,” whilst at the same time mergers and
acquisitions are starting to take a more holistic approach toward risk (UKELA, 28.04.2017).
144
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consultants. Where climate risk assessment becomes an increasingly routine procedure in M&A
diligence, law firms are likely to develop close partnerships with a small number of the most
reputable firms with the capacity and capability to deliver sound advice.
Bottom line: There will be increasing demand for lawyers across practice areas to update their
professional knowledge and advice in ways that take account of the transitional and physical risks
associated with climate change. This will mean obtaining appropriate climate services in the
preparation of advice and advocacy, and the ability to effectively interpret and use climate-related
10.2 As
Recommendations
evidence.
climate services evolve into applications tailored to specific sectors and activities, they
should ensure that such services are built with legal audiences’ needs in mind. Such needs call for:
comparability, rigour, resolution, reliability, and readability.
Increasing the use of climate services by the legal services sector – and improving climate services
provided - demands multi-pronged action by a range of actors. Possible actions include:
1) Work with stakeholders to develop an easily-navigable database of climate services
providers (e.g. consultants, expert witnesses etc.) integrated with the proposed Climate
Services Observatory;
2) Develop accessible, regularly-updated, and spatially-nuanced communication of the state
of climate (attribution) science that summarises the ‘consensus’ view, with legal audiences
in mind;
3) Explore the feasibility of a pan-sectoral Adaptation Framework Directive to harmonise
principles and duties in respect of climate resilience and adaptation;
4) Spur development and use of ‘green finance’ sector (e.g. green / resilience bonds), such as
through subsidised verification;
5) Legal services could work with industry and professional bodies across sectors to update
codes and protocols;
6) Develop the capacity of adjudicators to ensure that European jurisdictions become
recognised for rigorously assured climate-related financial products and centres of choice
for resolution of green- and climate- related financial dispute.
7) Reduce information asymmetries, competitive disadvantage, and potential injustice through
guaranteeing open-access to fundamental publicly-funded environmental information;
8) Improve resolution and efficacy of observational climate data and impact models, noting
that the oft-desired resolution of climate projections is unattainable;
9) Continue to develop climate attribution science and high-resolution post-event impact
forensics;
10) Develop a professional charter for services that provide or use climate-related information
and develop ‘best practices’ for disclosure of methods, assumptions, and uncertainties,
describing each in clear and unambiguous language. Services should illustrate reasonable
‘worst cases’, where appropriate;
11) Climate services could work with legal professional bodies and universities to develop plans
to assist the profession update professional practice in light of climate change;
12) Establish an international Court for the Environment to adjudicate on climate-related
disputes and explore development of separate adjudication infrastructure for the resolution
of climate-related disputes;
13) To address demand for benchmarks and best practices on climate resilience, one
interviewee suggested that any future Climate Services Observatory, “can be the advocate
of the precautionary approach and can be a policy incubator: ‘if you seek to be a climate
resilient company, these are the sorts of templates of what a precautionary approach looks
like’” (J. Arrandale, 15.06.2017). Without being prescriptive, this could assist lawyers to
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distinguish adequate and inadequate adaptation planning, and therefore identify, for
example, false disclosure, professional misconduct, or lapses in duties of care;
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